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IN THE MA TIER OF 

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF THE SOUTHWEST 

Docket 9 215. Interlocutory Order, September 9, 1996 

ORDER RETURNING MATTER TO ADJUDICATION 
AND DISMISSING COMPLAINT 

In 1984, Coca-Cola Bottling Company of the Southwest 
("CCSW") acquired the Dr Pepper and Canada Dry carbonated soft 
.drink franchises for the San Antonio, Texas area from the San 

- Antonio Dr Pepper Bottling Company, a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
the parent Dr Pepper concentrate company. On July 29, 1988, the 

. Comniission issued an administrative complaint alleging, inter alia, 
. that this acquisition was likely substantially to lessen competition, in 
violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. 45, and Section 7 of 
the Clayton A_ct, 15 U.S.C. 18. The Notice of Contemplated Relief in 
the administrative complaint included a provision th~t would have 
required divestiture of the Dr Pepper and Canada Dry licenses. 

Hearings on the complaint were held before an administrative law 
judge ("ALJ") from July to October 1990. On June 14, 1991, the ALJ 
issued an initial decision dismissing the complaint. Applying Clayton 
Act standards, the ALJ concluded that the relevant product market 
included all carbonated soft drinks and other similar non-carbonated 
beverages; that the relevant geographic market was broader than the · 
1 0-<?ounty San Antonio area pleaded in the complaint; that entry was 
not difficult; that competition had been significant; th<~.t no customer 
had .complained; and that there was accordingly no likelihood of 
anticompetitive effects from the transaction. 

FTC counsel for the complaint appealed that decision to the full 
Commission. On August 31, 1994, the Commission issued a Final 
Order and Opinion in which the Commission concluded, inter qlia, 
that C<;::SW's acquisition of the Dr Pepper franchise violated the FTC 
Act and .. the Clayton Act, and reversed the ALI's initial decision. The 
Commission concluded that the .relevant product market was branded 
carbonated· soft drinks; that the relevant geographic market was the 
1 0-county San Antonio area; that entry into the market was difficult; 
that the acquisition had raised CCSW's market share from 44.7% to 
54.5%; that the market was ·highly concentrated; and that the 
acquisition substantially increased the likelihood of collusion among 
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soft drink bottlers. For reasons differing from those of the ALJ, the 
Commission also concluded that CCSW's acquisition of the Canada 
Dry franchise did not violate the FTC Act or the Clayton Act. 

In its decision, the Commission expressly rejected CCSW's 
contention that the legality of the transaction should be judged under 
the Soft Drink Interbrand Competition Act of 1980 ("SDICA"), 15 
U.~.C. 3501-3503. That Act provides that "(n]othing contained in any 
antitrust law shall render unlawful the inclusion and enforcement in 
any [soft drink] trademark licensing contract" of "provisions granting 
the licensee the sole and exclusive right to manufacture, distribute, 
and sell such product in a defined geographic area," so long as "such 
product is in substantial and effective competition with other products 
of the same general class in the relevant market or markets." 15 
U_. S.C. 3501. The Commission concluded, however, that the SDICA 
was designed to establish the standard for judging the legality of a 
concentrate manufacturer's grant of exclusivity to a licensee, rather 
than to establish the legality of a bottler's acquisition of licenses to 
bottle competing soft drink brands. The Commission issued a Final 
Order requiring CCSW to divest the Dr Pepper license and related 
assets, and requiring CCSW to obtain prior Commission approval for 
future soft drink license acquisitions. 

Following issuance of the Commission's opinion, CCSW filed a 
petition for review with the United States Court of Appeals for the 
Fifth Circuit. On June 10, 1996, the Fifth Circuit entered a decision 
vacating and remanding the Commission's decision. The Court of 
Appeals held that the standards of the SDICA governed the 

. transaction, and hence that the Commis_sion had used the wrong legal 
standard in concluding that Section 5 of the FTC Act prohibited this 
change in distribution. The court vacated the Commission' s 
divestiture order and remanded the case to the Commission for 
further proceedings to determine the transaction's validity under the 
SDICA's "substantial and effective competition" standard. 

The Commission di~agrees with the Fifth Circuit's application of 
the SDICA in this case. The SDICA -- an amendment to the antitrust 
laws passed in 1980 -- was designed to terminate the Commission's 
1970's challenge to the use of exclusive territories in soft drink 
bottling licenses, and to govern any future challenges to the use of 
exclusivity provisions in soft drink franchises. The statute has 
accomplished that purpose. See, Coca-Cola Co. v. FTC, 642 F.2d 
1387 (D.C. Cir. 1981). Nothing in the language or legislative history 
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of the statute suggests that it was intended to govern Clayton Act 
challenges to' the acquisition by a soft drink bottler of the license to 
bottle a competing brand, where the challenge is not premised on the 
exclusivity of the license whose acquisition is being challenged. 
Notwithstanding our view that the Court of Appeals has misapplied 
the SDICA in this case, the Commission has determined not to seek 
further review of the court's decision. The court's decision, by its 
express terms, "hold[s] only that the Soft Drink Act applies in a case 
such as this one in which the manufacturer se1ls its wholly-owned 
bottling subsidiary and then enters the downstream market by 
licensing an independent distributor for the first time" (emphasis 
added). Given market conditions in the soft drink bottling industry, 
the circumstances described in the court's holding are not likely to 
present themselves in any future case. For this reason, the Court of 
Appeals's decision is highly unlikely to affect the Commission's 
future enforcement of the Clayton Act against combinations of 
competing soft drink brands, even in markets within the Fifth Circuit. 

-Accordingly, the Commission has concluded that seeking further 
review of the decision would be unwarranted. 

With respect to the present case, the Commission has concluded 
that, in light of the age of the challenged transaction, the limited size 
of the market, and the age of the record evidence regarding the 
competitive impact of the challenged acquisition, further expenditrtre 
of resources on this case would·not be in the public interest. 

For these reasons, the Commission has determined not to seek 
further judicial revie~, to return the matter to adjudication, and to 
dismiss the complaint. Therefore, 

It is ordered, That this. matter be, and it hereby is, returned to 
adjudication, and 

It is further ordered, That the complaint in this matter be, and it 
hereby is, dismissed. 

Commissioner Azcuenaga and Commissioner Starek recused . . 
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The complaints in these matters, issued on December 20, 1988, 
allege that the respondents -- six of the country's largest book 
publishers -- violated Sections 2(a), 2(d), and 2(e) of the Clayton Act, 
as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 U.S.C. 13(a),(d),(e), and 
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45. The 
core of the complaints is that the respondents gave certain national 
bookstore chains price and promotional concessions that they did not 
make available to independent bookstores, to the detriment of 
competition and consumers. 

On November 12, 1992, · the Secretary issued an order 
withdrawing these matters from adjudication so that the Commission 
could evaluate non-public proposed consent agreements signed by 
complaint counsel and each of the respondents. Since that time, the 
Commission has considered additional information concerning 
developments in the industry and what, if any, Commission action is 
appropriate. Having examined the proposed consent agreements, and 
having considered significant developments that have occurred in the 
industry since the complaints were issued-- including the initiation 
of private litigation addressing many of the same issues -- the 
Commission has concluded that it is in the public interest to reject the 
proposed consent agreements and dismiss the complaints. 

Although the proposed consent agreements prohibit most of the 
practices that led to the complaints, the industry has changed 
appreciably since the consent agreements were signed. For example, 
the dynamics and structure of the book distribution market have 
evolved in significant ways, reflecting the growth of "superstores" 
and warehouse or "club" stores. Moreover, it appears that major book 
publishers generally have modified pricing and promotional practices. 
Finally, the respondents generally have replaced the principal forms 
of alleged price discrimination that prompted the complaints -
unjustified quantity discounts on trade books and secret discounts on 
mass market books -- with other pricing ·strategies. These 
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developments may limit the potential benefits of the proposed 
consent agreements. 

The Commission could attempt to evaluate the economic and 
legal significance of changes in industry structure and practices, and 
·respond to the effects of these industry changes, by directing the 
Commission staff to conduct additional investigation and, if 
appropriate, to negotiate revised consent agreements. Further 
investigation would be time-consuming and resource-intensive, 
however, and even more resources 'would be needed in the event that 
litigation became necessary. In addition, even if the Commission 
were to issue litigated or consent orde~s against these respondents, 
such orders might not effectively prevent the respondents from 
adopting, pursuant to the "meeting competition" defense, practices 
used by other publishers that are not subject to a Commission order. 
Finally, since the time that the proposed consent agreements were 
signed, the American Booksellers Association has filed several 
private actions challenging alleged discrimination in this industry, 
an'd has already obtained consent decrees against four publishers. In 
view of these developments, further investigation, and possibly 
litigation, by the Commission does not appear to be a necessary or 
prudent use of scarce public resources. 

For these reasons, the Commission has determined to reject the 
proposed consent agreements, return the matters to adjudication, and 
dismiss the complaints. Therefore, 

It is ordered, That these matters be, and they hereby are, returned 
to adjudication, and 

It is further ordered, That the complaints in these matters be, and 
they hereby are, dismissed. 

Chairman Pitofsky recused and Commissioner Azcuenaga 
dissenting. 

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCUENAGA 

These cases against six book publishers all involve allegations of 
unlawful price discrimination in connection with the sale ofbooks to 
resellers. Although all six respondents reached agreement with 
complaint counsel on proposed settlements several years ago, the 
Commission inexplicably has failed to act on the proposed consent 
orders. Now, almost four years after the matters were removed from 
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adjudication to consider the proposed consent agreements, 1 the 
Commission has decided to dismiss the complaints. I do not 
understand and certainly cannot endorse this decision. 

The most obvious justification for dismissing the complaints, a 
conclusion that the respondents did not engage in the unlawful price 
discrimination alleged in the complaints, is noticeably absent from 
the Commission's order. The majority instead cites fo_!!r reasons for 
its order. The .first reason the majority offers is the evolving industry 
"dyilamics and structure .. . reflecting the growth of'superstores' and 
warehouse or 'club' s~ores." It is not at all clear how such changes 
might mitigate the practice, alleged in the Commission's complaints, 
of unlawfully discriminating in price among retailers of books. 
Indeed, one could speculate that the growth of significant discount 
retailers would result in more rather than less price discrimination 
against disfavored retailers.2 This is simply not a valid reason to 
dismiss the complaints. 

Second, the majority suggests that the "principal forms ';· of 
discriminatory praCtices that led to the complaints have· been replaced 
with other pricing strategies that "may limit the potential benefits of 
the proposed consent agreements." This rationale for dismissal does 
not suggest a conclusion that the respondents did not violate the law 
but rather appears to reflect a concern about the remedial 
effectiveness of the proposed orders.3 Traditionally, an order of the 
Commission addressing unlawful price discrimination requires the 
respondent to cease and desist from· such conduct in the future.4 Such 
an order is not easily outmoded- by changing fashions in 
discriminatory practices. To the extent that the pr?posed consent 
orders w.ere inadequate, the usual options have been available to the 
Commission to seek appropriate relief. The Commission could have 
sought appropriate revisions in the proposed consent orders, or it 

Proposed 'consent agreements having been executed by the respondents and complaint counsel, 
the matters were withdrawn from adjudication by the Secretary pursuant to Section 3.25(c) of the 
Commission's Rules of Practice on November 12, 1992. . 

2 
The private Robinson-Patman actions brought by the American Booksellers Association 

against several book publishers tend to suggest that unlawful price discrimination is not a thing of the 
past in the industry. 

3 
To the extent that the majority may intend to suggest that the specific practices that led to the 

complaints have been abandoned, it should be noted that abandonment is not a sufficient basis, under 
well-established precedent, to avoid a Commission order. See, e.g., Warner Communications, Inc., 
105 FTC 342 ( 1985). . . 

4 
E.g., YKK (U.S.A.) Inc., 98 FTC 25 (1981 ). See also the form of notice order the Commission 

issued with each of the complaints in these six cases: "[R]espondent shall ... cease and desist from 
discriminating in price" by selling to two purchasers at different prices. 
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could have rejected the orders and returned the matters to 
adjudication. 

Third, the majority expresses dismay that orders against the six 
book publishers may be ineffective, because the respondents would 
be free to use the "meeting competition" defense5 to meet the prices 
of publishers not subject to Commission order. Of course, the 
respondents would be free J:o meet competition. That is what the 
defense is for. If what the majority means to suggest is that book 
publishers not under order also are engaging in discriminatory 
pricing, the solution would appear to be to initiate additional 
investigations, not to dismiss these complaints. As far as I know, the 
Commission never before has deemed enforcement of the Robinson
Patman Act fruitless on the ground that a respondent under order 
could lawfully meet the presumptively lawful prices of its 
competitors, and it seems a very odd proposition to adopt. 

Finally, the majority cites the success that the American 
Booksellers Association has had in its private Robinson-Patman suits 
against several publishers. The Association has negotiated settlements 

-with four publishers. The implication is that the Association's success 
should somehow stand in for the Commission's law enforcement. 
This is very confusing, when the same majority suggests that a mere 
six FTC orders would have been ineffective. 

The unfortunate choice to dismiss the complaints may indeed save 
"scarce public resources" from further expenditure in these cases, but 
it is an imprudent waste of the substantial law enforcement resources 
that this agency already has expended. 

I dissent. 1 

5 
Section 2(b) of the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 U.S.C. 13(b). 
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The complaints in these matters, issued on December 20, 1988, 
allege tha( the respondents -- six of the country's largest book 
publishers --·violated Sections 2(a), 2(d), and 2(e) of the Clayton Act, 
as amended bytheRobinson-PatmanAct, 15 U.S.C. 13(a),(d),(e), and 
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45 . The 
core of the complaints is that the respondents gave certain national 
bookstore chains price and promotional concessions that they did not 
make available to independent bookstores, to the detriment of 
competition and consumers. 

On November 12, 1992, the Secretary issued an order 
withdrawing these matters from adjudication so that the Commission 
could ·evaluate non-public proposed consent agreements signed by 
complaint counsel and each of the respondents. Since that time, the 
Commission has considered additional information concerning 
developments in the industry and what, if any, Commission action is 
appropriate. Having examined the proposed consent agreements, and 
having considered significant developments that have occurred in the 
industry since the complaints were issued-- including the initiation 
of private litigation addressing many of the same issues -- the 
Commission has concluded that it is in the public interest to reject the 
proposed consent agreements and dismiss the complaints. 

Although the proposed consent agreements prohibit most of the 
practices that led to the complaints, the industry has changed 
appreciably since the consent agreements were signed. For example, 
the dynamics and structure of the book distribution market have 
evolved in significant ways, reflecting the growth of "superstores" 
and warehouse or "club" stores. Moreover, it appears that major book 
publishers generally have modified pricing and promotional practices. 
Finally, the respondents generally have replaced the principal forms 
of alleged price discrimination that prompted the complaints -
unjustified quantity discounts on trade books and secret discounts on 
mass market books -- with other pricing strategies. These 
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developments may limit the potential benefits of the proposed 
consent agreements. 

The Commission could attempt to evaluate the economic and 
legal significance of changes in industry structure and practices, and 
respond to the effects of these industry changes, by directing the 
Commission staff to conduct additional investigation and, if 
appropriate, to negotiate revised consent agreements. Further 
investigation would be time-consuming and resource-intensive, 
however, and even more resources would be needed in the event that 
litigation became · necessary. In addition, even if the Commission 
were to issue litigated or consent orders against these respondents, 
such orders might not effectively prevent the respondents from 
adopting, pursuant to the "meeting competition" defense, practices 
used by other publishers that are not subject to a Commission order. 
Finally, s!nce the time that the proposed consent agreements were 
signed, the American Booksellers Association has filed several 
private ~ctions challenging alleged discrimination in this industry, 
and has a)ready obtained consent decrees against four publishers. In 
view of these developments, further investigation, and possibly 
litigation, by the Commission does not appear to be a necessary or 
prudent use of scarce public resources. 

For these reasons, the Commission has determined to reject the 
proposed consent agreements, return the matters to adjudication, and 
dismiss the complaints. Therefore, . 

It is ordered, That these matters be, and they hereby are, returned 
to adjudication, and 

It is further ordered, That the complaints in these matters be, and 
they hereby are, dismissed. · 

Chairman Pitofsky recused and Commissioner Azcuenaga 
dissenting. 

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCUENAGA 

These cases against six book publishers all involve allegations of 
unlawful price discrimination in connection with the sale of books to 
resellers. Although all six respondents reached agreement with 
complaint counsel on proposed settlements several years ago, the 
Commission inexplicably has failed to act on the proposed consent 
orders. Now; almost four years after the matters were removed from 
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adjudication to consider the proposed consent agreements, 1 the 
Commission has decided to dismiss the complaints. I do not 
understand and certainly cannot endorse this decision. 

The most obvious justification for dismissing the complaints, a 
· conclusion that the respondents did not engage in the unlawful price 
discrimination alleged in the complaints, is noticeably absent from 
the Commission's order. The majority instead cites four reasons for 
its order. The first reason the majority offers is the evolving industry 
"dynamics and structure ... reflecting the growth of'superstores' and 
warehouse or 'club' stores." It is not at all clear how such changes 
might mitigate the practice, alleged in the Commission's complaints, 
of unlawfully discriminating in price among retailers of books . 

. Indeed, one could speculate that the growth of significant discount 
retailers would result in more rather than less price discrimination 
against disfavored retailers.2 This is simply not a valid reason to 
dismiss the complaints. 

Second, the majority suggests that the "principal forms" of 
d~scriminatory practices that led to the complaints have been replaced 
with other pricing strategies that "may limit the potential benefits of 
the proposed consent agreements." This rationale for dismissal does 
not suggest a conclusion that the respondents did not violate the law 
but rather appears to reflect a concern about the remedial 
effectiveness of the proposed orders.3 Traditionally, an order of the 
Commission addressing unlawfUl price discrimination requires the 
respondent t() cease and desist from such conduct in the future. 4 Such 
an order is not easily outmoded by changing fashions in 
discriminatory practices. To the extent that the proposed consent 
orders were inadequate, the usual options have been available to the 
Cominission to seek appropriate relief. The Commission could have 
sought appropriate revisions in the proposed consent orders, or it 

1 
Proposed consent agreements having been executed by the respondents and complaint counsel, 

the matters were withdrawn from adjudication by the Secretary pursuant to Section 3.25(c) of the 
Commission's Rules of Practice on November 12, 1992. 

2 
The private Robinson-Patman actions brought by the American Booksellers Association 

against several book publishers tend to suggest that unlawful price discrimination is not a thing of the 
past in the industry. · · 

3 
To the extent that the majority may intend to·suggest that the specific practices that led to the 

complaints have been abandoned, it should be noted that abandonment is not a sufficient basis, under 
well-established precedent, to avoid a Commission order. See, e.g., Warner Communications, Inc., 
105 FTC 342 (1985). 

4 
E.g., YKK (US.A.) Inc., 98 ~C 25 (1981). See also the form of notice order the Commission 

issued with each of the complaints in these six cases: "[R)espondent shall . . . cease and desist from 
discriminating in price" by selling to two .purchasers at different prices. 
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could have rejected the orders and returned the matters to 
adjudication. 

Third, the majority expresses dismay that orders against the six 
book publishers may be ineffective, because the respondents would 
be free to use the "meeting competition" defense5 to meet the prices 
of publishers not subject to Commission order. Of course, the 
respondents would be free to meet competition. That is what the 
defense is for. If what the majority mea~s to suggest is that book 
publishers not under order also are engaging in discriminatory 
pricing, the solution would appear to .be to initiate . additional 
investigations, not to dismiss these complaints. As far as I know, the 
Commission never before has deemed enforcement of the Robinson
Patman Act fruitless on the ground that a respondent under order 
could lawfully meet the presumptively lawful prices of its 
competitors, and it seems a very odd proposition to adopt. 

Finally, the majority cites the success that the American 
Booksellers Association has had in its private Robinson-Patman suits 
against several publishers. The Association has negotiated settlements 
with four publishers. The implication is that the Association's success 
should somehow stand in for the Commission's law enforcement. 
This is very confusing, when the same majority suggests that a mere 
six FTC orders would have been ineffective. 

The unfortunate choice to dismiss the complaints may indeed save 
"scarce public resources" from further expenditure in these cases, but 
it is an imprudent w~te of the substantial law enforcement resources 
that this agency already has expended. 

I dissent. 

5 
Section 2(b) of the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 U.S.C. 13(b). 
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_The complaints in these matters; issued on December 20, 1988, 
allege that the respondents -- six of the country's largest book 
publishers-- violated Sections 2(a), 2(d), and 2(e) of the Clayton Act, 
as amended bytheRobinson-PatmanAct, 15 U.S.C. 13(a),(d),(e), and 
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45. The 
core of the complaints is that the respondents gave certain national 
bookstore chains price and promotional concessions that they did not 
make available to independent bookstores, to the detriment of 
competition and consumers. 

On November- 12, . 1992, the Secretary issued an order 
withdrawing these matters from adjudication so that the Commission 
could evaluate non-public proposed consent agreements signed by 
complaint counsel and each of the respondents. Since that time, the 
Commission has considered additional information concerning 
developments in the industry and what, if any, Commission action is 
appropriate. Having examined the proposed consent agreements, and 
having considered significant developments that have occurred in the 
industry since the complaints were issued-- including the initiation 
of private litigation addre~sing many of the same issues -- the 
Commission has concluded that it is in the public interest to reject the 
proposed consent agreements and dismiss the complaints. 

Although the proposed consent agreements prohibit most of the 
practices that led to the complaints, the industry has changed 
appreciably since the consent agreements were signed. For example, 
the dynamics and structure of the book distribution market have 
evolved in significant ways, reflecting the growth of "superstores" 
and warehouse or "club" stores. Moreover, it appears that major book 
publishers generally have modified pricing and promotional practices. 
Finally, the respondents generally have replaced the principal forms 
of alleged price discrimination that prompted the complaints -
unjustified quantity discounts on trade b()oks and secret discounts on 
mass market books -- with other pricing strategies. These 
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developments may limit the potential benefits of the proposed 
consent agreements. 

The Commission could· attempt to evaluate the economic and 
legal significance of changes in industry structure and practices, and 
respond to the effects of these industry changes, by directing the 
Commission staff to conduct additional investigation and, if 
appropriate, to- negotiate revised .consent agreements. Further 
investigation would be time-consuming and resource-intensive, 
however, and even more resources would be needed in the event that 
litigation became necessary. In addition, even if the Comniission 
were to issue litigated or consent orders against these respondents, 
such orders might not effectively prevent the respondents from 
adopting, pursuant to the "meeting competition" defense, practices 
used by other publishers that are not subject to a Commission order. 
Finally; since the time that the proposed consent agreements were 
signed, the American Booksellers Association has filed. several 
private actions challenging alleged discrimination in this industry, 
and has already obtained consent decrees against four_publishers. In 
view .of these developments; further investigation, and possibly 
litigation, by the Commission does. not appear to be a necessary or 
prudent use of scarce public resources. 

For these reasons, the Commission has determined to reject the 
proposed consent agreements, return the matters to adjudication, and 
dismiss the complaints. Therefore, · 

It is ordered, That these matters be, and they hereby are, returned 
to adjudication, and 

It is further ordered, That the complaints in these matters be, and 
they hereby are, dismissed. · · 

Chairman Pitofsky recused and Commissioner Azcuenaga 
dissenting. 

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCUENAGA 

These cases against six book publishers all involve allegations of 
unlawful price discrimination in connection with the sale of books to 
resellers. Although all six respondents reached agreement with 
complaint counsel on proposed settlements several years ago, the 
Commissi9n inexplicably has failed to act on the proposed consent 
orders. Now, almost four years after the matters were removed from 
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adjudication to consider the proposed consent agreements, 1 the 
Commission has decided to dismiss the complaints. I do not 
understand and certainly cannot endorse this dec;;ision. 

The most obvious justification for dismissing the complaints, a 
conclusion that the respondents did not engage in the unlawful price 
discrimination alleged in the complaints, is noticeably absent from 
the Commission's order. The majority instead cites four reasons. for 
its order. The first reasol?- the majority offers is the evolving industry 
"dynamics and structure ... reflecting the growth of'superstores' and 
warehouse or 'club' stores." It is not at all clear how such changes 
might mitigate the practice, alleged in the Commission's complaints, 
of unlawfully discriminating in price among retailers of books. 
Indeed, one could speculate that the growth of significant discount 
retailers would result in more rather than less price discrimination 
against disfavored retailers.2 This is simply not a valid reason to 
dismiss the complaints. 

Second, the majority suggests that the "principal forms" of 
discriminatory practices that led to the complaints have been replaced 
with other pricing strategies that "may limit the potential benefits of 
the proposed consent agreements." This rationale for dismissal does 
not suggest a conclusion that the respondents did not violate the law 
but rather appears to reflect a concern about the remedial 
effectiveness of the proposed orders.3 Traditionally, an order of the 
Commission addressing unlawful price discrimination requires the 
respondent to cease and desist from such conduct in the future.4 Such 
an order is ·not easily outmoded by changing fashions in 
discriminatory practices. To the extent ·that the proposed consent 
orders were inad~quate, the usual options have been available to the 
Commission to seek appropriate relie£ The Commission could have 
sought appropriate revisions in the proposed consent orders, or it 

1 
Proposed consent agreements having been executed by the respondents and complaint counsel, 

the matters were withdrawn from adjudication by the Secretary pursuant to Section 3.25(c) of the 
Commission's Rules ofPractice on November 12, 1992. 

2 
The private Robinson-Patman actions brought by the American Booksellers Association 

against several book publishers tend to suggest that unlawful price ·discrimination is not a thing of the 
past in the industry. . . 

3 
To the extent that the majority may intend to suggest that the specific practices .that led to the 

complaints have been abandoned, it should be noted that abandonment is not a sufficient basis, under 
well-established precedent, to avoid a Commission order. See, e.g., Warner Communications, Inc., 
105 FTC 342 (1985). 

4 
E.g., YKK (U.S.A.) Inc., 98 FTC 25 (1981 }. See also the form of notice order the Commission 

issued with each of the complaints in these six cases: "[R]espondent shall ... cease and desist from 
discriminating in price" by selling to two purchasers at di fferent prices. 
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could have rejected the orders and returned the matters to 
adjudication. 

Third, the majority expresses dismay that orders against the six 
book publishers may be ineffective, because the respondents would 
be free to use the "meeting competition" defense5 to meet the prices 
of publishers not subject to Commission order. Of course, the 
respondents would be free to meet competition. That is what the 
defense is for. If what the majority means to suggest is that book 
publishers , not under order also are engaging in discriminatory 
pricing, the solution would appear to be to initiate additional 
investigations, not to dismiss these complaints. As far as I know, the 
Commission never before has deemed enforcement of the Robinson
Patman Act fruitless on the ground that a respondent under order 
could lawfully meet the presumptively lawful prices of its 
competitors, and it seems a very odd proposition to adopt. 

Finally, the majority cites the success that the American 
Booksellers Association has had in its private Robinson-Patman suits 
against several publishers. The Association has negotiated settlements 
with four publishers. The implication is that the Association's success 
should somehow stand in for the Commission's law enforcement. 
This is very confusing, when the same majority suggests that a mere 
six FTC orders would have been ineffective. 

The unfortunate choice to dismiss the complaints may indeed save 
"scarce public resources" from further expenditure in these cases, but 
it is an imprudent waste of the substantial law enforcement resources 
that this agency already has expended. 

I dissent. 

5 
Section 2(b) of the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 U.S.C. 13(b). 
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The complaints in these matters, issued on December 20, 1988, 
allege that the respondents -- six_ of the country's largest book 
publishers-- violated Sections 2(a), 2(d), and 2(e) of the Clayton Act, 
as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 U.S.C. 13(a),(d),(e), and 
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S. C. 45. The 
core of the co_mplaints is that the respondents gave certain national 
bookstore chains price and promotional concessions that they did not 
make available to independent bookstores, to the detriment of 
competition and consumers. 

On November 12, 1992, the Secretary issued an order 
withdrawing these matters from adjudication so that the Commission 
could evaluate non-public proposed consent agreements signed by 
complaint counsel and each of the respondents. Since that time, the 
Commission has considered additional information concerning 
developments in the industry and what, if any, Commission action is 
appropriate. Having examined the proposed consent agreements, and 
having considered significant developments that have occurred in the 
industry since the complaints were issued-- including the initiation 
of private litigation addressing many of the same issues -- the 
Commission has concluded that it is in the public interest to reject the 
proposed consent agreements and dismiss the complaints. 

Although the proposed consent agreements prohibit most of the 
practices that led to the complaints, the industry has changed 
appreciably since the consent agreements were signed. For example, 
the dynamics and structure of the book distribution market have 
evolved in significant ways, reflecting the growth of "superstores" 
and warehouse or "club" stores. Moreover, it appears that major book 
publishers generally have modified pricing and promotional practices. 
Finally, the respondents generally have replaced the principal forms 
of alleged price discrimination that prompted the complaints -
unjustified quantity discounts on trade books and secret discounts on 
mass market books --· with other pricing strategies. These 
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developments may limit the p~tential benefits of the proposed 
consent agreements. 

The Comn1ission could attempt to ~val~ate the economic and 
legal significance of changes in industry structure and practices, and 
respond to the effects of these industry changes, by directing the 
Commission staff to conduct additional investigation and, if 
appropriate, to negotiate revised consent agreements. Further _ 
investigation ·would be time-consuming and resource-intensive, 
however, and even more resources would be needed in the event that 
litigation ·became necessary. In addition, even if the Commission 
were to issue litigated or consent orders against these respondents, 
such orders might not effectively prevent the respondents from 
adopting, pursuant to the "meeting competition" defense, _practices 
used by other publishers that are not subject to a Commission order. 
Fimilly, since the time that the proposed consent agreements were 
signed, the American Booksellers Association has filed several 
private actions challenging alleged discrimination in this industry, 
and has already obtained consent decrees against four publishers. In 
view of these developments, further investigation, and possibly 
litigation, by the Commission does not appear to be a necessary or 
prudent use of scarce public resources. 

For these reasons, the Commission has determined to reject the 
proposed consent agreements, return the matters to adjudication, and 
dismiss the complaints. Therefore, 

It is ordered, That these matters be, and they hereby are, retu~ed 
to adjudication, and . 

It is further ordered, That the complaints in these matters be, and 
they hereby are, dismissed. 

Chairman Pitofsky -recused and Commissioner Azcuenaga 
dissentirig. 

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCUENAGA 

These cases against six book publishers all involve allegations of 
unlawful price discrimination in connection with the sale of books to 
resellers. Although all six respondents reached agreement with 
complaint counsel on proposed settlements several years ago, the 
Commission inexplicably has failed to act on the proposed consent 
orders. Now, almost four years after the matters were removed from 
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adjudication to consider the proposed consent agreements, 1 the 
Commission has decided to dismiss the complaints. I' do not 
understand and certainly c~ot endorse this decision. 

The most obvious justification for dismissing the complaints; a 
conclusion that the respondents did. not engage in the unlawful price 
discrimination alleged in the complaints, is noticeably absent from 
the Corllinission's order. The majority instead Cites four reasons for 
its order. The first reason the majority offers is the evolving industry 
II dynamics and structure ... reflecting the growth of fsuperstores' and 
warehouse or 'club' stores." It is not at all clear how such changes 
might mitigate the practice, alleged in the Commission's complaints, 
of unlawfully discriminating in price among retailers of book~. 
Indeed, one could speculate that the growth of significant discount 
retailers would result in more rather than less price discrimination 
against disfavored retailers.2 This is simply not a valid reason to 
dismiss the complaints: · · 

Second~ the majority suggests that the "principal forms" of 
discriminatory practices· that led to the complaints have been replaced 
with other pricing strategies that "may limit the potential benefits of 
the proposed consent agreements." This rationale for dismissal does 
not suggest a conclusion that the respondents did not violate the law 
but rather appears to reflect a concern about the remedial 
effectiveness of the proposed orders.3 Traditionally, an order of the 
Commission addressing unlawful price discrimination requires the 
respondent to cease and desist from·such conduct in the future.4 Such 
an order is not easily outmoded by changing fashions in 
discriminatory practices. To the extent that the proposed consent 
orders were inadequate, the usual options have been available to the 
Commission to seek appropriate relief. The Commission could have 
sought appropriate revisions in the proposed ·consent orders, or it 

1 
Proposed consent agreements having been executed by the respondents and complaint counsel, 

the matters were withdrawn from adjudication by the Secretary pursuant to Section 3.25(c) of the 
Commission's Rules of Practice on November 12, 1992. · 

2 
The private Robinson-Patman actions brought by the American Booksellers Association 

against several book publishers tend to suggest that unlawful price discrimination is not a thing of the 
past in the industry. · 

3 
To tlie extent that the majority may intend to suggest that the specific practices that led to the 

complaints have been abandoned, it should be noted that abandonment is not a sufficient basis, under 
well-established precedent, to_avoid a Commission order. See, e.g., Warner Communications, Inc., 
105 FTC 342 ( 1985). · . 

4 
E.g., YKK (U.S.A.) Inc., 98 FTC iS (1981). See also the form of notice order the Commission 

issued with each of the complaints in these six cases: "[R]espondent shall ... cease and desist from 
discriminating in price" by selling to two purchasers at different prices. 
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could have rejected the orders and returned the matters to 
adjudication. _ 

Third, the majority expresses dismay that orders against the six 
. book publishers may be ineffective, b~cause the resppndents would 
be free to use the "meeting competition" defense5 to meet the prices 
of publishers not subject to Commission order. Of course, the 
respondents would be free to meet competition. That is what the 
defense is for. If what the majority means to suggest is that book 
publishers not under order also are engaging in discriminatory 
pricing, the solution would appear to be to initiate additional 
investigations, not to dismiss these complaints. As· far as I khow, the 
Commission never before has deemed enforcement of the Robinson
Patman Act fruitless on the ground that a reSpondent under order 
could lawfully meet the presumptively lawful prices . of its 
competitors, and it seems a very odd proposition to adopt. 

Finally, the majority dtes the success that the American . 
Booksellers Association has had in its private Robins.on-Patman suits 
against several publishers. The Association has negotiated settlements 
with four_ publishers. The implication is that .the Association's success 
should somehow stand in for the Commission's law enforcement. 
This is very confusing, when the same majority suggests that a mere 
six FTC orders would have been ineffective. · 

The unfortunate choice to dismiss the complaints may indeed save 
"scarce public resources" from further expenditure in these cases, but 
it is an imprudent wa~te of the substantial law enforcement resources 
that this agency already has expended. 

I dissent. 

5 
Section 2(b) of the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 U.S.C. 13(b). 
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. The complaints in these matters, iss~ed on December 20, 1988, 
allege that the respondents -- six of the country's largest book 
publishers --violated.Sections 2(a), 2(d), and 2(e) of the Clayton Act, 
as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 U.S.C. 13( a),( d),( e), and 
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45. The 
core· of the complaints is that the respondents gave certain national 
bookstore chains price and promotional concessions that they did not 
·make available to independent bookstores, to the detriment of 
competition and consumers. 

On November 12, 1992., . the Secretary issued an order 
withdrawing these matters from adjudication so that the Commission 
could evaluate non-public proposed consent agreements signed by 
complaint co~sel and each of the respondents. Since that time, the 
Commission has considered additional information concerning 
developments in the industry and what, if any, Commission action is 
appropriate. Having examined the proposed co.nsent agreements, and 
having considered significant developments that have occurred in the 
industry since the complaints were issued -- including the initiation 
of private litigation addressing many of the same issues -- the 
Commission has concluded that it is in the public interest to reject the 
proposed consent agreements and dismiss the complaints. 

Although the proposed consent agreements prohibit most of the 
practices that led to the complaints, the industry has changed 
appreciably since the consent agreements were signed. For example, 
the dynamics and structure of the book distribution market have 
evolved in significant" ways, reflecting the growth of "superstores" 
and warehouse or "club" stores. Moreover, it appears that major book 
publisher~ generally have modified pricing and promotional practices. 
Finally, the respondents generally have replaced the principal forms 
of alleged price discrimination that prompted the complaints -
unjustified quantity discounts on trade books and secret discounts on 
mass market books -- with other pricing strategies. .These 
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developments may limit the potential benefits of the proposed 
consent agreements. 

The Commission could attempt to evaluate the economic -and 
legal significance of changes in industry structure and practices, and 
respond to the effects of these i_ndustry changes, by directing the 
Commission staff to conduct additional investigation and, if 
~ppropriate, to negotiate revised consent agreements. Further 
investigation would be time-consuming 'ind resource-intensive, 
however, and even more resources would be needed in the event that 
litigation became necessary. In addition, even if the Commission 
were to issue litigated or consent orders against these respondents, 
such orders might not effectively prevent the respondents from 
adopting, pursuant to the "meeting competition" defense, practices 
used by other publishers that are not subject to a Commission order. 
Finally, since the time. that the proposed consent agreements were 
signed, the American Booksellers Association has filed several 
private actions challenging· alleged discrimination in this industry, 
and has already obtained consent decrees against four publishers. In 
view of these developments, further investigation, and possibly 
litigation, by the Commission does 'not appear to be a necessary or 
prudent use of scarce public resources. 

For these reasons, the Commission has detenniried to reject the 
proposed consent agreements, return the matters to adjudication, and 
dismiss-the complaints. Therefore, · 

It is ordered, That these matters be, and they hereby are, returned 
to adjudication, and . 

It is further ordered, That the complaints in these matters be, and 
they hereby are, dismissed: 

Chairman Pitofsky recused and Commissioner Az9uenaga 
dissenting. 

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCUENAGA 

These cases against six book publishers all involve allegations of 
unlawful price discrimination in connection with the sale of books to 
resellers. Although all six respondents reached agreement with 
complaint counsel on proposed settlements several years ago, the 
Commission inexplicably has failed to act on the proposed consent 
orders. Now, almost four years after the matters were removed from 
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adjudication to consider the proposed conserit agreements~ 1 the 
Commission has decided to dismiss the complaints. I do not 
understand and certainly cannot endorse this decisio-n. · , 

· The most obvious justification for dismissing the complaints, a 
conclusion that the respondents did not engage in the unlawful price 
discrimination alleged in the ·complaints, is noticeably absent from 
the Commission's order. The majority instead cites foll.r reasons for 
its order. The first reason the majority offers is the evolving industry 
"dynamics and structure· . . ·. reflecting the groWth of'sup·erstores' and 
warehouse or 'club' stores. n It' is not at all clear-how such changes 
might mitigate. the practice, alleged in the Commission's complaints, 
of unlawfully discriminating in price among retailers of books. 
Indeed, one could speculate that the growth of significant discount 

· retailers would result in more rather than less price discrimination 
against disfavored retailers. 2 This is simply not a valid reason to 
dismiss the complaints . . · · 

Second, the majority suggests that the "principal forms" of 
discriminatory practices that led to the complaints have been replaced 
with other pricing strategies that "may limit. the potential ben~fits of 
the proposed consent agr~ements." This rationale for dismissal does 
not suggest a conclusion that the respondents did not violate the law 
but rather appears to reflect a concern about the remedial 
effectiveness of the proposed orders.3 Traditionally, an order .of the_ 
Commission addressing unlawful price discrimination requires the 
respondent to cease and desist froni such conduct in the future.4 Such 
an order is not easily outmoded by changing fashions in 
discriminatory practices. To the extent that the proposed consent 
orders were inadequate, the usual options have been available to the 
Commission to seek appropriate relief. The Commission could have 

. sought appropriate revisions in the proposed consent orders, or it 

1 
Proposed consent agreements having been executed by the respondents and complaint counsel, 

the matters were withdrawn from adjudication by the Secretary pursuant to Section 3.25(c) of the 
Commission's Rules of Practice on November 12, 1992. 

2 
The private Robinson-Patman actions brought by the American Booksellers Association 

against several book publishers tend to suggest that unlawful price discrimination is not a thing of the 
past in the industry. 

3 
To the extent that the majority may intend to suggest that the specific practices that led to the 

complaints have been abandoned, it should be noted that abandonment is not a sufficient basis, under 
well-established precedent, to avoid a Commission order. See, e.g ., Warner Communications, Inc., 
I 05 FTC 342 (1985). . · 

4 
E.g., YKK (US.A.) Inc., 98 FTC 25 (1981 ). See also the form of notice. order the Commission 

issued with each of the complaints in these six cases: "[R]espondent shall .· . . cease and desist fro01 
discriminating in price" by. selling to two purchasers at different prices. 
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could have rejected the orders and returned the matters to 
adjudication. 

Third, the majority expresses dismay that orders against the six 
book publishers may be ineffective, because the respondents would 
be free to use the "meeting competition" defense5 to meet the prices 
of publishers not subject to Commission order. Of course, the 
respondents would be free to meet competition. That is what the 
defense is for. If-what the majority means to suggest is that book 
publishers not under order also are engaging in discriminatory 
pricing, the solution would appear to be to initiate additional 
investigations, not to dismiss these complaints. As far as I know, the 
Commission never before has deemed enforcement of the Robinson
Patman Act fruitless on the ground that a respondent under order 
could lawfully m~et the presumptively lawful prices of its 
competitors, and it seems a very odd proposition to adopt. 

Finally, the majority cites the s.uccess that the American 
Booksellers Association has had in its private Robinson-Patman suits 
against several publishers. The Association has negotiated settlements 
with four publishers. The implication is that the Association's success 
should somehow stand in for the Commission's law enforcement. 
This is very confusing, when the same majority suggests. that a mere 
six FTC orders would have been ineffective. 

The unfortunate choice to dismiss the complaints-may indeed save 
"scarce public resources" from further expenditure in these cases, but 
it is an imprudent waste of the substantial law enforcement resources 
that this agency already has expended. 

I dissent. 

5 
Section 2(b) of the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 U.S.C. 13(b). 
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The complaints in these matters, issued on December 20, 1988, 
allege that the respondents -- six of the country's largest book 
publishers -- violated Sections 2( a), 2( d), and 2( e) of the Clayton Act, 
as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 U.S. C. 13(a),(d),(e), and 
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45. The 
core of the complaints is that the respondents gave certain national 
bookstore chains price and promotional concessions that they did not 
make available to independent bookstores, to the detriment of 
competition and consumers. 

On November 12, 1992, the Secretary ·issued an order 
withdrawing these matters from adjudication so that the Cotnmission 
could evaluate non-public proposed consent agreements signed by 
complaint counsel and each of the respondents. Since that time, the 
Commission has considered additional information concerning 
developments in the industry and what, if any, Commission action is 
appropriate. Having examined the proposed consent agreements, and 
having considered significant developments that have occurred in the 
industry since the complaints were issued -- including the initiation 
of private litigation addressing many of the same issues -- the 
Commission has concluded that it is in the public interest to reject the 
proposed consent agreements and dismiss the complaints. 

Although the proposed consent agreements prohibit most of the 
practices that led to the complaints, the industry has changed 
appreciably since the consent agreements were signed. For example, 
the dynamics and structure of the book distribution market have 
evolved in significant ways, reflecting the growth--of "superstores" 
and warehouse or "club" stores. Moreover, it appears that major book 
publishers generally have modified pricing and promotional practices. 
Finally, the respondents generally have replaced the principal forms 
of alleged price discrimination that prompted the complaints -
unjustified quantity discounts on trade books and secret discounts on 
mass market · books -- with other pricing strategies. These 
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developments may limit the potential benefits of the proposed 
consent agreements. 

The Commission could attempt to evaluate the economic and 
legal significance of changes in industry structure and practices, and 
respond to the effects of these industry changes, by directing the 
Commission · staff to conduct additional investigation and, if 
appropriate, to negotiate revised c_Qnsent agreements. Further 
inv:estigation. would be time-consuming and resource-intensive, 
however, and even mo~e resources would be needed in the event that 

f. litigation became necessary. In addition, eve~ if the Commission 
: were to issue litigated or consent orders against these respondents, 

such orders might not effectively prevent the respondents from 
adopting, pursuant to the "meeting competition" defense,. practices 
used by other publishers that are not subject to a Commission order. 
Finally, since the time that the proposed consent agreements were 
signed, the American Booksellers Association has filed several 
private actions challenging alleged discrimimition in this industry, 
and has already obtained consent decrees against four publishers. In 
view of these -developments, further investigation, and possibly 
litigation, by the Commission does not appear to be a necessary or 

. prudent use of scarce public resources . . 
For these reasons, the Commission has determined to reject the 

proposed consent agreements, return the matters to adjudication, and 
dismiss the complaints. Therefore, 

It is ordered, That these matters be, and they hereby are, returned 
to adjudication, and 

It is further ordered, That the complaints in these matters be, and 
they hereby are, dismissed. 

Chairman Pitofsky recused and Commissioner Azcuenaga 
dissenting. 

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCUENAGA . -

These cases against six book publishers all involve allegations of 
unlawful price. discrimination in connection with the sale ofbooks to 
resellers. Although all six respondents reached agreement with 
complaint counsel on proposed settlements several years ago, the 
Commission inexplicably has failed to act on the proposed consent 
orders. Now, almost four years after the matters were removed from 
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adjudication to consider the proposed consent agreements, 1 the 
Commission has decided to dismiss the complaints. I do . not 
understand and certainly cannot endorse_ t_his decision. . 

The most obvious justification for dismissing the complaints, a 
conclusion th'J,t the respondents did not engage in the u~lawful price 
discrimination alleged in the complaints, is noticeably absent from 
the Commission's order. The majority instead cites four reasons for 

. its order. The first reason the majority offers is the evolving industry 
"dynamics and structure ... reflecting the growth of'superstores' and 
warehouse or 'club' stores." It is not at all clear how such changes 
might mitigate the practice, alleged in the Commission's complaints, 
of unlawfully discriminating in price among retailers of books. 
Indeed, one could speculate that the growth of significant discount 
retailers would result in more rather than less price discrimination 
against disfavored retailers. 2 This is simply not · a valid reason to 
dismiss the complaints. 

· Second, the majority sugg~sts that ·the "principal forms" of 
discriminatory practices that led to the complaints have been replaced 
with other pricing strategies that "may limit the potential benefits of 
the proposed consent agreements." This rationale for dismissal does 
not suggest a conclusion that the respondents did not violate the law 
but rather appears to reflect a concern about the remedial 
effectiveness of the proposed orders.3 Traditionally, an order of the 
Commission addressing unlawful price discrimination requires the 
respondent to cease and desist from such conduct in the future.4 Such 
an order is not easily outmoded by changing fashions in 
discriminatory practices. To the extent that the proposed consent 
orders were inadequate, the usual options have been available to the 
Commission to seek appropriate relief. The Commission could have 
sought appropriate revisions in the proposed consent orders, or it 

1 
Proposed consent agreements having been executed by the respondents and complaint counsel, 

the matters were withdrawn from adjudication by the Secretary pursuant to Section 3.25(c) of the 
Commission's Rules of Practice on November 12, 1992. 

2 
The private Robinson-Patman actions brought by the American Booksellers Association 

against several book publishers tend to suggest that unlawful price discrimination is not a thing of the 
past in the industry. . 

3 
To the extent that the majority may intend to suggest that the specific practices that ·led to the 

complaints have been abandoned, it should be noted that abandonment is not a sufficient basis, under 
well-established precedent, to avoid a Commission order. See, e.g., Warner Communications, _bc., 
I 05 FTC 342 (1985). . 

4 
E.g., YKK (U.S.A.) Inc., 98 FTC 25 (1981). See also the form of notice order the Commission 

issued with each of the complaints in these six cases: ."[R]espondent shall . .. cease and desist from 
discriminating in price" by selling to two purchasers at different prices. 
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could have rejected the orders and returned the matters to 
adjudication. 

Third, the majority expresses dismay that orders against the six 
book publishers may be ineffective, because the respondents would 
be free to use the "meeting competition" defense5 to meet the prices 
of publishers not subject to Commission order. Of course, the 
respondents would be free to meet competition. That is what the 
defense is for. If what the majority means to suggest is that liook 
publishers not under order also are engaging in discriminatory 
pricing, the solution would appear to be to initiate additional 
investigations, not to dismiss these complaints. As far as I know, the 
Commission never before has deemed enforcement of the Robinson
Patman Act fruitless on the ground that a respondent under order 
could lawfully meet the presumptively lawful prices of its 
competitors, and it seems a very odd proposition to adopt. 

Finally, the majority cites · the success that the American· 
Booksellers Association has had in its private Robinson-Patman suits 
against several publishers. The Association has negotiated settlements 
with four publishers. The implication is that the Association's ~uccess 
should somehow stand in for the Commission's law enforcement. 
This is very confusing, when the same majority suggests that a mere 
six FTC orders would have been ineffective. 

The unfortunate choice to dismiss the complaints may indeed save 
"scarce public resources" from further expenditure in these cases, but 
it is an imprudent waste of the substantial law enforcement resources 
that this agency already has expended. 

I dissent. 

. t .r. 

5 
Section 2(b) of the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 U.S.C. 13(b ). 
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This consent order prohibits, among other things, the Massachussetts-based 
corporation from fixing, controlling, or maintaining the prices at which 
retailers advertise, promote or off~r for sale any New Balance athletic or 
casual footwear. The order also prohibits the respondent from coercing or 
pressuring any retailer to maintain or adopt any resale price and from 
attempting to secure a retailer's commitment to any resale price. In addition, 
the order prohibits the respondent, for ten years, from notifying a retailer in 
advance that the retailer is subject to partial or temporary suspension or 
termination as a New Balance dealer if it advertises products below New 
Balance's designated resale price. 

Appearance_s 

For the Commission: Michael J. Bloom and Pamela A. Gill. 
For the respondent: Paul R. Gauron, Goodwin, Procter & Hoar, 

Boston, MA. 

COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act 
(15 U.S.C. 41 et seq.), and by virtue of the authority vested in it by 
said Act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe 
that New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc. (hereinafter "respondent") has 
violated the provisions of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in 
respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues this 
complaint stating its charges as follows: . 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc. 
is a corporation -organized, existing and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principaJ 
place of business . located at 61 North Beacon Street, Boston, 
Massachusetts. 
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PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for some time has been, engaged 
in the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of athletic footwear to 
retail dealers located throughout the United States, including many of 
the nation's largest retail chains. 

PAR. 3. Respondent maintains, and has maintained, a substantial 
course of business, including the acts or practices alleged in .. the 
complaint, which are in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 4. In connection with the sale and distribution of New 
Balance branded products, respondent, in . combination,. ~greement 
and understanding with certain of its dealers, has engaged in a course 
of conduct to fix, establish and maintain the resale prices at which 
dealers sell its products. Respondent has entered into express or tacit 
agreements with certain dealers, pursuant to which such dealers have 
agreed to raise re~ail prices on respondent's products, or to maintain 
certain prices or price levels set by respondent, or to refrain fron:t 
discounting respondent's . products for a certain period of time. 
Respondent has engaged in certain actions with the intent and effect 
of inducing dealers to enter into such price agreements, including, 
among other things, the following: 

(a) Respondent has made threats to terminate or suspend 
shipments to discounting r~tailers and has .engaged in other coercive 
acts, such as surveillance of dealers' prices, demands that dealers raise 
their prices, and threats that respondent would in the future respond 
to complaints by other dealers about a dealer's prices, with the intent 
and effect of inducing dealers to enter into express or .tacit price 
agreements; 

(b) Respondent, in order to induce certain dealers to enter into 
price agreements, has told such dealers that it would act to secure 
similar price agreements with other dealers or ~o prevent other dealers 
from discounting more than a certain fixed percentage below 
suggested retail prices; and 

(c) Respondent has secured pric~ agreements from dealers after: 
warning discounting dealers that continued or subsequent selling of 
its products at prices below those set by .respondent would. result- in 
discontinuation of sales to the dealer pursuant to respondent's written 
policy stating that respondent will give a "one-time warning" to a 
dealer who sells its products below designated prices, and that in the 
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event of continued or subsequent violation of its policy respondent 
will discontinue selling to that dealer. 

PAR. 5. The purpose, effect, tendency, or capacity of the acts and 
practices d~scribed in paragraph four is and has been to restrain trade 
unreasonably and to hinder competition in the sale of athletic · 
footwear in the United States, and to deprive consumers of the 
benefits of competition in the following ways, among others: 

(a) Price competition among retail dealers with respect to the sale 
of New Balance products has been restricted, and 

(b) Prices to consumers o.f New Balance products have been 
· increased, or have been prevented from falling. 

· PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices constitute unfair . . 
methods of competition in or affecting commerce in violation of 
Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45. These 
acts and practices are continuing and will continue in the absence of 
the relief requested. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Competition 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with 
violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Ad, as 
amended, 15 U.S.C. 45; and 

The respondent, its attorneys, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement" containing a consent order, 
an admission by respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in 
the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondent that-the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the 
Commission's Rules; and · · 

The Com1nission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent 
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has violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating its 
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed 
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record 
for a period of sixty ( 60) days, now in further conformity with the 
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
further issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc. is a corporation 
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Massachusetts. The mailing address and principal 
place of business of respondent New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc. is 
61 North Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That for the purpose of this order, the following 
definitions shall apply: 

(A) The term "New Balance" means New Balance Athletic Shoe, 
Inc., its predecessors, subsidiaries, divisions, groups, and affiliates 
controlled by New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc., and its respective 
directors, officers, employees, agents, and representatives, and the 
respective successors and assigns of each. 

(B) The term "respondent" means New Balance. 
(C) The term ''product" means any athletic or casual footwear 

item which is manufactured, offered for sale or sold under the brand 
name of "New Balance" to dealers or consumers located in the United 
States of America. 

(D) The term "dealer" means any person, corporation or entity 
not owned by New Balance, or by any entity owned or controlled by 
New Balance, that in the course of its business sells any product in or 
into the United States of America. 

(E) The term "resale price" means any price, price floor, 
minimum price, maximum discount, price range, or any mark-up 
formula or margin of profit. used by any dealer for pricing any 
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product. "Resale price" includes, but is not limited to, any suggested, 
established, or customary resale price. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That New Balance, directly or indirectly, or 
through any corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, offering for sale, sale or 
distribution of any product in or into the United States of America in 
or affecting "commerce," · as defined by the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

(A) Fixing, controlling, or maintaining the resale price at which 
any dealer may advertise, promote, offer for sale or sell any product. 

(B) Requiring, coercing, or otherwise pressuring any dealer to 
~aintain, adopt, or adhere to any resale price. · ' 

(C) Securing or attempting to secure any commitment or 
assurance from any dealer concerning the resale price at which the 
dealer may advertise, promote, offer for sale or sell any product. 

(D) For a period of ten (10) years_ from the date on which this 
order becomes final, adopting, maintaining, enforcing or threatening 
to enforce any policy, practice or plan pursuant to which respondent 
~otifies a dealer in advance that: ( 1) the dealer is subject to warning 
or partial or temporary suspension or termination if it sells, offers for 
sale, promotes or advertises any product below any resale price · 
designated by respondents, and (2) the dealer will be subject to a . 
greater sanction if it continues or renews selling, offering .for sale, 
promoting or advertising any product below any such designated 
resale price. As used herein, the phrase "partial or temporary 
suspension or termination" includes but is not limited to any 
disruption, limitation, or restriction of supply: (1) of some, but not 
all, products, or (2) to some, but not all, dealer locations or 
businesses, or (3) for any delimited duration. As used herein, the 
phrase "greater sanction" includes but is not limited to a partial or 
temporary suspension or termination of greater scope or duration than 
the one previously implemented by respondent, or complete 
suspension or termination. 

Provided that nothing in this order shall prohibit New Balance 
from establishing and maintaining cooperative advertising programs 
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that include conditions as to the prices at which dealers offer 
products, so long as such advertising programs are not a part_ of a 
resale price maintenance scheme and do not otherwise violate this 
order. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That, for a period of five (5) years from the 
date on which this order becomes final, New Balance shall clearly 
and conspicuously state the following on any list, advertising, book, 
catalogue, or promotional material where it has suggested any resale 
price for any -product to any dealer: 

ALTHOUGH NEW BALANCE MAY SUGGEST RESALE PRICES FOR 

PRODUCTS, RETAILERS ARE FREE ·To DETERMINE" ON .THEIR OWN THE 

PRICES AT WHICH THEY WILL ADVERTISE AND SELL NEW BALANCE 

PRODUCTS. 

IV.-

It is further ordered, That, within thirty (30) days after the date on 
which this order becomes final, New Balance shall mail by first class 
mail the letter attached as Exhibit A, together with a copy of this 
order, to all of its directors and officers, and to dealers, distributors, 
agents, or sales representatives engaged in the sale of any product in 
or into the United States of America. · 

. v. 

It is further ordered, That, for a period of two (2) years after the 
date on which this order becomes final, New Balance shall mail by 
first class mail the letter attached as Exhibit A, together with a copy 
of this order, to each new director, officer, dealer, distributor, agent, 
and sales representative engaged in the sale of any product in or into 
the United States of America, within ninety (90) days of the 
commencement of such person's employment or affiliation with New 
Balance. · .· 
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VI. 

It is further ordered, That New Balance shall notify.-the 
Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed changes 
in New Balance such as dissolution, assignment or sale resulting in 
the emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution 
of subsidiaries, or any other change in the corporations which may 
affect compliance obligations arising ·out of the order. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That, within sixty ( 60) days after the date 
this order becomes final, and at such other times as the Commission 
or its staff shall request; New Balance shall file with the Commission 
a verified written report setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which New Balance has complied and is complying with this order. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That this order shall terminate O:tl September 
10, 2016. 

Commissioner Starek dissepting. 

EXHIBIT A 

(NEW BALANCE LETTERHEAD) 

Dear Retailer: 

The Federal Trade Commission has conducted an investigation into 
New Balance's sales policies, and in particular New Balance's "Statement 
ofPolicy," which was announced in July 1991 and, with modifications, has 
remained in effect since then. To expeditiously resolve the .investigation 
and to avoid disruption to the conduct of its business, New Balance has 
agreed, without admitting any violation of the law, to the entry of a 
Consent Order by the Federal Trade Commission prohibiting certain 
practices relating to resale prices. A copy of the order is enclosed. This 
letter and the accompanying order are being sent to all of our dealers, sales 
personnel and representatives. 

The order spells out our obligations in greater detail, but we want you 
to lmow and understand that you can sell and advertise our products at any 
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price you choose. While we may send materials to you which contain 
suggested reta~l prices, you remain free to sell and advertise those products 
at any price you choose. 

We look forward to continuing to do business with you in the future. 

Sincerely yours, 

President 
New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc. 

CONCURRING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCUENAGA 

There is some evidence that New Balance went beyond 
permissible, communications with its dealers and entered the realm of 
unlawful resale price maintenance. An order is, therefore, appropriate. 
I write separately to make clear my understanding that the complaint 
does not challenge the announcement or implementation by a supplier 
of a structured termination policy. Although I view paragraph 4( c) of 
the complaint as ambiguous~ the essence of the charge is that New 
Balance secured price agreements from dealers that discounted in 
return for assurances that New Balance would not impose sanctions 
on them. New Balance did not implement its structured termination 
policy, and the complaint and order do not address the lawfulness of 
that policy. 

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ROSCOE B. STAREK, III 

As I did in Reebok Int~matiopal, Ltd., Docket No. C-3592, I find 
reason to believe that the target of the present investigation -- New 
Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc. ("New Balance") -- has entered into 
agreements with retailers to restrain retail p~ces and has thereby 
violated Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 
45. However, I dissent from the Commission's decision to issue the 
final order in this matter because certain provisions of the order are 
not required to prevent unlawful conduct and may instead 
unnecessarily restrain procompetitive conduct by New Balance. 

As in Reebok International, the fencing-in restrictions in the order 
relating to resale price advertising (specifically, the minimum 
advertised price provisions1

) and to New Balance's "structured 

1 
The unnecessary provisions relating to price advertising appear in paragraphs II(A), Ii(s), and 

III and in Exhibit A to the proposed order. 
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termination policy"2 are unjustifiably broad arid likely to deter 
efficient conduct. Indeed, the order even goes beyond the provi~ions 
I found overinclusive, and therefore unacceptable, in the Reebok 
order: the current order omits language that appeared in paragraph II 
of. the Reebok order that expressly recognized the respondent's 
Colgate rights.3 

In the interests of fairness and efficiency, injunctive relief ordered 
to address resale price maintenance should be strictly tailored to the 
per se unlawful conduct alleged. Because the order in this case 
mandates excessive restrictions upon the conduct of New Balance, I 
respectfully dissent. -_ 

. ; 

2 - . 
See paragraph IV(C) of the proposed complaint and paragraph ll(D) of the proposed order . 

. 3 
See United States v. Colgate & Co., 250 U.S. 300 (1919). 
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IN .THE MA ITER OF 

RED APPLE COMPANIES, INC., ET AL. 

MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMIS.SION ACT 

Docket 9266. Consent Order, Feb. 28, 1995--Modifying Order, Sept. 13, 1996 

This order reopens a 1995 consent order-- that required the New York-based 
companies and their officer to divest six supermarkets to a Commission
approved acquirer or acquirers -- and this order modifies the consent order by 
terminating their obligation to divest a supermarket in the Chelsea area of 
Manhattan, New York. 

ORDER REOPENING AND MODIFYING ORDER 

On April 29, 1996, Red Apple Companies, Inc., John A. 
Catsimatidis, Supermarket Acquisition Corp., and Sloan's 
Supermarkets, Inc. (formerly Designcraft Industries, Inc.) 
(collectively, "respondents"),' the respondents named in the consent 
order issued by the Commission on February 28, 1995, in Docket No. 
9266, filed their "Motion Requesting Federal Trade Commission to 
Issue Order Reopening and ·Modifying Consent Order Issued on 
February· 28, 1995" ("Petition"), seeking to reopen and set aside the 
order in Docket No. 9266 ("order") that directs respondents to divest 
six supermarkets in certain areaS of New York County, New York by 
March 6, 1996. On August 23, 1996, respondents withdrew thei~ 
request for a reopening · and modification · of the order as to the 
divestiture requirements in the Upper East Side and Greenwich 
Village. On September 6, 1996, respondents withdrew their request 
as to the Upper West Side. Accordingly, the only provision that the 
respondents continue to seek to modify is paragraph II.A.3, requiring 
a divestiture in Chelsea. For the reasons stated below, the 
Commission has determined h:l-grant the Petition. 

The order requires respondents to divest six supermarkets, one in 
each of the four relevant markets consisting of the Upper West Side, 
the Upper East Side, Oreenwich Village and Chelsea, plus two more 
in two of three ofthe relevant markets, by March 6, 1996.1 Paragraph 
II.A.3 of the order requires respondents to divest a supermarket 

~ . Only one divestiture is required in Chelsea. Respondents may choose in which two of the 
other three markets they will divest the additional two supermarkets. 
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located at 188 Ninth Avenue (store no. 441) "or the nearest alternate 
supermarket owned or operated by any respondent." 

On March 5, 1996, the day before the divestiture deadline 
contained in the order, respondents filed a "Motion Requesting 
Federal Trade Commission to Issue Order Reopening and Modifying 
Consent Order Issued on February 28, 1995" ("Original Petition"). 
Subsequently, in response to a letter from staff detailing specific 
concerns with the Original Petition and indicating that staff was 
prepared to recommend denial of the Original Petition unless material 
that would constitute a sufficient showing was submitted, on April 
29, 1996, respondents withdrew the Original Petition and filed the 
Petition with additional arguments and supporting materials. 

I. STANDARD FOR REOPENING AND MODIFYING FINAL ORDERS 

Section. 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act provides that 
the Commission shall reopen an order to consider whether it should 
be modified if the respondent "makes a satisfactory showing th:;tt 
changed conditions of law or fact" so require. A satisfactory showing 
sufficient to require reopening is made whep. a request to reopen 
identifies significant changes in circumstances and shows that the 
changes eliminate the need for the order or make continued 
application of it inequitable or harmful to competition. S. Rep. No. 
96-500, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 9 (1979) (significant changes or changes 
causing unfair disadvantage); Louisiana-Pacific Corp., Docket No. C-
2956, Letter to John C. Hart (June 5, 1986), at 4 (unpublished) ("Hart 

. Letter").2 

Section 5(b) also provides that the Commission, may modify an 
order when, although changed circumstances would not reqqire 
reopening, the Commission determines that the public interest so 
requires. Respondents .are therefore invited iD: petitions ~o reopen to 
show how the public interest warrants the requested modification.3 

In such a case, the respondent must demonstrate as a threshold matter 
some ·affirmative need to modify the order.~ For example," it may be 
in the public interest to modify an order "to relieve any impediment 

2 
See also United States v. Louisiana-Pacific Corp., 967 F.2d 1372, 1376-77 (9th Cir. 1992) ("A 

decision to reopen does not ne-cessarily entail a decjsion to modify the order. Reopening may occur 
even where ·the petition itself does not plead facts requiring modification."). 

3 . . . 
Hart Letter at 5; 16 CFR 2.51. 

4 . 
. Damon Corp.,_Qocket No. C-2916, Letter. to Joel E. Hoffman, Esq. (March 29, 1983), at 2 

("Damon Letter"), reprinted in [1979-1983 Transfer Binder] Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 22,207, 
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to effective competition that may result from the order."5 Once such 
a showing of need is made, the Commission will balance the reasons 
favoring the requested modification against any reasons not to make 
the modification. 6 The Commission also will consider whether the 
particular modification sought is appropriate to remedy the identified 
harm.7 

The language of Section 5(b ).plainly anticipates that the burden 
is on the petitioner to make a "satisfactory showing" of changed 
conditions to obtain reopening of the order. The legislative history 
also makes clear that the petitioner has the burden of showing, other 
than by conclusory statements, why an order should be modified. 
The Commission "may propedy decline to reopen an order if a 
request is merely conclusory or otherwise fails to set forth specific 
facts demonstrating in detail the nature of the changed conditions and 
the .reasons why these changed conditions require the requested 
modification of the order." S. Rep. No. 96-500, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 
9-10 (1979); see also Rule 2.5l(b) (requiring affidavits in support of 
petitions to reopen and modify). If the Commission determines that 
the petitioner has made the necessary showing, the Commission must 
reopen the order to consider whether modification is required and, if 
so, the natur~ and extent of the modification. The Commission is not 
required to reopen the order, however, if the petitioner fails to meet 
its burden of making the satisfactory showing required by the statute. 
The petitioner's burden is not a light one in view of the public interest 
in repose and the finality of Commission orders. See Federated 
Department Stores, Inc. v. Moitie, 425 U.S. 394 (1981) (strong public 
interest considerations support repose and finality). 

II. THE PETITION 

Respondents request that the Commission modify the order to 
eliminate the divestiture requirement in Chelsea. Respondents base 
their Petition on changed conditions .of fact and public interest 
considerations. 8 The changes of fact alleged by respq_ndents include 
the entry into the market of Rite Aid under a new format (Rite Aid 
Food Mart); that other new entry has occurred and will occur in the 
future; that respondents' market share has declined due to sales of 

5 Damon Corp., Docket No. C-2916, 101 FTC 689,692 (1983). 
6 

Damon Letter at 2. 
7 

Damon Letter at 4. 
8 

Respondents do not assert that ~ny change of law requires reopening the order. 
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supermarkets; that divestiture in Chelsea will eliminate respondents 
as a competitor in that market; and that operating losses and declinip.g 
sales are such that divestiture will further weaken respondents as 
competitors.9 Respondents assert that the losses imposed by the 
requirement to maintain the stores will harm respondents and prevent 
them from being vigorous competitors, and that this constitutes the 
affirmative need for the modification under the public interest 
standard. 10 

Respondents claim that they have "made diligent efforts 
(Catsimatidis Declaration ~~ 3-8) to divest,'d 1 to no avail. John 
Catsimatidis asserts that he has been in contact with numerous 
persons concerning the divestiture, but no viable purchasers have 
·come forward. 12 The only purchasers who have come forward have 
not been able to arrange adequate financing to finalize a transaction. 13 

Respondents assert that the competitive environment has 
substantially changed in ways that were not foreseeable at the time 
the order was entered. 14 In addition, they assert that a number of 
strong competing supermarket chains have entered the market or 
expanded and that this is scheduled to continue; 15 that they could not 
have known that Rite Aid would enter the market with its Food Mart 
format; that respondents' market share has declined due to sales of 
stores; and that store operating losses and declining sales are such that 
divestiture will further weaken respondents as competitors. 16 

Respondents state that Price/Costco has entered the market with 
a 116,000 square foot supermarket in Staten Island. Also, 
Price/Costco plans to open a 120,000 square foot supermarket on 34th 
Street between Eighth and Ninth A venues during the summer of 
1997. 17 Respondents assert that "[b ]ased on size alone, the-inference 
is · overwhelming that this store, like a Macy's, will compete on a 
citywide basis, i.e., in each of the four areas in issue here." 18 In 

9 
Petition at 19. 

10 
Petition at 26-27. 

II .. 
PettttOn at 3. 

12 
Declaration of John A. Catsimatidis, Petition Exhibit A ("Catsimatidis Decl."), at ~ 6. -

13 
Catsimatidis Decl. at~ 7. c 

14 p . 0 19 ettttOn at . 
15 0 0 4 5 Petttton at - . 
16 .. 23 4 PettttOn at -2 . 
17 

Petition at 20-21 ; Declaration of Matt Wanning (June 23, 1996), ("Wanning Decl."). 
18 0 0 - -

Petttton at 21. -
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addition, according to .the Petition, the imminent opening of the 
Chelsea Market will further eliminate the need for relief in that area. 19 

Respondents state in addition that there has been enormous entry 
of drug stores, some of which allocate 50% of their space to food and 
supermarket items, and which are lower cost and have a competitive 
advantage over respondents' operations. 20 

The Petition asserts that "the geographic markets set forth in the 
order did not foresee or contemplate the developments of the last 
year. 1121 

Respondents also assert that their market share has diminished 
since the order became final. 22 At the time respondents entered into 
the consent agreement, they owned three supermarkets in Chelsea. 
Currently, they own one, having sold two to Rite Aid.23 

Finally, respondents assert that divestiture would cause further 
losses and weaken their competitive position. 24 Respondents argue 
that the divestiture of their only remaining supermarket in Chelsea 
will cause them to exit the market and will weaken respondents 
competitively with no corresponding benefit to competition. These 
losses constitute the affirmative need to modify the order. In addition, 
the large amount of entry red11:ces the need for the order as written, 
and the sale of supermarkets to Rite Aid (which has opened Rite Aid 
Food Marts at the locations) has in substance accomplished the 
purposes of the divestiture, thus favoring modification.25 

As part of the Petition, respondents submitted consumer surveys 
regarding the Rite Aid Food Marts.26 Respondents also submitted 
several declarations, audited and unaudited financial statements, and 
news articles, among other things. 

III. IT IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST TO GRANT THE PETITION 

Respondents assert that the modification of the order is necessary 
for them to remain effective competitors. Respondents currently only 
have one supermarket in Chelsea, and divestiture of that supermarket 
would cause them to exit the market. Respondents assert that it is in 

19 p . . 15 etltton at . 
20 

Petition at 22-23. 
21 p . . 23 etltwn at . 
22 p . . 23 etltwn at . 
23 p . . 6 7 etltwn at - . 
24 p . . 24 etit10n at . 
25 p . . 26 etttJOn at . 
26 

Exhibit 1 to Wanning Dec!. 
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the public interest to reopen and modify the order to prevent them 
from exiting the market. For the reasons discussed below, it is in the 
public interest to rebpen and modify the order as requested by 
respondents. 27 

Respondents have an affirmative n·eed for the modification 
because compliance with the order would require them to exit the 
Chelsea market. Divestiture of respondents' only · supermarket in 
Chelsea will harm respondents in a way not contemplated by the 
order, by requiring them to exit. 

In addition, the reasons in favor o( the modification outweigh the 
reasons to retain the order as written. The puqjose of the divestiture 
requirement, as stated.in the order, is to ensure the continuation of the 
assets to be divested as ongoing, viable enterprises engaged in the 
supermarket business and to remedy the lessening of competition 
resulting from the acquisitions as alleged il). the Cpmmission's 
complaint. Divestiture of respondents' sole remaining supenmirket 
will not restore competition in the market. Instead, it will simply 
replace one competitor with another. In addition, there is no reason 
to believe that the supermarket will be more viable when operated by 
another firm than it will be in the hands of respondents. Although 
respondents themselves, by selling supermarkets for non-supermarket 
use, have created the situation where divestiture will not improve 
competition in Chelsea, there is no longer any reason to continue to 
require divestiture in this market other than to punish respondents.Z8 

However, to the extent that respondents merit punishment for their 
conduct, that is a matter best addressed through an action for 
violation of the order. The Commission expressly reserves the right 
to pursue such an action with regard to the failure to divest a 

. supermarket in Chelsea, as well as any other violations of the order.Z9 

Commissioner Starek concurring in the result orily. 

· 
27 

Because the Petition is granted on public interest grounds, the Commission has not reached 
the question of whether it also meets the standards under change of fact. The Commission notes, 
however, that the entry discussed by respondents is not within the product and/or geographic markets 
alleged in the complaint and order. Accordingly, respondents have a heavy burden to demonstrate that 
conditions have changed so significantly that those markets are no longer appropriate. 

28 
There may, of course, be circumstances under which a divestiture would improve competition 

and accomplish an order's remedial purposes even though that divestiture would result in a 
respondent's exit from a market. 

29 
Respondents have agreed' to pay a civil penalty of$600,000 to settle the Commission's claims 

for failure to divest a supermarket in Chelsea, as well as failure to divest the other supermarkets as 
required by the order. 
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IN THE MA TIER OF 

JORDAN, McGRATH, CASE & TAYLOR, INC. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3684. Complaint, Sept. 18, 1996--Decision, Sept. 18, 1996 

1bis consent order requires, among other things, the New York advertising agency 
for Doan's pills to have competent and reliable scientific evidence, consisting 
of at least two clinical studies, to support any claim that any over-the-counter 
analgesic is more effective than any other such drug in relieving any particular 
kind of pain. In addition, the consent order requires the advertising agency to 
have scientific evidence to support claims r-egarding the efficacy, safety, 
benefits or performance of any over-the-counter internal analgesic. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Loren G. Thompson and Shira Modell. 
For the respondent: Stuart Friedel, David & Gilbert, New York, 

N.Y. . 

COl\.1PLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Jordan, McGrath, Case & Taylor, Inc., a corporation ("respondent"), 
has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and 
it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
thereof would be in the public interest; alleges: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Jordan, McGrath, Case & Taylor, 
Inc., is a New York corporati~n with its principal office or place of 
business at 445 Park Avenue, New York, New York. 

PAR. 2. Respondent, at all times relevant to this complaint, was 
an advertising agency of Ciba-Geigy Corporation or CIDA Self
Medication, Inc., and prepared and disseminated advertisements to 
promote the sale of Doan's analgesic products. Doan's analgesic 
products are "drugs" within the meaning of Sections 12 and 15 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 3. The -acts and practices of r~spondent alleged in this 
. complaint have been in or ~ffecting commerce, as "comm'erce" is 
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. · 

PAR. 4. - Respondent has · disseminated ·or caused to be 
disseminated advertisements for Doan's analgesic products, including, 
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but not necessarily limited to, the attached Exhibits A and B. These 
advertisements contain the following statements and depictions: 

1. If nothing seems to help, try Doan's. It relieves back pain no matter where 
it hurts. Doan's has an ingredient these pai,n relievers don't have. [Depiction of large 
package of Doan's in front of smaller packages of Bayer, Aleve, Advil, and 
Tylenol]. [Superscript: Magnesium Salicylate]. Do an's. The Back Specialist. 
[Superscript: The Back Specialist] [Exhibit A: "Activity - Pets" 15-Second 
Television] 

2. There are hundreds of muscles in the back. Any one can put you in agony. 
That's when you need Doan's. [Depiction of box of Doan's superimposed over 
boxes of Bayer, Tylenol, Aleve and Advil]. Doan's has ·an ingredient the leading 
brands don't. It relieves back pain no matter where it hurts. There are hundreds of 
muscles in the back. Doan's relieves them all. [Superscript: The Back Specialist] 
[Exhibit B: "Muscles- Male" 15-Second Television] 

PAR. 5. Through the 'use of the statements and depictions 
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph four, 
including but not necessarily limitt?d to the advertisements attached 
as Exhibits A, and B, respondent has represented, directly or by 
implication, that Doan's analgesic produCts are more ·effective than 
other analgesics, including Bayer, Advil, Tylenol, and Aleve, for 
relieving back pain. 

PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements and depictions 
contained in the a.dy.ertisements referred to in paragraph four, 
including, but not necessarily limited to, the advertisements attached 
as Exhibits A and B, respondent has represented, · diiectly or by 
implication, that at thy time it made the representation set forth in 
paragraph five, respondent possessed and relied upon a reasonable 
basis that substantiated such representation. 

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, at the time it made the representation 
set forth in paragraph five, respondent did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated such .representation. Therefore, 
the representation set forth in paragraph six was, and is, false and 
misleading. : 

PAR. 8. Respondent knew or should have known that the 
representation set forth in paragraph six was, and is, false and 
misleading. 

PAR. 9. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices and the 
making Qf false advertisements in or affecting commerce in violation 
of Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission, having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of the complaint which the Bureau of Consumer 
Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its 
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission, would charge 
respondent with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter 
executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by 
the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid 
draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is 
for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by 
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such 
complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other than 
jurisdictional facts, are true, and waivers and other provisions as 
"required by the Commission's Rules; and · 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent 
has violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating its 
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted !he executed 
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record 
for a period of sixty ( 60) days, now in further conformity with the 
procedure described in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Jordan, McGrath, Case & Taylor, Inc., is a 
corpo.ration organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the s·tate of New York with its office and 
principal place of business at 445 Park Avenue, New York, New 
York. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 
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ORDER 

For purposes of this order: 

1. "Doan's" shall mean any over-the-counter internal analgesic 
drug, as "drug" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, 
bearing the Doan's brand name, including, but not limited to, Regular 
Strength Doan's analgesic, Extra Strength Doan's analgesic, and Extra 
Strength Doan's P:M. analgesic. 

2. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondent Jordan, McGrath, Case & Taylor, 
Inc., a corporation, its successors and assigns, and its officers, agents, 
representatives and employees, directly or through any partnership, 
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with 
the advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of 
Doan's or any other over-the-counter analgesic drug, in or affecting 
commerce, as "drug" and "commerce" are defined in the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from making 
any representation, in any manner, directly or by implication, that 
such product is more effective than other over-the-counter analgesic 
drugs for relieving back pain or any other particular kind of pain, 
unless, at the time of making such representation, respondent 
possesses and relies upon competent and reliable scientific evidence 
that substantiates the representation. For purposes of Part I of this 
order, "competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall include at 
least two adequate and well-controlled, double-blinded clinical 
studies which conform to acceptable designs and protocols and are 
conducted by different persons, each of whom is qualified by training 
and experience to conduct such studies, independently of each other. 
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II. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Jordan, McGrath, Case & 
Taylor, Inc., a corporation, its successors and assigns, and its officers, 
agents, representatives and employees, directly or through any 
partnership, corporation, S\lbsidiary, division or other . device, in 
connection with the advertising,_ promotion, offering for sale, sale, or 
distribution ofDoan's or any other over-the:-counter internal analgesic 
drug, in or affecting commerce, as "drug'~ and "colll.l:Tierc~" are 
defined in the Federal Trade Commissiqn Act, do forthwith cease and 
desist from making any representation,. in any manner, directly or by 
implication, regarding such pro,duct's efficacy, safety, benefits, or 
perfo;rmance, unless, at the time of making such representation, 
respondent possesses and relies upon competent and reliable 
sciyntific evidence that s~b~tantiates the representation. 

. Provided, however, .that it shall be a defense hereunder-that the 
respondent neither lmew nor had reason to lmow of an inadequacy of 
substantiation for the representation. 

III. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondent from making any 
representation for any drug that is permitted in labeling for such drug 
under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the Food 
and Drug Administration, or under any new drug application 
approved by the Food and Drug Administration. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That for a period of five (5) years after the 
last date of dissemination of any representation covered by this order, 
respondent, or its successors ap.d assigns, shall maintain and upon 
request make available to .the Federal Trade Commission for 
inspection_ and copying: 

A.. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such 
representation; and . . . 

B. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations or. other 
evidence in its possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call · 
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into question such representation, or the basis relied upon for such 
representation, including complaints from CC?nsumers. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall: 

A. ·within thirty (30) days from the date of entry of this order, 
provide a copy of this order to each of its current principals, officers, 
directors ·and managers, and to all personnel, agents, and 
representatives having sales, advertising, or policy responsibility with 

. respect to the subject matter of this order; and · 
B. For a period of ten (1 0) years from the date of entry of this 

order, provide a copy of this order to each of its future principals, 
officers, directors, and managers, and to all personnel, agents, and 
representatives having sales, advertising, or policy responsibility with 
respect to the subject matter of this order who are associated with 
them or any subsidiary, successor, or assign, within three (3) days 
after the person assumes his or her position. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall notify the Commission 
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in its corporate 
structure, including, but not limited to, dissolution, assignment, or 
sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation, tP.e 
creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or affiliates, or any other 
corporate change that may affect compliance obligations arising out 
of this order. 

.VII. 

It is further ordered, That this order will terminate on September 
18, 2016, or twenty (20) years from the most recent date that the 
United States or the Federal Trade Commission files a complaint 
(with or without an accompanying consent decree) in federal court 
alleging any violation of the order, whichever comes later; provided, 
however, that the filing of such a complaint will not affect the 
duration of: 
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A. Any part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20) 
years;· 

B. This order's application to any respondent thai is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and . 

C. This order if such ·complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this Part. 

Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a f~deral court 
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order, 
and the dismissal or ruling is either not- appealed or upheld on appeal, 
then the order will terminate according to this Part as though the 
complaint was never filed, except that tpe o~der will hot terminate 
between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline 
for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or 
ruling is upheld on appeal. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within sixty ( 60) days 
from the date of entry of this order, and at such other times as the 
Federal Trade Commission may "require, file with the Commission a 
report, in writing, setting forth in detail the mariner and form in which 
it has complied with this order. 

-.· 
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This consent .. order requires Lockheed Martin, a Maryland-based corporation, · 
. : among other things, t.o divest an air traffic control system-related contract; 
... limits Lockheed Martin'~ ownership of .Loral Space; prohibits Lockheed 
· · Marfin from providing certain technical ~ervices or information regarding 

satellites to 'Loral Space; restricts participation and compensation of persons 
who serVe as directors or officers ofboth Lockheed Martin and Loral Space; 

·and requires frrewalls to limit information flovys about competitors' tactical 
fighter aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles. 

Appearances 

For the Cominission: Naomi L!cker~ : , 
For the .respondent: Ray Jacobsen, Howrey & Simon, Washington, 

D.C. . . 

COMPLAINT . 

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission"), having reason 
to believe that respondent, Lockheed Martin Corporation ("Lockheed 
Martin"), a corporation subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, 
has agreed to, among other things, acquire all of the outstanding 
voting stock ofLoral Corporation ("Loral"), a coq)oration subject to 
·the jurisdiction of the Commission, in violation of Section 5 ofihe 
Federal Trade Commission Act ("FTC Act"), as amended, 15 U.S. C. 
45, and that such an acquisition, if consummated, would violate 
Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18 and Section 
5 of the FTC Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45; and it appearing to the 
Commission that a proceeding in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges as 
follows: 
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I. DEFINITIONS 

1. "SET A services" means · systems engineering, technical 
assistance services and support services relating to air traffic control 
systems provided by Lockheed Martin to the Federal Aviation 
Administration, pursuant to paragraphs C.2.2.1.3., C.2.2.1.5., 
C.2.2.1.12. and C.2.2.4. of Task Area 2 and paragraphs C.9.1.3 ., 
C.9.2.2., C.9.2.3 ., C.9.2.4., C.9.2.6., C.9.2.7., C.9.2.8. and C.9.2.10. 
of Task Area 9 of the National Implementation and Support Contract, 
DTF AO 1-93-C-00031, that involve the development of technical and 
other specifications for procurements and programs; the assessment 
of bid and other proposals; . the evaluation, testing or monitoring of 
any service, equipment or product . provided by any company; the 
modification or change of any performance requirements of any 
contractor; or the development of financial, cost or budgetary plans, 
procedures or policies. 

2. "Air traffic control systems" means any current or future air 
traffic control equipment, system or service designed, developed, 
proposed or provided for the Federal Aviation.Administration: 

3. "Commercial/ow earth orbit satellite" means an unmanned 
machine that is launched from the earth's surface and designed to 
orbit approximately 100 miles to 300 miles above the earth's surface 
in low earth orbit for the purpose 9f transmitting data back to earth, 
which is sold to any customer other than the U.S. government. 

4. "Commercial geosynchronous earth orbit satellite" means an 
unmanned machine that is launched from the earth's surface and 
designed to orbit approximately 22,300 miles above the· earth's 
surface in geosynchronous earth orbit for. the purpose of transmitting 
data back to earth, which is sold to any customer other than the U.S. 
government. 
· ·. 5. "Military aircraft" means fixed-wing aircraft manuf<1;ctured for 

sale to the United States or foreign governments. 
6. "NITE Hawk systems" means any airborne forward-looking 

infrared targeting system · researched, developed, designed, 
manufactured or sold by Loralfor use on the F/A-18 series of military 
aircraft. 

7. "Simulation and training systems" means the operational and 
weapons systems trainers designed, developed, manufactured or sold 
by Loral that simulate military aircraft. 

8. "Electronic countermeasures" ·means systems designed, 
developed, manufactured or sold by Loral, including, but not limited 

- ~ .. . 
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to, the ALR-56A and ALR-56C, that detect, jam and deceive hostile 
radars and radar and infrared guided weapons for use pn military 
aircraft. 

9. "Mission computers" means any computer designed, 
developed, manufa9tured or sold by .Loral, including, but not limited 
to, the API, AAAP1R and CP1075A/B/C, that control, monitor or 
manage the operations and electronics of any military aircraft. 

10. "Unmanned aerial vehicle" means any unmanned aircraft used 
for tactical or strategic reconnaissance missions marmfactured for sale 
to the United States or foreign governments. · 

11 . "Integrated communications systems" means systems 
designed, developed, manufactured or sold by Loral, including, but 
not limited to, the 367-6000-59-R-012 and the 367-6000-59-R-01 3, 
that are capable of both wideband -satellite and line-of-sighfdata link 
communications and command and control data links for use on 
unmatined aerial vehicles. 

12. "Merger Agreement" means ·the Agreement and Plan of 
Merger, .dated as of ·January 7, 1996, by and among Loral 
Corporation, Lockheed Martin Corpot"ation and. LAC Acquisition . 
Corporation. . · , · · -

13. "Restructuring Agreement" means the Restructuring, 
Financing and Distribution Agreement, dated as of January 7, 1996, 
by and among Loral Corporation, Loral Aerospace Holdings, Inc., 
Loral Aerospace Corp., Loral General Partner, Inc., Loral Globalstar, 
L.P ., Loral Globalstar · Limited, Loral Telecommunications 
Acquisition, Inc. (to be renaw,ed Loral Spac·e & Communications 
Ltd.) and Lockheed Martin Corporation. · 

14. "Lockheed Martin/Lora! Space Technical ServiCf!S 
Agreement" means the technical services agreement between 
Lockheed Martin a~d Loral Space, as . described by Article VI, 
Section 6. 7, paragraph (d), of the ~estructuring Agreement. 

15. "Lora! Space"means Loral Space & Communications Ltd., 
a company organized under the laws of the Islands of Bermuda, with 

its principal office and place ~fbusiness located at 600 Third A venue, 
New York, New York. Loral Space, through its 33% ownership 
interest in Space Systems/Lora!, is engaged in, among other things, 
the research, development, manufacture and sale of Commercial Low 
Earth Orbit Satellites and Commercial Geosynchronous Earth Orbit 
Satellites. 
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16. "Space Systems/Lora!" means Space Systems/Lora!, Inc., a 
Delaware corporation, with its principal office and place of business 
located at 3825 Fabian Way, Palo Alto, California. Space 
Systems/Loral is engaged in, among other things, the research, 
development, manufacture and sale of commercial low earth orbit 
satellites and commercial geosynchronous earth orbit satellites. 

II. RESPONBENT 

17. Respondent .Lockheed Martin is a corporation organized and 
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the state ofMaryland, with 
its office and principal place of business located at 6801 Rockledge 
Drive, Bethesda, Maryland. Respondent Lockheed Martin is engaged 
in, among other things, the provision of SET A services and the 
research, development, manufacture and sale of commercial low earth 
orbit satellites, commercial geosynchronous earth orbit satellites, 
military aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles. 

18. For purposes ofthis proceeding, respondent is, and at all times 
relevant herein has been, engaged in commerce as "commerce" is 
defined in Section 1 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 12, 
and is a corporation whose business is in or affecting commerce as 
"commerce" is defined in Section 4 of the FTC Act, as amended, 15 
U.S.C. 44. 

III. ACQUIRED COMPANY 

19. Loral is a corporation organized and existing under and by 
virtue of the laws of the state ofNew York, with its principal office 
and place ofbusiness located at 600 Third Avenue, New York, New 
York. Loral is engaged in, among other things, the research, 
development, manufacture and sale of air traffic control systems, 
NITE Hawk systems, simulation and training systems, electronic 
countermeasures, mission computers and .integrated communications 
systems. Loral, through its 33% ownership interest - in Space 
Systems/Loral, is also engaged in the research, development, 
manufacture and sale of commercial low earth orbit satellites and 
commercial geosynchronous earth orbit satellites. 

20. Loral is, and at all times relevant herein has been, engaged in 
coll111!erce as "commerce" is defined in Section 1 of the Clayton Act, 
as amended, 15 U.S.C. 12, and i~ a corporation whose business is in 
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or affecting commerce as "commerce" is defined in Section 4 of the 
FTC Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

IV. THE ACQUISITION 

21. On or about January 7, 1996, Lockheed Martin entered into 
a Merger Agreement and Restructuring Agreement, whereby 
Lockheed Martin would engage in a series of related transactions and 
acts, including, but not limited to: (1) the acquisition of all of the 
outstanding voting common stock of Loral; (2) the transfer of the 
space and telecommunication~ businesses ofLoral and its subsidiaries 
to Loral Space; (3) the acquisition of a 20% convertible preferred 
stock interest in Loral Space, which in turn owns a 33% interest in 
Space Systems/Lora!; ( 4) the Lockheed Martin/Lora! Space Technical 
Services Agreement; and (5) the appointment of Mr. Bernard 
Schwartz, Chairman of the Board ofDirectors and Chief Executive 
Officer ofLoral Space, to the position of Vice Chairman of the Board 
of Directors of Lockheed Martin. 

V. THE RELEVANT MARKETS 

22. For purposes ofthis complaint, the relevant lines of commerce 
in which to analyze the effects of the Acquisition are: 

a. The research, development, manufacture and sale of air traffic 
control systems; 

b. The provision of SETA services; 
c. The research, development, manufacture and sale of 

commercial low earth orbit satellites; 
d. The research, development, manufacture and sale of 

commercial geosynchronous earth orbit satellites; 
e. The research, development, manufacture and sale of military 

aircraft; 
f. The research, development, manufacture and sale of NITE 

Hawk systems; 
g. The research, development, manufacture and sale of 

simulation and training systems; 
h. The research, development, manufacture and sale of 

electronic countermeasures; 
1. The research, development, manufacture and sale of mission 

computers; 
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J. The research, development, manufacture and sale of 
unmanned aerial vehicles; and 

k. The research, development, manufacture and sale - of 
integrated communications systems. 

23. For purposes of this complaint, the United States is the 
relevant geographic area in which to analyze the effects of the 
Acquisition in all the relevant lines of commerce. 

VI. STRUCTURE OF THE MARKETS 

24. The market for the provision of SETA Services in the United 
States is highly concentrated as measured by the Herfindahl
Hirschmann Index ("HHI") or the two-firm and four-firm 
concentration ratios ("concentration ratios"). Respondent has been the 
only provider of SETA services since 1993. 

25. Respondent, through the Acquisition, would be engaged in 
both the research, development, manufacture and sale of air traffic . 
control systems and the provision of SET A services. 

26. The markets for the research, development, manufacture and 
sale of commercial low earth orbit satellites and commercial 
geosynchronous earth orbit satellites ·in the United States are highly 
concentrated as measured by the HHI or.concentration ratios. 

27. Respondent and Loral, through 'its 33% ownership interest in· 
Space s·ystems/Loral, are actual significant competitors in the 
relevant markets for the. research, development, manufacture and sale 
of commercial low earth orbit satellites and commercial 
geosynchronous earth orbit satellites. 

28. Respondent and Loral Space, through its 33% ownership · 
interest in Space Systems/Lora!, will be actual significant competitors 

· in the relevant markets for the research, development, manufacture 
and sale of commercial low earth orbit satellites and commercial 
geosynchronous earth orbit satellites. 

29. The markets for the research, development, manufacture and 
sale of NITE Hawk systems, simulation and training systems, 
electronic countermeasures, mission computers and integrated 
communications systems in the United States are highly concentrated 
as measured by the HHI or concentration ratios. 

30. Respondent, through the Acquisition, would be engaged in the 
research, development, manufacture and sale of military aircraft, as 
well as the research, development, m_anufacture and sale of -NITE 
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Hawk systems, electronic countermeasures and mission computers, 
all of which are used in military aircraft. · 

31. Respondent, through the Acquisition, would be engaged in the
research, development, manufacture and sale of both military aircraft 

_ and simulation and training systems,· which are used to simulate 
military aircraft. 

32. Respondent, through the Acquisition, would be engaged in the 
research, development, manufacture and sale ofboth unmanned aerial 
vehicles and integrated communications systems, which are used in 
unmanned aerial vehicles. 

VII. BARRIERS TO ENTRY 

. 33. Entry into the market for the provision of SETA services 
would not occur in a timely manner to deter or counteract the adverse 
competitive effects described in paragraph thirty-six because of, 
among other things, the time required to develop the experience and 
expertise necessary to effectively provide these services. 

34. Entry into the markets for the .research, development, 
manufacture and sale of commercial low earth orbit satellites and 
commercial geosynchronous earth orbit satellites is difficult, unlikely 
and would not occur in a timely manner to deter or counteract . the 
adverse competitive effects described .in paragraph thirty-six because 
of, among other things, the time and expense required, to establish 
manufacturing facilities, develop the technology needed to produce 
these products and establish a reputation for high quality products 
among customers in these markets. 

3 5. Entry into the markets for the research, development, 
manufacture and sale ofNITE Hawk systems, simulation and training 
systems, electronic countermeasures, mission computers and 
integrated communications systems i~ difficult, unlikely and would 

·not occur in a timely manner to deter or counter~ct the adverse 
competitive effects described in paragraph thirty-six because of, 
among other things, the time and expense required to develop the 
technology needed to produce these products. 

VIII. EFFECTS OF THE ACQUISITION 

36. The effects of the Acquisition may be substantially to lessen 
competition and to tend to create a monopoly in the relevant markets 
set forth above in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 
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18, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 
45, in the following ways, among others: 

A. Respondent may gain access to competitively sensitive non
public information concerning other air traffic control systems 
contractors, whereby: 

(1) Actual competition between respondent" and air traffic control 
systems contractors would be reduced; and 

(2) Advancements in air traffic control systems research, 
development, innovation and quality would be reduced; 

B. Respondent may be in a position to disadvantage or raise the 
costs of competing air traffic control systems contractors, whereby 
actual competition between respondent and air traffic control systems 
contractors would be reduced; 

C. By eliminating direct actual competition between respondent 
and Loral Space in the markets for the research, development, 
manufacture and sale of commercial low earth orbit satellites and 
commercial geosynchronous earth orbit satellites; 

D. By enhancing the likelihood of collusion or coordinated 
interaction between or ~mong the firms in the markets for the 
research, development, manufacture and sale of commercial low earth 
orbit satellites and commercial geosynchronous earth orbit satellites; 

E. By increasing the likelihood that · quality and technological 
innovation in the commercial low earth orbit satellite and commercial 
geosynchronous earth orbit satellite markets would be reduced; 

F . By increasing the likelihood that · consumers in the United 
States would be forced to pay higher prices for commercial low earth 
orbit satellites and commercial geosynchronous earth orbit satellites; 

G. Respondent may gain access to competitively sensitive non
public information concerning other military. aircraft ma.p.ufacturers, 
whereby: 

(1) Actual competition between respondent and military aircraft 
manufacturers would be reduced; and 

(2) Advancements in military aircraft research, d~velopment, 

innovation and quality would be reduced; and 
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H. Respondent may gain access to competitively sensitive non
public information · concerning other urimanned aerial vehicle 
manufacturers, whereby: 

(1) Actual competition between respondent and unmanned aerial 
vehicle manufacturers would be reduced; and 

(2) Advancements in unmanned aerial vehicle research, 
development, innovation and quality would be reduced. 

IX. VIOLATIONS CHARGED 

37. The Acquisition described in paragraph twenty-one 
constitutes a violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act, as amended, 15 
u.s.c. 45. 

38. The Acquisition described in paragraph twenty-one, if 
consummated, would constitute a violation of Section 7 of the 
Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the FTC 
Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of the proposed acquisition by respondent of all of the outstanding 
voting common stock of Loral Corporation ("Loral"), and the 
respondent having been furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft of 
complaint that the Bureau of Competition presented to the 
Commission for its consideration and which, if issued by the 
Commission, would charge respondent with violations of Section 7 
of the Clayton _Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, an~ Section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45; and 

Respondent, its attorneys, and counsel for the Commission having 
thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, an 
admission by respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the 
aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's. Rules; and 

. The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it . had reason to believe that the respondent 

. . 
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has violated the said Acts, and that a complaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with 
the procedure described in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional . 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Lockheed Martin Cor{>oration ("Lockheed 
Martin") is a corporation organized, existing and doing business 
under and by virtue of the laws of the state of Maryland, with its 
principal place of business located at 6801 Rockledge Drive, 
Bethesda, Maryland. · . 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceedi.ng 
is in the public interest. · 

ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That, as used in this order, the following definitions 
shall apply: 

A. "Respondent" or "Lockheed Martin" means Lockheed Martin 
Corporation, its directors, officers, employees, agents, 
representatives, predecessors, successors and assigns; its subsidiaries, 
divisions, groups, affiliates, partnerships and joint ventures controlled 
by Lockheed Martin Corporation, and the respective directors, 
officers, employees, agents, representatives, successors and assigns. 
of each. Lockheed Martin includes Loral Corporation, which prior to 
the Acquisition had its principal office and place of business located 
at 600 Third Avenue; New York, New York; except that Lockheed 
Martin does not include any of the foregoing that will be part ofLoral 
Space after the Acquisition. 

B. "Lora!" means Loral Corporation, ·a New York corporation, 
with its principal office and place of business located at 600 Third 
Avenue, New York, New York, its directors, officers, employees, 
agents, representatives, predecessors, successors and assigns; its 
subsidiaries, divisions, groups, affiliates, partnerships and joint 
ventures controlled by . Loral Corporation, and the respective 
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directors~ officers, employees, agents, representatives, successors and 
assigns of each; except that Loral does not include any of the 
foregoing that will be part of Loral Space after the Acquisition. -

C. "Commission" means the Federal Trade Conimission. 
D. "SET A services" means systems engineering, technical 

assistance services and support services relating to air traffic control 
systems provided by Lockheed Martin to the Federal Aviation 
Administration, pursuant to paragraphs C.2.2.1.3., C.2.2.1.5 ., 
C.2.2.1.12. and C.2.2.4.· of Task Area 2 and paragraphs C.9.1.3., 
C.9.2.2., C.9.2.3., C.9.2.4.~ C.9.2.6., C.9.2.7., C.9.2.8. and C.9.2.10. 
of Task Area 9 of the National Implementation and Support Contract, 
DTF AO 1-93-C-00031, that involve the development of technical and 
·other specifications for procurements and programs; the assessment 
of bid and other _proposals; the evaluation, testing or monitoring of 
any service, equipment or product provided by any company; the 
modification or change of any performance requirements of any 
contractor; or the development of financial, cost or budgetary plans, 
procedures or policies. 

E. "SETA services operations" means all assets, properties, 
business and goodwill, tangible and intangible, held by respondent 
and used in the provision of SET A services including, without 
limitation, the following: 

1. All rights, obligations and interests in paragraphs C.2.2.1.3., 
C.2.2.1.5., C.2.2.1.12., C.2.2.4., C.9.1.3., C.9.2.2., C.9.2.3., C.9.2.4., 
C.9.2.6., C.9.2.7., C.9.2.8. and C.9.2.10. of contract DTFA01-93-C-
00031 relating to the provision of SET A services; 

2. All customer lists, vendor lists, catalogs, sales promotion 
literature, advertising materials, research materials, ·financial 
information, technical information, management information and 

· systems, software, software licenses, inventions, copyrights, 
trademarks, trade secrets, intellectual property, patents, technology, 
know-how, specifications, designs, drawings, processes and quality 
control data; · 

3. All rights, titles and interests in and to owned or leased real 
property, together with appurtenances, licenses and permits; 

4. All rights, titles and interests in and to the contracts entered 
into in the· ordinary course of business, including, but not limited to, 
contracts with customers (together with associated bid and 
performance bonds), suppliers, subcontractors, sales representatives, 
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distributors, agents, personal property lessors, personal property 
lessees, licensors, licensees, consignors and consignees; 

5. All rights under warranties and guarantees, express or implied; 
6. All books, records and files; 
7. All data developed, prepared, received, stored or maintained; 

and 
8. All items of prepaid expense. 

F. "Non-public air traffic control information" means any 
information not in the public domain disclosed by the Federal 
Aviation Administration or any company to respondent in its capacity 
as a provider of SET A services. 

G. "Standard terminal automation replacement system" means 
any current or future equipment and services designed, developed, 
proposed or provided by Loral air traffic control to upgrade the traffic 
control equipment and systems in the Federal Aviation 
Administration's U.S . . air traffic control terminals. 

H. "Traffic flow management system" means any current or future 
equipment and services designed, developed, proposed or provided 
by Lora! air traffic control to predict arrival and departure traffic 
flows at U.S. airports for the Federal Aviation Administration. 

I. "Operational and supportability implementation service"means 
any current or future equipment and services designed, developed, 
proposed or provided by Loral air traffic control to upgrade Federal 
Aviation Administration flight server stations. 

J. "Air traffic control systems" means any current or future air 
. traffic control equipment, system or service designed, developed, 
proposed or provided by Loral air traffic control, including, but not 
limited to, the standard terminal automation replacement system, the 
traffic flow management system and the operational and 
supportability implementation service, for the Federal Aviation 
Administration. 

K. "Military aircraft" means fixed-wing aircraft manufactured for 
sale to the United States or foreign governments. 

L. "NITE Hawk systems" means any airborne forward-looking 
infrared targeting system researched, developed, designed, 
manufactured or sold by Loral for use on the F I A -18 series of military 
aircraft. 
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M. "Simulation and training systems" means the operational and 
weapons systems trainers designed, developed, manufactured or sold 
by Loral that simulate military aircraft. 

N . "Electronic countermeasures" means systems designed, 
developed, manufactured or sold by Loral, including, but not limited 
to, the ALR-56A and ALR-56C, that detect, jam and deceive hostile 
radars and radar and infrared guided weapons for use on military 
aircraft. 

0 . ''Mission computers" means any computer designed, 
developed, manufactured or sold by Loral, including, but not limited 
to, the API, AAAPIR and CP1075AIB/C, that control, monitor or 
manage the operations and electronics of any military aircraft. 

P. "Unmanned aerial vehicle" means any unmanned aircraft used 
for tactical or strategic reconnaissance missions manufactured for sale 
to the United States or foreign governments. 

Q. "Integrated communications · systems" means systems 
designed, developed, manufactured or sold by Loral, including, but 
not limited to, the 367-6000-59-R-012 and the 367-6000-59-R-013, 
that are capable ofboth wideband satellite and line-of-sight data link 
communications and command and control data links for use on 
unmanned aerial vehicles. 

R. "Lora! air traffic control" means Loral air traffic control, an 
entity with its principal place of business at 9211 Corporate Blvd., 
Rockville, Maryland, or any other entity within or controlled by 
Lockheed Martin that is engaged in, among other things, the research, 
development, manufacture or sale of air traffic control systems, and 
its · directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, 
predecessors, successors and assigns; its subsidiaries, divisions, 
groups, affiliates, partnerships and joint ventures controlled by Loral 
air traffic control (or such similar entity), and the respective directors, 
officers, employees, agents, representatives, successors and assigns 
of each; except that Loral air traffic control does not include any of 
the foregoing that will be part ofLoral space after the Acquisition. 

S. "Lockheed Martin Military Aircraft Business" means any entity 
within or controlled by Lockheed Martin that is engaged in, among 
other things, the research, development, manufacture or sale of 
military aircraft or unmanned aerial vehicles, and its directors, 
officers, employees, agents, representatives, predecessors, successors 
and assigns; its subsidiaries, divisions, groups, affiliates, partnerships 
and joint ventures controlled by a Lockheed Martin Military Aircraft 
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Business and the respective directors, officers, employees, agents, 
representatives, successors and assigns of each. 

T. "Management and data systems" means Lockheed Martin 
Manag~ment and Data Systems Division, an entity with its principal 
place of business at 7000 Geerdes Blvd., King of Prussia, 
Pennsylvania, or any other entity within or controlled by Lockheed 
Martin that is engaged in, amo~g other things, the provision of SETA 
services, ·and its directors, officers, employees, agents, 
representatives, predecessors, successors and assigns; its subsidiaries, 
divisions, groups, affiliates, partnerships and joint ventures controlled 
by Lockheed Martin Management and Data Systems Division (or 
such similar entity), and the respective directors, officers, employees, · 
agents, representatives, successors and assigns of each. 

U. "Non~public . military aircraft information (NITE Hawk) " 
means (1) any information not in the public domain disclosed by any 
military aircraft manufacturer, other than Lockheed Martin, to 
respondent or Loral in its capacity as a provider of NITE Hawk 

· systems and (a) if written information, designated in writing by the 
military aircraft manufacturer as proprietary information by an 
appropriate legend, marking, stamp or positive written identification 
on the face thereof, or (b) if oral, visual or other information, 
identified as proprietary information in writing by the military aircraft 
manufacturer prior to the disclosure or within thirty (30) days after 
such disclosure; or (2) any information not in the public domain 
disclosed by any military aircraft manufacturer prior to the 
Acquisition to Loral in its capacity as a provider of NITE Hawk 
systems. Non-:-public military aircraft information (NITE Hawk) shall 
not include: (1) information known or disclosed to respondent, 
excluding Loral, at the time respondent signed the Agreement 
Containing Consent Order in this matter, (2) information that 
subsequently falls within the public domain through no violation of 
this order by respondent, (3) information that subsequently becomes 
known to respondent from a third party not in breach of a confidential 
disclosure agreement (information obtained from Loral or otherwise 
obtained as a result of the Acquisition shall not be considered 
information known to respondent from a third party), or (4) 
information after six ( 6) years from the date of disclosure of such 
non-public military aircraft information (NITE Hawk) to respondent, 
or such other period as agreed to in writing by respondent and the 
provider of the information. 
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V. "Non-public military aircraft information (simulation and 
training) 11 means (1) any information not in the public domain 
disclosed by any military aircraft manufacturer, other than Lockheed 
Martin, to respondent or Loral in its capacity as a provider of 

. . simulation and training· systems and (a) if written information, 
designated in writing by the military aircraft manufacturer as 
proprietary information by an appropriate legend, marking, stamp or 
positive written identification on the face thereof, or (b) iforal, visual 
or other information, identified as proprietary information in writing 
by the military aircraft manufacturer prior to the disclosure or within 
thirty (30) days after such disclosure; or (2) any information not in 
the public domain disclosed by any military aircraft manufacturer 

· prior to the Acquisition to Loral in its capacity as a provider oJ 
simulation and training systems. Non-public military aircraft 
information (simulation and · training) shall not include: (1 ) 
information known or disclosed to respondent, excluding Loral, at the 
time respondent signed the Agreement Containing Consent Order in 
this matter, (2) information that subsequently falls within the· public 
domain through no violation of this order by respondent, (3) 
information that subsequently becomes known to respondent from a 
third party not in breach of a confidential disclosure agreement 
(information obtained from Loral or otherWise obtained as a result ol 
the Acquisition shall not be considered information known to 
respondent from a third party), or (4) information after six (6) years 
from the date of disclosure of such . non-public military aircraft 
inform·ation (simulation and training) to respondent, or such other 
period as agreed to in writing by respondent ·and the provider of the 
information. 

W. "Non-public military aircraft information (electronic 
countermeasures) 11 means (1) any information not in the public 
domain disclosed by any military aircraft manufacturer, other than 
Lockheed Martin, to respondent or Loral in its capacity as a provider 
of electronic countermeasures and - (a) if written information, 
designated in writing ·by the military aircraft manufacturer as 
proprietary information by an appropriate legend, marking, stamp or 
positive written identification on the face thereof, or (b) if oral, visual 
or other information, identified as proprietary information in writing 
by the military aircraft manufacturer prior to the disclosure or within 
thirty (30) days after such disclosure; or (2) any information not in 
the public domain disclosed by any military aircraft manufacturer 
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prior to the Acquisition to Loral in its capacity as a provider of 
electronic countermeasures. Non-public military aircraft information 
(electronic countermeasures) shall not include: (1) information 
known or disclosed to respondent, excluding Loral, at the time 
respondent signed the Agreement Containing Consent Order in this 
matter, (2) information that subsequently falls within the public 
domain through no violation of this order by respondent, (3) 
information that subsequently becomes known to respondent from a 
third party not in breach of a confidential disclosure agreement 
(inforrhation obtained from Loral or otherwise obtained as a result of 
the Acquisition shall not be considered information known .to 
respondent from a third party), or (4) information after six (6) years 
from the date of disclosure of such non-public military aircraft 
information (electronic countermeasures) to respondent, or such other 
period as agreed to in writing by respondent and the provider of the 
information. 

X. "Non-public military aircraft information (mission 
computers)" means (1) any information not in the public domain 
disclosed by any military aircraft manufacturer, other than Lockheed 
Martin, to respondent or Loral in its capacity as a provider of mission 
computers, and (a) if written inf9rmation, designated in writing by the 
military aircraft manufacturer as proprietary information by an 
appropriate legend, marking, stamp or positive written identification 
on the face thereof, or (b) if oral, visual or other information, 
identified as proprietary information in writing by the military aircraft 
manufacturer prior to the disclosure or within thirty (30) days after 
such disclosure; or (2) any information not in the public domain 
disclosed by an( military aircraft manufacture.r; prior to the 
Acquisition to :Loral in its capacity as a provider of mission 
computers. Non-public military aircraft information (mission 
computers) shall not include: (1) information known or disclosed to 
respondent, excluding Loral, at the time respondent signed the 
Agreement Containing Consent Order in this matter, (2) information 
that subsequently falls within the public domain through no violation 

. of this order by respondent, (3) information that subsequently 
becomes known to respondent from a third party not in breach of a 
confidential disclosure agreement (information obtained from Loral 
or otherwise obtained as a result of the Acquisition shall not be 
considered information known to respondent from a third party), or 
( 4) information after six (6) years· from the date of disclosure of such 
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non-public military aircraft information (mission computers) to 
respondent, or such other period as agreed to in writing by respondent 
and the provider of the information. 

Y. "Non-public unmanned aerial vehicle information" means (1) 
any information not in the public domain disclosed by any unmanned 
aerial vehicle . manufacturer, other than Lockheed Martin, to 
respondent or Loral in its capacity as a provider of integrated 
communications systems, and (a) if written information, designated 
in writing by the unmanned aerial vehicle manufacturer as proprietary 
information by an appropriate legend, marking, stamp or positive 
written identification on the face thereof, or (b) if oral, visual or other 
.information, identified as proprietary information in writing by the . 
unmanned aerial vehicle manufacturer prior to the disclosure or 
within thirty (30) days after such disclosure; or (2) any information 
not in the public domain disclosed by any unmanned aerial vehicle 
manufacturer prior to the Acquisition to Loral in its capacity as a 
provider of integrated communications systems. Non-public 
unmanned aerial vehicle information shall not include:· (1) 
information known or disclosed to respondent, excluding Lora], at the 
time respondent signed the Agreement Containing Consent Order in 
this matter, (2) information that subsequently falls within the public 
domain through no violation of this order by respondent, (3) 
information that subsequently becomes known to respondent from a 
third party not in breach of a confidential , disclosure agreement 
(information obtained from Loral or otherwise obtained as a result of 
the Acquisition shall not be considered information :known to 

/ respondent from a third party), or (4) information after six (6) years 
from the date of disclosure of such non-public unmanned aerial 
vehicle information to respondent, or such other period as agreed to 

· in writing by respondent and the provider of the information. 
Z. "Satellite" means an unmanned machine that is launched from 

the earth's surface for the purpose of transmitting data back to earth 
and which is designed either to orbit the earth or travel away from the
earth. 

AA. "Restructuring Agreement" means the Restructuring, 
Financing and Distribution Agreement, dated as of January 7, 1996, 
by and among Loral Corporation, Loral Aerospace Holdings, Inc., 
Loral Aerospace Corp., Loral General Partner, Inc., Loral Globalstar, 
L.P ., Loral Globalstar Limited, Loral Telecommunications 
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Acquisition, Inc. (to be renamed Loral Space & Communications 
Ltd.) and Lockheed Martin Corporation. _ 

BB. ''Lora/ Space" means Loral Space & Communications Ltd., 
a company organized under the laws of the Islands of Bermuda, with 
its principal office and place ofbusiness located at 600 Third Avenue, 
New York, New York, as described by the Restructuring Agreement; 
its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, 
pre<;iecessors, successors and assigns; its su~sidiaries, divisions, 
groups, affiliates, partnerships and joint ventures controlled or 
managed by Lora! Space & Communications Ltd., including, but not 
limited to, Globalstar, L.P ., Space Systems/Lora!, Inc. and K&F 
Industries, Inc., and the respective directors, officers, employees, 
agents, representatives, successors and assigns of each; except that 
Lora! Space does not include any of the foregoing that will be part of 
Loral or Lockheed Martin after the Acquisitiop.. 

CC. "Space Systems/Lora/" means Space. Systems/Lora!, Inc., an 
entity with its principal place of business at 3825 Fabian Way, Palo 
Alto, California, or any other entity within .or controlled by Lora! 
Space that is engaged in, among other things, the research, 
development, manufacture or sale of Satellites, and its directors, 
officers, employees, agents, representatives, predecessors, successors 
and assigrts; its subsidiaries, divisions, groups, affiliates, partnerships 
and joint ventures controlled by Space Systems/Lora!, Inc. (or such 
similar entity), and the respective directors, officers, employees, 
agents, representatives, successors and assigns of each; except tha~ 
Space Systems/Lora! does not include any of the foregoing that will 
be part of Lora! or Lockheed Martin after the Acquisition and does 
not include ap.y entity or line of business, outside of Space 
Systems/Lora!, Inc., within or controlled by Lora! Space that is not 
engaged in the research, development, manufacture or sale of 
Satellites. 

DD. ''Defensive missiles systems" are the research, development, 
manufacture or sale of defensive missiles systems and compon.ents, 
including, among other things, the Theater High Altitude Area 
Defense System, Corps SAM/MEADS, the Advan,ced Intercept 
Technology, National Missile Defense, Naval Upper Tier, the 
Airborne Laser, target programs and other related activities. 

EE. ':Fleet Ballistic Missiles" are . the research, development, 
manufacture, sale or life cycle support including disposal of strategic . 
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offensive missiles and associated support equipment, including? 
among other things, the Trident missile. 

FF. "Missile System Products Center" is the research, 
development, manufacture or sale of missile systems, missile 
components, missile technology, propulsion systems, seekers, 
electronics, avionics, composites, bombs, rockets and · mortars, 
including, among other things, the Composites Iriitiative, the 
Propulsion Initiative, BLU-1 09 and Precision Guided Mortar 
Munition. 

GG. "Space & Strategic Missiles" means Lockheed .Martin Space 
& Strategic Missiles Sector, an entity with its principal place of 

. business at 6801 Rockledge Drive, Bethesda, ·Maryland, or any other 
entity within or controlled by Lockheed Martin that is engaged in, 
among other things, the research, development, manufacture or sale 
of Satellites; and its directors, officers, employees, agents, 
representatives, predecessors·, successors and assigns; its subsidiaries, 
divisions, groups, affiliates, partnerships and joint ventures controlled 
by Lockheed Martin Space & Strategic Missiles Sector (or such 
similar entity), and the respective directors, officers, employees, 
agents, representatives, successors and assigns of each; except that 
Space & Strategic Missiles does not include Defensive Missile 
Systems, Fleet Ballistic· Missiles, and Missile System Products 
Center, and any other entity or line of business, outside of Lockheed 
Martin Space & Strategic Missiles Sector, within or controlled by 
Lockheed Martin that is not engaged in the research, development, 
manufacture or sale of Satellites. 

HH. "Common LM/Loral Space Director" means any person who 
is simultaneously a member of the Board of Directors of Lockheed 
Martin or an officer of Lockheed Martin and a member of the Board 

. of Directors ofLonil Space or an officer ofLoral Space. 
II. · "Non-public space information of Lockheed Martin" meap.s 

any information not in the public domain relating to Space & 
Strategic Missiles. / 

JJ. "Non-public space information of Lora! Space" means any 
information not in the public domain relating to Space Systems/Lora!. 

KK. ''Lockheed Martin/Lora! Space Technical Services 
Agreement" means the technical · services agreement between 
Lockheed Martin and Loral Space, a~ described by Article VI, 
Section 6~7, paragraph (d), of the Restructuring Agreement. 
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LL. "Merger Agreement" means the Agreement and Plan of 
Merger, dated as of January 7, 1996, by and among _Loral 
Corporation, Lockheed Martin Corporation and LAC Acquisition 
Corporation. 

MM. "Stockholders Agreement" means the Stockholders 
Agreement referred to in the Restructuring Agreement. 

NN. "Non-Voting Equity Securities" means any share of stock that 
does not entitle the shareholder to vote for any member of the Board 
of Directors. 

00. "Voting Equity Securities" means any share of stock that 
enti-tles the shareholder to vote for any member of the Board of 
Directors. 

PP. ''Acquisition" means the transaction described by the Merger 
Agreement and the Restructuring Agreement, including, but not 
limited to: (1) the acquisition by respondent of all of the outstanding 
voting common stock of Loral; (2) the transfer of the space and 
telecommunications businesses of Loral and its subsidiaries to Loral 
Space; (3) the acquisition by respondent of a 20% convertible 
preferred stock interest in Loral Space, which in tum owns a 33% 
interest in Space Systems/Lora!; ( 4) the Lockheed Martin!Loral Space 

- Technical Services Agreement; and (5) the appointment of Mr. 
Bernard Schwartz, Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chief 
Executive Officer ofLoral Space, to the position ofVice Chairman 
of the Board of Directors of Lockheed Martin. 

II. 
,._ 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondent shall divest, absolutely and in good faith, within 
six ( 6) months of the date respondent signed the Agreement 
Containing Consent Order in this matter, the SETA services 
operations, and shall not charge any costs associated with the 
divestiture to the Federal Aviation Administration. 

B. Respondent shall divest the SETA services operations only to 
an acquirer or acquirers that receive the prior approval of the 
Commission and only in a manner that receives the prior approval of 
the Commission. The purpose of the divestiture is to ensure the 
continued provision of SETA services in the same manner as 
provided by respondent at the time of the proposed divestiture and to 
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remedy the lessening of competition alleged in the Commission's 
complaint. _ 

C. Pending divestiture of the SETA services operations, 
respondent shall take such actions as are necessary to ensure the 
continued provision of SETA services, to maintain the viability and 
marketability ofthe assets used to provide SETA services, to prevent 
the destruction, removal, wasting, deterioration or impairment of the 
assets used to provide SETA services, and to prevent the disclosure 
of non-public air traffic control information to Loral Air Traffic 
Control. 

D. Upon reasonable notice from any acquirer or the Federal 
Aviation Administration to respondent, respondent shall provide such 

· technical assistance to the acquirer as is reasonably necessary to 
enable t~e acquirer to provide SETA services in substantially the 
same manner and quality as provided by respondent prior to 
divestiture. Such assistance shall include reasonable consultation with 
knowledgeable employees and training at the acquirer's facility for a 
period of time sufficient to satisfy the acquirer's management that its 
personnel are appropriately trained in the skills necessary to perform 
the SETA services operations. Respondent shall convey all know
how necessary to perform the SET A services operations in 
substantially the same manner and quality provided by respondent' 
prior to divestiture, provided, however, that the respondent may retain 
the right to use the know-how. However, respondent shall not be 
required to continue providing such assistance for more than one ( 1) 
year from the date of the divestiture. Respondent shall charge the 
acquirer at a rate no more than its own costs for providing such 
technical assistance. · · 

E. At the time· of the execution of the purchase agreement 
between respondent and a proposed acquirer of the SETA services 
operations ("Purchase Agreement"), respondent shall provide the 
acquirer(s) with a complete list of all full-time, non-clerical, salaried . 
employees of respondent who were engaged in the provision of 
SETA services on the date of the Acquisition, as well as all current 
full-time, non-clerical, salaried employees of respondent engaged in 
the provision of SETA services on the date of the purchase 
agreement. Such list(s) shall state each such individual's name, 
position, address, business telephone number, or if no business 
telephone number exists, a home telephone number, if available and 
with the consent of the employee, and a description of the duties and 
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work performed by the individual in connection with the SET A 
services operations. 

F. Following the execution of the Purchase Agreement(s) and 
subject to the consent of the employees, respondent shall provide the 
proposed acquirer(s) with an opportunity to inspect the personnel files 
and other documentation relating to the individuals identified in 
paragraph II.E of this order to the extent permissible under applicable 
laws. For a period of six (6) months following the divestiture, · 
respondent shall further provide the acquirer( s) with an opportunity 
to interview such individuals and negotiate employment contracts 
with them. 

G. Respondent shall provide all employees identified in paragraph 
II.E of this order with reasonable financial incentives, if necessary, to 
continue in their employment positions pending divestiture of the 
SET A services operations, and to accept employment with the 
acquirer(s) at the time of the divestiture. Such incentives shall include 
continuation of all employee benefits offered by respondent until the 
date of the divestiture, and vesting of all pension benefits (as 
permitted by law). In addition, respondent shall not enforce any 
confidentiality restrictions relating to the SET A services or SETA 
services operations that apply to any employee identified in paragraph 
II.E who accepts employment with any proposed acquirer. 
Respondent also shall not enforce any ·noncompete restrictions that 
apply to any employee identified in paragraph II.E who accepts 
employment with any proposed acquirer. 

H. For a period of one (1) year commencing on the date of the 
individual's employment by any acquirer, respondent shall not re-hire 
any of the individuals identified in paragraph II.E of this order who 
accept employment with any acquirer, -unless such individual has _ 
been separated from employment by the acquirer against that 
individual's wishes. 

I. Prior to divestiture, respondent shall not transfer, without the 
consent of the Federal Aviation Administration, any of the 
individuals identified in paragraph II.E of this order whose 
employment responsibilities involve access to non-public air traffic 
control information from management and data systems to any other 
position involving business with the Federal Aviation Administration. 
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m. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondent shall not provide, disclose or othetwise make 
available to Loral Air Traffic Control any non-public air traffic 
control information. 

B. Respondent shall use any non-public air traffic control 
information obtained by Management and Data Systems only in 
respondent's capacity as provider of technical assistance to an 
acquirer, pursuant to paragraph II.D of this order. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. If respondent has not divested, absolutely and in good faith and 
with the Commission's prior approval, the SET A services operations 
within six (6) months of the date respondent signed the Agreement 
Containing .Consent Order in this matter, the Commission may 
appoint a trustee to divest the SET A services operations. In the event 
that the Commission ot the Attorney General brings an action 
pursuant to Section 5(1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 
U.S.C. 45(1), or any other statute enforced by the Commission, 
respondent shall consent to the appointment of a trustee in such 
action. Neither the appointment of a trustee nor a decision not to 
app,oint a trustee under this paragraph IV shall preclude the 
Commission or the Attorney General from seeking civil penalties or 
any other relief available to it, including a court-appointed trustee, 
pursuant to Sectiori 5(1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, or any 
other statute enforced by the .·Commission, for any failure by 
respondent to comply with this order. 
· B. If a trustee is appointed by the Commission or a court pursuant 
to paragraph IV.A· of this order, respondent shall consent to the 
following terms and conditions regarding the trustee's ·powers, duties, · 
authority, and responsibilities: 

1. The Commission shall select the trustee, subject to the consent 
of respondent, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
The trustee shall be a person with experience and expertise in 
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· acquisitions and divestitures. If respondent has not opposed, in 
writing, including the reasons for opposing, the selection of any 
proposed trustee within ten (1 0) days after notice by the staff of the 
Commission to respondent of the identity of any proposed trustee, 
respondent shall be deemed to have consented to the selection of the 
proposed trustee. 

2. Subject to the prior approval of the Commission, the trustee 
shall have the exclusive power ·.and authority to divest the SETA 
services operations. 

3. Within ten (10) days after appointment of the trustee, 
respondent shall execute a trust_ agreement that, subject to the prior 
approval of the Commission and, in the case of a court-appointed 
trustee, of the court, transfers to the trustee all rights and powers 
necessary to permit the trustee to effect the divestiture required by 
this order. 

4. The trustee shall have twelve (12) months from the date the 
Commission approves the trust agreement described in paragraph 
IV.B.3 to accomplish the divestiture, which shall be subject to the 
prior approval of the Commission. If, however, at the end of the 
twelve (12) month period, the trustee has submitted a plan of 
divestiture or believes that divestiture can be achieved within a 
reasonable time, the divestiture period may be extended by the 

. Commission, or, in the case of a court-appointed trustee, by the court; 
provided, however, the Commission may extend this period only two 
(2) times. 

5. The trustee shall have full and complete access to the 
personnel, books, records and facilities related· to the SET A services 
operations, or to any other relevant information, as the trustee may 
request. Respondent shall develop such fmancial or other information 
as the trustee may request and shall cooperate with the trustee. 
respondent shall take no action to interfere with or impede the 
trustee's accomplishment of the divestiture. Any delays in divestiture 
caused by reSJ)ondent shall extend the .time for divestiture under this 
paragraph in an amount equal to the delay, as determined by the 
Commission or, for a court-appointed trustee, by the court. 

6. The trustee shall use his or her best efforts to negotiate the most 
favorable price and terms available in each contract that is submitted 
to the Commission, subject to respondent's absolute and 
unconditional obligation to divest at no minimum price. The 
divestiture shall be made in the manner and to an acquirer or 
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acquirers as set out in paragraph II of this order; provided, however, 
if the trustee receives bona fide offers from more than one acquiring 
entity, and if the Cormnission determines to approve more than one 
such acquiring entity, the trustee shall divest to the acquiring entity 
selected by . respondent from among those approved by the 
Commission. 

7. The trustee shall serve, without bond or other security, at the 
cost and expense of respondent, on such reasonable and .customary 
terms and conditions as the Commission or a court may set. The 

\ 

trustee shall have the authority to employ, at the cost and expense of 
· respondent, such consultants, accountants, attorneys, investment 

bankers, business brokers, appraisers, and other representatives and 
assistants . as are necessary to carry out the trustee's duties and 
responsibilities. The trustee shall account for all monies deriyed from 
the divestiture and all expenses incurred. After approval by the 
Commission and, in the case of a court-appointed trustee, by the 
court, of the account of the trustee, including fees for his or her 
services, all remaining monies shall. be paid at the direction of 
respondent; and the trustee's power shall be terminated. The trustee's 
compensation shall be based at least in significant part on a 
commission arrangement contingent on the trustee's divesting the 
SETA services operations. · 

· 8. Respondent shall indemnify the trustee and hold the trustee 
harmless against any losses, claims, damages, liabilities, or expenses 
arising out of, or in connection with, the performance of the trustee's 
duties, including all reasonable fees of counsel and other expenses 
incurred in connection with the preparation for, or defense of any 
claim, whether or not resulting in any liability, except to the extent 
that such liabilities, losses, damages, claims, or expenses result from 
misfeasance, gross negligence, willful or wanton acts, or bad faith by 
the trustee. 

9. If the trustee ceases to act or fails to act diligently, a substitute 
trustee shall be appointed- in the same manner as provided in 
paragraph IV.A of this order. 

10. The Commission or, in the case of a court-appointed trustee, 
the court, may on its own initiative or at the request of the trustee 
issue such additional orders or directions as may be necessary or 
appropriate to accomplish the divestiture required by this order. 

- 11 . The ~stee may also divest such additional ancillary assets 
and businesses and effect such arrangements as are necessary to 
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assure the marketability, viability and competitiveness of the SETA 
services operations. 

12. The trustee shall have no obligation or authority to operate or 
maintain the SET A services operations. 

13. The trustee shall report in writing to respondent and the 
Commission every sixty (60) days concerning the trustee's efforts to 
accomplish divestiture. 

V. 

It is further ordered, That within forty-five (45) days after the 
date .this order becomes final and every forty-five (45) days thereafter 
untit"respondent has fully complied with paragraphs ll through IV of 
this order, respondent shail submit to the Commission a verified 
written report setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
intends to comply, is complying, and has complied with paragraphs 
II through IV of this order. Respondent shall include in its 
compliance reports, among other things that are required from time 
to time, a full description of the efforts being made to comply with 
paragraphs II through IV including a description of all substantive 
·contacts or negotiations for the divestiture required by this order, 
including the identity of all parties contacted. Respondent sh~ll 
include in its compliance reports copies of all writt~n 
communications to and from such parties, all internal memoranda and 
all reports and recommendations concerning the divestiture. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondent shall not, absent the prior written consent of the 
. proprietor of non-public military aircraft information (NITE Hawk), 
provide, disclose or otherwise make available to any Lockheed 
Martin Military Aircraft Business any non-public military aircraft 
information (NITE Hawk). 

B. Respondent shall use any non-public military aircraft 
- information (NITE Hawk) only in respondent's capacity as a provider 

of NITE Hawk systems, absent the prior written consent of the 
proprietor of no11=public military aircraft information (NITE Hawk). 
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VII.' . 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondent shall not, absent the prior written consent of the 
proprietor of non-public military aircraft information (simulation and 
training), provide, disclose or otherwise make available to any 
Lockheed Martin Military Aircraft Business any non-public military 
aircraft information (simulation and training). 

B. Respondent shall use any non-public military aircraft 
infomiation (simulation and training) only in respondent's capacity as 
a provider of simulation and traiYP,ng systems, absent the prior written 
consent of the proprietor of non-public military aircraft information 
(simulation and training). 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondent shall not, absent the prior written consent of the 
proprietor of non-public military aircraft information (electronic 
countermeasures), provide, disclose or otherwise make available to 
any Lockheed Martin Military Aircraft Business any non-public -
military aircraft information (electronic countermeasures). 

B. Respondent shall use any non-public · military aircraft 
information (electronic countermeasures) only in respondent's 
capacity as a provider of electronic countermeasures, absent the prior 
written consent of the proprietor of non-public military aircraft 
information (electronic countermeasures). 

IX. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondent shall not, absent the prior written consent of the 
proprietor of non-public military ·aircraft information (mission 
computers), provide, disclose or otherwise. make available to · any 
Lockheed Martin Military Aircraft Business any non-public military 
aircraft information (mission computers); · 
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B. Respondent shall use any non-public military aircraft 
information (mission computers) only in respondent's capacity as a 
provider of mission computers, absent the prior written consent of the 
proprietor of non-public military aircraft information (mission 
computers). 

X . 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall deliver a copy of this 
order to any United States military . aircraft manufacturer prior to 
obtaining any information outside the public domain relating to that 
manufacttirer's military aircraft, either from the military aircraft 
manufacturer or through the Acquisition. 

XI. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondent shall not, absent the prior written consent of the 
proprietor of non-public unmanned aeri'al vehicle information, 
provide, disclose or otherwise make available to any Lockheed 
Martin Military Aircraft Business any non-public unmanned aerial 
vehicle information. 

B. Respondent shall use any non-public unmanned aerial vehicle 
information only in respondent's capacity as a provider of integrated 
communications systems, absent the prior written consent of the 
proprietor of non-public unmanned aerial vehicle information. 

XII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall deliver a copy of this 
order to any United States unmanned aerial vehicle manufacturer 
prior to obtaining any information outside the public domain relating 
to that manufacturer's unmanned aerial vehicle, either from the 
unmanned aerial vehicle manufacturer or through the Acquisition. 
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XITI. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondent shall not discuss, provide, disclose or otherwise 
make available, directly or indirectly, to any Common LM/Loral 
Space Director any non-public space information of Lockhe-ed 
Martin. 

B .. Respondent shall require any Common LM/Loral Space 
Director to refrain from discussing, providing, disclosing or otherwise 
making available, directly or· indirectly, any non-public space 
information ofLoral Space to any member of the Board ofDirectors 
of Lockheed Martin, any officer of Lockheed Martin or any employee 
of Lockheed Martin. 

C. Respondent shall conduct all matters relating to Space & 
Strategic Missiles without the vote, concurrence or other participation 
of any kind whatsoever of any Common LM/Loral Space Director. 

D. Any Common LM/Loral Space Director shall not be counted 
for purposes of establishing a quorum in connection with any matter 
relating to Space & Strategic Missiles. 

E. Respondent shall not provide any Common LM/Loral Space 
Director with any type of compensation that is based in whole or in 
part on the profitability or performance of Space & Strategic 
Missiles; provided, however, that any Common LM/Loral Space 
Director may receive as compensation for his or her serving on the 
Lockheed Martin Board of Directors such stock options or other 
stock -based compensation as is provided generally to other members 
of the Lockheed Martin Board of Directors in accordance with 
respondent's ordinary practice. 

XIV. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondent shall not provide or otherwise make available, 
directly or indirectly, any personnel, information, facilities, technical 

· services or support from Space · & Strategic Missiles to Space 
Systems/Loral pursuant to any provision contained in the Lockheed 
Martin/Loral Space Technical Services Agreement. 
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B. Respondent shall not disclose or otherwise make available to 
Space ·& Strategic Missiles any information received in conn~ction 
with the Lockheed Martin/Lora! Space technical Services 
Agreement. 

C. Respondent shall not disclose to any Space & Strategic Missile 
employee any information or technical services provided to Space 
Systems/Lora! by , Lockheed _Martin pursuant to the Lockheed 
Martin/Lora! Space Technical Services Agreement. 

XV. 

It is further ordered, That if respondent's ownership of the equity 
securities ofLoral Space increases to more than twenty percent (20%) 
of the total equity securities (including both Voting Equity Securities 
and Non-Voting Equity Securities) of Lora! Space as the result of 
repurchases of equity securities by Lora!' Space or for any other 
reason, respondent shall, following its obtaining actual knowledge of 
an event-leading to such increase {"Event"), reduce its equity security 
ownership interest to a level of not more than twenty percent (20% ). 
Those equity securities which must be sold are hereinafter referred to 
as the "Excess Securities." Respondent shall have-a period of 185 
days following its obtaining actual knowledge of the Event to sell the 
Excess Securities (the _"Sale Period"); provided, however, that, if 
within ten (1 0)- business days of respondent's receipt of such 
knowledge, respond.ent requests that Loral Space file a registration 
statement providing for such sale, the Sale Period shall-be deemed to 
begin on the effective date of such registration statement, and shall 
extend for 150 days. thereafter, and provided further that, if 
respondent elects to sell the Excess Securities in a manner that does 
not require Loral Space to file a registration statement, and such sales 
cannot be accomplished within the Sale Period-without violating Rule 
144 (or any successor provision) under the Securities Act of 1933, 
then the Sale Period shall be extended by the minimum amount 
necessary to allow such securities to be sold pursuant to Rule 144 (or 
any successor provision). Pending . the sale of Excess Securities, 
respondent shall not exercise any voting rights relating to the Excess 
Securities. Respondent .shall amend the Stockholders Agreement to 
provide respondent the . means of complying with the foregoing 
provisions and shall thereafter not amend the applicable provisions of 
the Stockholders Agreement in a fashion so as to impair respondent's 
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ability to comply with this paragraph. ·The provisions of this 
paragraph shall terminate ten (10) years from the date this or:der 
becomes final. 

XVI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall comply with all terms 
of the Interim Agreement, attached to this order and made a part 
hereof as Appendix I. Said Interim Agreement shall cont.inue in effect 
until the provisions in paragraphs II . through XVI of this order are 
complied with or until such other time as is stated in said Interim 
Agreement. 

XVII. 

It is further ordered, That within sixty ( 60) days of the date this 
order becomes final and annually for the next ten (1 0) years on the 
anniversary of the date this order becomes final, and at such other 
times as the Commission may require, respondent shall file a verified 
written report with the Commission setting forth in detail the manner 
and form in which it has complied and is complying with paragraphs 
VI through XVI of this order. To the extent not prohibited by United 
States Government national security requirements, respondent shall 
include in its reports. information sufficient to identify all · United 
States military aircraft and :unmanned aerial vehicle manufacturers 
with whom respondent has entered into an agreement for the research, 
development, manufacture or sale ofNITE Hawk.systems, simulation 
and training systems, electronic countermeasures, mission computers· 
or integrated communications·· systems. 

XVIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall notify the·Commission 
. at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate 
respondent such as dissolution, assignment, sale resulting in the 
emergence of a successor corporation, or the creation or dissolution 
of subsidiaries or sale of any division ·or any other change in the 
corporation in each .instance where such change may affect 
compliance obligations arising out of the order. 
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XIX. 

It is further ordered, That, for the purpose of determining or 
. securing compliance with this order, and . subject to any legally 
recognized privilege and applicable United. States Gqvenunent 
national security requirements, upon writ~en request, and on 
reasonable notice, respondent shall permit any duly .authorized 
representatives of the Commission: 

A. Access, during office hours and in the presence of counsel, to 
inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence, 
memoranda and other records and documents in the possession or 
under the control of respondent, relating to .any matters contained in 
this order; and 

B. Upon five (5) days' notice. to respondent, and without ·restraint 
or interference from respondent, to interview officers, directors, or 
employees of respondent, who may have counsel present, regarding 
any such matters. 

XX. 

It is further ordered, That this order shall terminate on September 
19, 2016, except as otherwise provided in this order. 

APPENDIX I 

INTERIM AGREEMENT 

This Interiril Agreement {s by and between Lockheed Martin· 
Corporation ("Lockheed Martin"), · a corporation organized and 
existing under the laws of the State of Maryland, and the Federal 
Trade Commission (the "Commission"), an independent agency of 
the United States Government, established under the Federal Trade 

' . 
Commission Act of 1914, 15 U.S.C. 41, et seq. 

PREMISES 

Whereas, Lockheed Martin has proposed to acquire all of the 
outstanding voting common stock of Loral Corporation and-engage 
in a series of related transactions and acts; and 
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Whereas, the Commission is now investigating the proposed 
Acquisition to determine if it would violate any of the statutes the 
Commission enforces; and 

Whereas, if the Commission accepts the Agreement Containing 
.Consent Order (';Consent Agreement"), the Commission will place it 
on . the" public record for a period of at least sixty ( 60) days and 
subsequently may either withdraw such acceptance or issue and serve 
its complaint arid decision in disposition of the proceeding pursuant 
to the provisions of Section 2.34 of the Commission's Rules; and 

Whereas, the Commission is concerned that if an understanding 
is not reached preserving·competition during the period prior to the 
final issuance of the Consent Agreement by the Commission (after 
the 60:..day public notice period), there may be interim competitive 
harm and divestiture or other relief resulting from a proceeding 
challenging the legality of the proposed Acquisition might not be 
possible, or might be less than an effective remedy; and . 

Whereas, Lockheed Martin entering into this Interim Agreement 
shall in no way be construed as an admission by Lockheed Martin 
that the proposed Acquisition constitutes a violation of any statute; 
and 

Whereas, Lockheed Martin understands that no act or transaction 
contemplated by this Interim Agreement shall be deemed immune or 
exempt from the provisions of the antitrust laws or the Federal Trade 
Commission Act by reason of anything contained in this Interim 
Agreement. 

Now, therefore, Lockheed Martin agrees, upon the understanding 
that the Commission has not yet determined whether the proposed 
Acquisition will be challenged, and in consideration of the 
Commission's _agreement that, at the time it accepts the Consent 
Agreement for public corl:unent, it witl grant early termination of the 

· Hart-Scott-Rodino waiting period, as follows: 

1. Lockh~ed Martm agrees to execute and be bound by the tehns 
of the order contained iri the Consent Agreement, as if it were final, 
fro~ the date Lockheed Martin signs the Consent Agreement. 

2. Lockheed Martin agrees to deliver, within three (3) days of the 
date the Consent Agreement is accepted for public comment by the 
Commission, a copy of the Consent Agreement and a copy of this 

~ Interim Agreement to the United States Department of Defense, the 
Federal Aviation Administration, McDonnell Douglas Corporation, 
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Northrop Grumman Corporation, The Boeing Company and Teledyne 
Inc. 

3. Lockheed Martin agrees to submit, within thirty (30) days of 
the date the Consent Agreement is signed by Lockheed Martin, an 
initial report, pursuant to · Section 2.33 of the Commission's Rules, 
signed by Lockheed Martin setting forth in detail the manner in which 
Lockheed Martin will comply with paragraphs II through XVI of the 
Consent Agreement. · 

4. Lockheed Martin agrees that, from the date Lockheed Martin 
signs the Consent Agreement until the first of the dates listed in 
subparagraphs 4_.a and 4.b, it will cm:nply with the provisions of this 

, Interim Agreement: · 

a. Ten (10) business days after the Commi~sion withdraws its 
acceptance of the Consent Agreement pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 2.34 of the Commission's Rules; or 

b. The date the Commission finally issues its Complaint and its 
Decision and·Order. 

5. Lockheed Martin waives all rights to contest the validity of this 
Interim Agreement. 

6. For the purpose of determining or securing comptiance with 
this Interim Agreement, subject to any legally recognized privilege· 
and applicable United States Government national security 
requirements, and upon written request, and on reasonable notice, to 
Lockheed Martin made to its principal office, Lockheed Martin shall 
permit any duly authorized representative or representatives of the 
Commission: 

a. Access, during the office hours of Lockheed Martiri and in the 
presence of counsel, to inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, 
correspondence, memoranda, and other records ahd documents in the 
possession or under the control of Lockheed Martin relating to 
compliance with this Interim Agreement; and 

b. Upon five (5) days' notice to Lockheed Martin and without 
restraint or interference from it, to interview officers, directors, or 
employees of Lockheed Martin, who may have counsel pres.ent, 
regarding any such matters. · 

7. This Interim Agreement shall not be binding until accepted. by 
the Commission. 
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Complaint 

IN THE MA TIER OF: 

ZYGON INTERNATIONAL, ·INC., ET AL . . 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL T.RADE COMMIS~ION ACT 

. . 
Docket C-3686. Complaint, Sept. 24, 1996--Decision, Sept. 24, .J996 

This consent order prohibits, ·among other things, -a Washington-based company 
and its owner, that manufacture and advertise learning accelerating, memory 
enhancing, weight loss, and vision improving products and devices, from 
making any claims concerning the performance, benefits, efficacy, or safety 
of any product or service they market, unless they possess competent and 
reliable evidence to substantiate such claims, and requires t~e respondents to 
pay $195,000 into escrow accounts for consumer redress programs. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Dean C. Forbes and Lesley Anne Fair. 
For the respondents: Margaret Feinstein and Peter Kadzik, 

Dickstein, Shapirro & Morin, Washington, D.C. · · 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Zygon International, Inc., a corporation, and Dane Spotts, 
individually and a~ an officer of said corporation ("respondents"), 
have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 
and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
thereo_f would be in the public interest, alleges: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Zygon International, Inc.· is a 
Washington corpo.r;ation, with its principal office or place of business 
atJ8368 Redmond Way, Redmond, WA. : · -

Respondent Dane Spotts is an_offic~r ofth~· corporate respondent. 
Individually or in concert with others, he formulates, directs, and 
cqntrols the acts and· practices of the corporate respondent; including 
the acts and practices alleged in this complaint. His principal office 
or place of business is the same as that of the corporate respondent: 

PAR. 2. Respondents have manufactured, advertised, labeled, 
offered for sale,-sold, . and distributed consUmer products through 
radio and print advertisements, the Zygon International "SuperLife" 
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mail-order catalog, and the Internet's World Wide Web. These 
products include, but are not limited to the "Learning Machine" and 
the "SuperMind," devices that purportedly accelerate learning; the 
"SuperBrain Nutrient Program," pills that purportedly enhance 
memory, intelligence, attention, and concentration levels; "Fat 
Burner'' pills, which purportedly induce weight loss; and "Day and 
Night Eyes," purported vision improvement pills. 

The Learning Machine, SuperMind, SuperBrain Nutrient 
Program, Fat Burner pills, and Day and Night Eyes pills are "foods," 
"drugs," or "devices'' within the meaning of Sections 12 and 15 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this 
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

LEARNING MACHINE 

PAR. 4. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements for the Learning Machine, including, but 
not necessarily limited to, the attached Exhibits A through E. These 
advertisements contain the following statements: 

A. "Amazing Digital Headset Teaches You Foreign Languages Overnight" 
[Exhibit A: Zygon's SuperLife catalog] 

B. "Knowledge really is power. But learning using traditional study methods 
is slow and boring. Imagine putting on a digital headset hooked up to an ordinary 
CD player. When you push play it fires a programmed sequence oflight and sound, 
opening a window into your mind. Then like magic it downloads new information 
directly onto your brain cells. No, ifs not science fiction. High-tech learning is now 
science fact. It's called the Learning Machine™. A profound br~akthrough that 
will revolutionize how you learn and acquire new skills." [Exhibit A: Zygon's 
SuperLife catalog] · 

C. "Plus you can try the Learning Machine risk free for 30 days. During your 
risk free trial, you'll be able to learn 4 languages, triple your reading speed, boost 
your vocabulary, improve your memory, and reprogram one or two bad habits." 
[Exhibit A: Zygon's SuperLife catalog] 

D. "Let's sa)l- . . you'd like to quit smoking or lose weight. Pop in an Inner
Mind™ Programming Disc. The sensory stimulation matrix opens a window into 
your unconscious mind. Then by infusing your 'inner mind' with positive 
programming, you can rescript negative, self-defeating attitudes." [Exhibit B: USA 
Today, January 23, 1995] . 

E. "Let's say you want to learn a foreign language, quadruple your reading 
speed, or increase your math skills. Or give your children a powerful edge in 
school, learning 300%-500% faster than their peers. . You select a specially 
programmed Learning Disc™ in the area you want to study. Plug it into any 
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ordinary CD player. Then attach your Learning Machine digital headset into the 
headphone jack. Push play and a few moments later your mind is launched into a 
pre-programmed learning session. In a fun, almost effortless way, the Learning 
Disc lesson plan unfolds its program and transfers the knowledge into your mind." 
[Exhibit A: Zygon's SuperLife catalog; Exhibit C: US AIR magazine, July 1994; 

. and Exhibit D: Longevity magazine, August 1994] 
F. "The Learning Machine goes beyond virtual reality. It's the most advanced 

accelerated learning tool in the world! Absolutely mind blowing! What if you could 
flip a-switch inside your mind to instantly activate your imagination? Speak foreign 
languages. Expand your mental skills ... And pour into your mind the genius of 
an Einstein or a Socrates. Find out how the Learning Machine boosts mental 
powers . . . Get a Photographic Mind, Instant Motivation, Speak Foreign 
Languages, and More!" [Exhibit E: The Learning Machine Home Page, World 
Wide Web, January 18, 1996] 

PAR. 5. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements referred to in paragraph four, including but not 
necessarily limited to the advertisements attached as Exhibits A 
through E, respondents have represented, directly or by implication, 
that the Learning Machine: 

A. Enables users to learn foreign languages overnight. 
B. Enables users to quadruple their reading speed. 
C. Enables users to improve their math skills. 
D. Enables children to learn at a rate of300% to 500% faster than 

their peers. 
E. Enables users to lose weight. 
F. Enables users to quit smoking. 
G. Substantially improves users' al?ility to learn and retain 

information. 
H. Enables users to learn four languages, triple their reading 

speed, improve their vocabulary, and Improve their memory 
in thirty days. 

. PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
~dvertisements referred to in paragraph four, including but not 
necessarily limited to tile advertisements attached as Exhibits A 
through E, respondents have represented, directly or by implication, 
that at the time they made the representations set forth in paragraph 
five, respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that 
substantiated such representations. 

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, at the time they made the 
- representations set forth in paragraph five, respondents did not 
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possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such 
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph 
six was·, and is, false and misleading. · 

SUPERMIND 

PAR. 8. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements for the SuperMind, including, but not 
necessarily limited to; the attached Exhibits F and G. These 
advertisements contains the following statements: 

A. "Based on hard scientific evidence which associates states of consciousness 
with dominant brainwave activity, this machine coaxes your brain into an 
Alpha/Theta pattern (brainwaves in the 4-10 Hz range), which is associated with 
deep meditation and mental imagery. . . . Developed by the Mind Research 
Laboratory, now anyone can enter profound mental states at the push of a button . 
. . . I take it with me on business trips to beat stress and jet lag. A 20-rninute 
session gives me the equivalent of 8-hours sleep and helps reset my biological 
clock. 

Boost Brainpower 

Listen: Training your brain to generate Theta activity for even a few minutes each 
day has enormous benefits, including boosting the immune system, enhancing 
creativity, I.Q., and psychic abilities, along with increasing fee1.4Igs of 
psychological well-being. 

i For a little black box to do all that to your brain in 20 minutes is amazing enough, 
l 
·~ but it's only part of the story. Because this machine can also be used to accelerate 

learning and modify negative self-defeating behavior. 

Automatic Hypnosis 

Let's say you wanted to quit smoking, enhance your self-esteem~ lose weight, or 
play a better game of golf. . . . [B]y plugging into the SuperMind™; you could 
induce a hypnotic trance in a matter of seconds. Then, while your subconscious is 
primed for psychological programming, you play prerecorded behavioral 
mindscripts, and these new success patterns become transferred onto your brain." 
[Exhibit F: Longevity magazine, July 1993] 

B. "Instant Speed Learning 
Plus, . you ca,n use . this machine for speed learning. Tests at the University of 
California have revealed the effects of Theta frequencies on learning. During their 
study a group of20 students learned 1,800 words of Bulgarian in 120 hours while 
using Theta stimulation programs. In about 1/3 the normal time they spoke and 
wrote the new language." [Exhibit F: Longevity magazine, July 1993] 

C. "Speak French, Spanish, German, & Italian Overnight 
Using the amazing accelerated language learning system, these four Instant 
Language COl.!f_ses are also bundled with your SuperMind"" computer. Each course 
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works with software built into your SuperMindTM to imprint a super-fast working 
knowledge of these languages into your memory. Edited to accelerate learning 
time, words and phrases for speaking in each country are imprinted directly onto 
your brain cells. No verbs to conjugate or grammar to learn." .[Exhibit F: 
Longevity magazine, July 1993] 

E. "Speak four languages almost overnight. Instant French. Instant Spanish. 
Instant German & Instant Italian use the SuperMind computer to stimulate the 
optimum brain-state for learning. Each language soundtrack imprints new words 
and phrases directly onto your brain cells. A second tape included with each course 
uses a special reinforcement system to lock the language session into permanent 
memory. There are no verbs to conjugate or grammar to learn." [Exhibit G: Omni 
magazine, January 1994] 

PAR. 9. Through the use of the statements contained in ·· the 
advertisements referred to in paragraph eight, including but not 
necessarily limited to the advertisements attached as Exhibits F and 
G, respondents have represented, directly or by implication, that the · 
Super Mind: 

A. Effectively treats users' stress. 
B. Effectively treats users' jet lag. 
C. Gives users the equivalent of eight hours of sleep after twenty 

minutes of use. 
D. Enables users to lose weight. 
E. Enables users to quit smoking. 
F. Enabled 20 students to learn 1800 words ofBulgarian in 120 

hours in tests at the University of California. 
G. Improves the functioning of users' immune system. 
H. Increases users' I.Q. 
I. When used ip conjunction with the Instant Language courses, 

enables users to learn foreign languages overnight. 
J. Substantially Improves users' ability to learn and retain 

information. 

PAR. 10. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements referred to in paragraph eight, including but not 
necessarily limited to the advertisements attached as Exhibits F and 
G, respondents have represented, directly ·or by implication, th~t at 
the time they made the representations set forth in paragraph nine, 
respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis tl:at 
substantiated such representations. 

PAR. 11 . In truth and in fact, at the titp.e they made the 
representations set forth in p·aragraph nine, · respondents did not 
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possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such 
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph 
ten was, and is, false and misleading. 

PAR. 12. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements referred to in paragraph eight, including but not 
necessarily limited to the advertisement attached as Exhibit F, 
respondents have represented, directly or by implication, that the 
SuperMind has been proven in tests conduct~d at the University of 
California to teach users to speak and write foreign languages in 
about one-third the time of traditional methods of study. 

PAR. 13. In truth and in fact, tests co~ducted at the University of 
California have not proven that the SuperMind teaches users to speak 
and write foreign languages in about one-third the time of traditional 
methods of study. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph 
twelve was, and is, false and misleading. 

SUPERBRAIN NUTRJENT PROGRAM 

PAR. 14. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements for the SuperBrain Nutrient Program, 
including, but not necessarily limited to, the attached Exhibit H. This 
advertisement contains the following· statements: 

A. ''Recently I received a news clipping about a Florida medical doctor who 
takes a daily dose of 'smart pills' to increase memory, improve intelligence, and 
energize his brain. The article went on to tell of his incredible claim that these 
super pills not only made him smarter, but his 4-year-old son was turned into a 
genius because his wife took the pills when she was pregnant." [Exhibit H: 
Zygon's SuperLife ·catalog] 

B. "!...started taking them myself. Instantly I was zooming .. .. 'rn other words, 
my brain was thinking at warp speed. · · 

Smart Pill Breakthrough 

So how can a 'pill' enhance cognition? Several ways. By increasing blood supply 
and oxygen to the brain. Enhancing brain cell metabolism. Inhibiting free radical 
damage to brain cells. And stimulating neuro-transmitter hormones. 
My goal was to design a powerful brain formula made entirely of natural 
substances. 

Waking Up Your Brain 

We hired the hottest pharmaceutical research lab in the country. The result is the 
Brain Cognition Formula. Twenty-six ingredients each tested for maximum purity 
and potency are loaded into a gelatin capsule. 
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Look: Popping a few pills won't make you an Einstein, but if your experiences are 
like mine, you'll notice. an ·improvement in attention, focus, concentration, and 
mental energy. Because subtle or even major improvements in cognitive 
functioning often go unnoticed, it's important to have some way of measuring your 
progress. 
So included in your package will be a special report called The Mental Boost that 
shows you how to measure your mental progress. You'll be instructed how to look 
for changes in alertness, mental energy, concentration, memorization, productivity, 
organization and planning, verbal skills, problem solving ability, mood, sexual 
desire, and overall health." [Exhibit H: Zygon's Super Life catalog] 

PAR. 15. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements referred to in paragraph fourteen, including but not 
necessarily limited to the advertisement attached as Exhibit H, 
respondents have represented, directly or by implication, that the 
SuperBrain Nutrient Program: 

A. Enables users to improve their memory. 
B. Enables users to improv~ their intelligence. 
C. \yhen taken by pregnant women, will cause their children to 

have enhanced intelligence. 
D. Enhances cognition, increases blood supply and oxygen to the 

brain, enhances brain cell metabolism, inhibits free radical damage to 
brain cells; and stimulates neuro-transmitter hormones of users. 

E. Enables users to improve their cognitive and mental functions, 
including attention and concentration levels, problem solving 
abilities, and verbal skills. 

PAR. 16. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements referred to in paragraph fourteen, including but not 
necessarily limited to the advertisement · attached as Exhibit .H, 
respondents have represented, directly or by implication, that at the 
time they made the representations set forth in paragraph fifteen, 
respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that 
substantiated such representations. 

PAR. 1 7: In truth and in fact, at the time they made the 
representations set forth in paragraph fifteen, respondents did not 
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such 
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph 
sixteen was, and is, false and misleading. 
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FAT BURNER PILLS 

PAR. 18. Respondents have disseminated or have cause'(! to be 
disseminated advertisements for Fat Burner pills, including, but not 
necessarily limited to, the attached Exhibit I. This advertisement 
contains the following statements: 

A. "Fat Burner Pills 
Not only- is Fat Burner the fastest selling product in its class, but it contains an 
incredible 500 mg of pure L-Carnitine (a special amino acid used in metabolism) 
per serving . ... [Y]ou'll be on your way to a trimmer, firmer, leaner body. 
Try this supplement with any of the other weight control products in this catalog 
for a super combined effect that will enhance your weight control program. 
A special blend of Lipotropics plus 500 mg of L-Carnitine enhances the body's 
ability to bum fat." [Exhibit 1: Zygon's SuperLife catalog] · . 

PAR. 19. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements referred to in paragraph eighteen, including but not 
necessarily limited to the advertisement attached -as Exhibit I, 
respondents have represented, directly or by implication, that Fat 
Burner pills: ; · 

A. Enhance the body's ability to bum fat. 
B. Enable users to have a trimmer, firmer, and leaner body. 
C. Enable users to lose weight. 

PAR. 20. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements referred to in paragraph eighteen, including but not 
necessarily limited to the- advertisement attached as Exhibit I, 
respondents have represented, directly or by implication, that at the 
time they made the representations set forth in paragraph nineteen, 
respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis :- that 
substantiated such representations. . . 

_PAR. 21. In truth and in fact, -at the time they made . the 
representations set forth in paragraph nineteen, respo~dents _did not 
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such 
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph 
twenty was, and is, false and misleading. 

DAY AND NIGHT EYES PILLS 

PAR. 22. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to. be 
disseminated advertisements for Day and Nigbt Eyes pills, inciuaing, 
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but not necessarily limited to, the attached Exhibit J. This 
advertisement contains the following statements: 

A. "Focus on Healthy Eyes 
Eye Improvement Supplement 

If you suffer from night blindness (or want clearer vision during the day), Day and 
Night Eyes may be the remedy for you. This all-natural supplement gives your 
eyes the essential nutrients that must be present in your diet for proper eyesight 
function. Ingredients include Beta Carotene, Calcium, Vitamin D, Riboflavin (B-
2), Zinc, Eyebright, and Anthocyanocide-rich Blueberry Leaf. Recommended 
dosage is one tablet every morning and evening." [Exhibit J: Zygon's SuperLife 
catalog] · · 

PAR. 23. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements referred to in paragraph twenty-two, including but not 
necessarily limited to the advertisement attached as Exhibit J, 
respondents have represented, directly or by implication, that Day and 
Night Eyes pills: _ 

A. Improve the night blindness of users. 
B. Give users clearer vision during the day. 

PAR. 24. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements referred to in paragraph twenty-two, including but not 
necessarily limited to the advertisement attached as Exhibit J, 
respondents have .represented, directly or by implication, that at the 
time they made the repre~entation·s set forth in paragraph twenty
three, respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that 
substantiated such representations. 

PAR. 25. In truth and in fact, .at the time ·they made the 
representations set forth in paragraph twenty-three, respondents did 
not possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such 
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph 
twenty-four was, and is, false and misleading. 

THIRTY-DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 

PAR. 26. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements for products, including, but not 
necessarily limited to, the attached Exhibits B, E, and K. These 
advertisements contains the following statements: 
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A. "Try the Learning Machine for 30 days risk free. Take your mind on an 
incredible journey. If for any reason you're not totally blown away by the 
experience, send your kit back to me for a full refund." [Exhibit B: USA Today, 
January 23, 1995] 

B. "Try the Learning Machine for 30 days RISK FREE." [Exhibit E: The 
Learning Machine Home Page, World Wide Web, January 16, 1996] 

C. "Our Return Policy We are committed to providing you with products that 
will improve your life. But if within 30 days you are not completely satisfied with 
your order, simply call a Customer Service Representative at 1-800-526-2177 to 
receive return instructions." [Exhibit K: Zygon's Super Life catalog] 

PAR . . 27. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements referred to in paragraph twenty-six, including.but not 
limited to the advertisements attached as Exhibit B, E, and K, 
respondents haye represented, directly or by implication, that 
products ordered from respondents carry a thirty-day money-back 
guarantee, and that consumers who returned the product to 
respondents within thirty days after receipt would receive a full 
refund within a reasonable period of time. 

PAR. 28. In truth and in fact, in numerous instances, consumers 
returned products to respondents wit4in thirty days after receipt and 
did not receive a full refund within a reasonable period of time, or at 
all. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph twenty-seven 
was, and is, false and misleading. 

PAR. 29. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices and the 
making of false advertisements in or affecting commerce in violation 
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 
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EXHIBIT A 

MIND DEVELOPMENT 

Learning 
Amazing Digital Headset Teaches You Foreign 
Languages Overnight, Reprograms Your Mind 
For Success & Launches You Into Virtual 
Dream-State Experiences. 
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EXHIBITB 
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ZYGON INTERNATIONAL, INC., ET AL. 

Complaint 

EXHIBITC 

BEYOND VIRIUAL II£AU1'¥ 

Learni~g Machine Q~~a~hr9ugh! 
Am~zing new technology t~Jches you· foreign 

. languages, reprograms your mind lor success 
& launches you into I'Utuallantasy e~periences 
81' 04H( SPOTTS •. , , '"'~"''""' 71v;;t>t "'" ':'1•:::.! 

t;•:o:.-."lc lr,,,,; 
)l~.:!l!l\~ ~ I ... II 

rtlfiii\Jtd,il!lc!t!c 
"!":1 ..iwlc~l"-r.:l 
rN•t ~a- :k nnv. M Jtn-
)~UI ~ 11.c ?l.&ftl:f Kutl J•KO¥c:1 '"· 
~.tlt!un~""="'-~r - ~ :.e.. 
e.t»obd., 'DituprftOp'IIICOIN 
<olnl"''"~tJolwfllo.4t\••~ST 
Jlt«<~'l' Jflto UUU IIUI" ~tili, !111001· 

~~~=~ )m~t¥011S1.."'t 
\.tJrl\!,:1 }IJC~II'It mmwhtn {flU,: 

c:NJIC~:~~.J.:::; 
•fill Wik,\1'4lt"IN~I'IWfmiQII\o 

Pluc Yo\olr Mind intct 
Supersonic: L..&mlft~ Powar 

1.4• ·~r !W .. ,,.. .. :ur.~ • fw~:1 
bl\fiU~f ~\UJt¥jtl4' "''"H :u,!;,( 
R"<r'l'Q,J/t/CUM'·YOW ~Lh llM!a..:T 
Pc~~""'·.a?'J'IImWI"is'• 
tot.~.oot.:e..~s~$.lYi i»Cn":t..IA 
-~-·.t;«lt. 
r~ _,' •potNUr .:wsn~ ~T'IIl.:n~. 

· ~:U..-..!11:N:•u ·~"'-·• LeamForci(n~ntu~cu, 

'~.','7·,, ·'n'',.',·', .. ',,',,",J.~t,.:;_',7,",.:~:1· Sp•ed Rudinc. •nd !!tore 
" ltanllll :•:rfiinLIPIW1 ff •• UJl1t • 

~~JUI !lotWMt :1110 IN; ::ud· .. '"' :., !Jl,.u ;11.1\la', ' ' :oclrlt~ 
?!Wllf ~tL ,.,. ,. ......... ' !t• t:" 'Joe ... 1! ••?--wtr:..~ 
:l.oaltft:.l:.,, • •• 'ltllf7.11"1i .s!.a\IIIC!Wd ,,:aJ:.JijOifiJ ... nCII<ItJ 

8~ I ?""MIDI!'Itr.tcf 'tJtn• IOI\ J{ fii\IUII~ l "r:u:u; 
···~AJ-.~ Cn~ JOilttlrc ~•Ill 'tOIIr 
e·:~rr:ttl ...,'!"· :~c Y.lt:':..,~ \ hCJ'W'..: » :,N ."1"1 

~' l'l'l'";:l<!1c:nwl\ '"~;,.1~rtt\loti :T-~:hu 
;nn J .,IClJJUI ?l:t• -.,. .. :t<:v'IIJ'I:r.' • 4..,: "(t'tl 

., . .,.-« "nN:t':'1 ~ ; } Hit .ns·us: . .:.an -
V'o"":f"l$1 IIOQ : "''It fit,...,\. .:::~:!f\All, j:Ufl.lll. 1,;.. 
T •• -~ :u,,U, .4 i" ?H •o',x.JOW,ll" 

(ONUC,I :w:ott\l•rrwtt :cvn..· 

,:; ~!f~ ~~~ta'7:: ~;:~l:; 

................ 

..,aol!..r:•.-.bt& 
~:rwV!II.odtot 

.w~~R'IIM7· 
' wci Jbo .o'l l'll :o 
jiNW .IIl ::IOtiiH """"",.... .. 

l-0 .'ltlncf 'me Indue•• 
Virtual fantasy l.lp.,ionce• 
!.t !'!l .ll(!v..:e '!I,}.O!IIfi•4Sr~ 

L.!.n'!,Mift.0•tt,o;c~~11)"'(;-'vo-

~~~;§:g~ 
~C"""'ciJ._...._.,,c;..,it.o.~tnrr 
s''"' LJ.,~. Jt•e~ r--a,. w,.,_, 
.,;,....,;;!J,,J., ~ .. ·r~•rw-~ ~~-.n~"'· 
:,..,n•-"f lt:tl•"'l"• ~.,., j~r.wo•. 
L.cl>r•.-••s-~ f 111uL.,. i4'"r. 

,\ m~ ·:::...:.\aa:::-..... :d..'C· 
'»ll II IUf'"'/II:.!,.:X,.,w. ki ... Nfo 
C"'L""' ':",c·.- •.:r::-~ .J ::Ow ·~.1 u .:r..c 
P' .A.'-4 i .• ._...$oN "tt'ICIII.C~.~ 

t\I.;."St .':t...:::c:; :;;.c~ s,. Jl:~ t:lo'Nflol;:l.') 
M'I:....,Ct'JCIIS :.l:~r.'Ca. 

~o Youf ltind • ith Succu• 
t..f'"'" ,_,,N,,.~ni:"'- •
,.,1"1:1 ·~ NO 1~\ Jt t. ~ ,"11\oJ 

UW•fl•-"'s:l'll • - ·,...c""-.i"f 
'AMI:-\l":\J'"'~·~=IQC. 
Th.- Jpt...ovi'J N!'n.\ ~H; ~., 
Ja,...,.,.,.,~I!II..O. 

ne7t~--""!Mtf-· 
W\"t :to-ltt\ft,..i::I-J. .W~· 

~'!'!Df ''Pilli. ~o~ll...,~oa"i !lorN•· 
"-' 1':11 :M:~t.m~~ U Jltii'Wtl'l"' 

f•ur\bc:t """lusl. T·- '""':n• 
~l'lo.l:.llOI""' 'O·•If>l•:l.~llti'OiitlM I 

U<o~~ :.~:i:~ --

1'! 111 .I I,JtiiOC't l h 
Ufi(\IICf :..~tUV, ' !1.
S"•"t!\.,tfiKI. ;.,.:u:t 
5~ ~d.t•a.:. ivNr 
~c:n.:n·, 4:'1.l: !"''' 
\'.X:IIIi .... ,.,.;l"'"o:,'l::\>. 
:N'.I....,.:..,... _ :D.•.', 

".,. ...... .. 
_._ ...... ·-~ 
J.'!o-1:.~ ,~ · ·l!' 

EXHIBIT C 

:!;~~\~~~-· Wt~fd l'dul, t:a ..JftrioS 
,.ovaiDINc:IN,..,._oW 
liw~-~ll'lf"~,I'Oii'll 
•••prt&Md.rw1tue 
~~~ftlff 

tllcJ;pM.iw ~== 
lhelt~"':\l.ac::.·._,.. 
lr":s;....,_I5.J.t ,_..._""'...., •• 
~~I:D)U\~ j::C, _,_W_t 

~:~~: ~~~::-=~--
.ICI~:...ft :a :Itt 5:!'0 '"'\It, •• .H.Ivd· 
:~f '.t.tAd~.w Jotl.an'\'Otdlol::toe 

l,..smw.~t'U.:t.,~~:Jia.I•:Nn>.> 
li.to.l'rr. 

lC>OayRlskF'r .. friJI 
71"11•!ot:~:••~-:-.Jt!t.~!c:r 

::t. :~~~, :·c:,~;;!. 
vt~.:r ·.·t.::!'\ ltft\1. 

:0..~~ ";:!'>!• • 

""~-~u·.·.- ..... : 
-::.:n.....,.•flod~-

~:~·~;~.~f~:·; ::...~;.~: .. 
' ::' •• {:.3~ 11'1\11 :~ .. =..:.:=.... 
:J•oohtlll\'!l.t __..._ _ _, 

Mne.!~l'lli!!YI .. ~l'·
.. ~.:"w:a •:O.... -----
M.a .wrN\IC': ..... ""'"'· .0 ,_.,..., ~ 
tt-~ \1.:-:.ww!l.Yio' 

':'•$.:n,:.a.I'Oil:tl'C ... YN .
-="""~•:n~«"lf'4« =«~'"!:ilu 
1i:.i.•pVI1"( -' :UNIIII1·~·~.W,11o:oi' 

\uol •• u-..... ~>ft'll'l.l :«.lcm'•'"'· 

Lc-',_.f \i.« .. llt:'JHrl•l()({a 
::'"'" "".:.JI--. .;:~!S::Xi 

if~t~i~i~~1 
_,""'ftGI'Cit-~"'· 

1-800-925-3263 
ZYGO~ 
-~ ..... ~~· .. ; .... ):• 
~ .. :tr:r.,,_,;,..,.•u::>t<~•%1' 

... ,...:.oft ... :.;,.,.: ·.·~ 
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Complaint 

EXHIBITD 

Le~rning .M~~h.ine . 
Amazi~~-neW techn~lo~v t~aches you foreign 
languag~s, repwg'raui~ your mind foi su(~ess 
& .la~nches you 1nto vtrtual fantasy expenences 
SY ON'IE SPOn.S •... , '"''"""'·"' 

f111$_;~J ""~ .'JIUI.,j 
ol'llo !II~ : ... lf,l:'l; 
~ #()!~('" I W~l 

·u~•no.ld4i ;II< :-:It 
..i.Lui't:?':Hfld./<-;tjWIM. If 

_ .... ,~'UJ«<I1.>~o'lNI'flt", .:II .U!f'Oo 

:.Ut;IJRikc?Ur>nli:t~IJK..~•·..nlfl 
... .c"tdibleiuntllll:tdlncb<r-•N .. 
11'41 i..xl~ "P 10 .l NOrf ~ .. OCIIMI 
Q)"'P'Jia"!!\II.!O•'I'IIjo..jdl WW"'..!\t 
-Jirt<tt!'l'.)nlatOI/f)~ln:e~:a.:...;".,,.. 
!.blot~ ~1.1.\'011: /101. -

A :?t~IIIM>Mt:t ~ruillu'ou;!l. '"" 
l~triiiii J \ht)'"' mm·.tiJtt"' you r 
rnir.d.tr.d~~~rninJ~crL 
LA.t :n&ijiiC :.t ?OW' :aa ,_.. W"""tio<\ 
lftd,K.llLANi:tl>lljX!fffll.nVInllli-

PiuC: Your Mind into 
Supersoni~; Lumln' Power 

~1'1 W'l' ~ ~t.tnl :o :Um J fom{l\ 
!•n~U.Ii~• '\IIJJIII!'*t" :~lit :ud:ft ~ 
lp«d.)f~ ~:n.I!Aibla.Cf 
p\-e rout "'ddtm J ~·-n•l alp·~ 
td.ooi. ·.wr.lft"j ~· •• ;..:o-., :.,aln '!""" 
:.~.er~~..,_ 

Y~ll"'''A""'I lf''•"::Lly?tO~IIIIrlrd 

~:.:::~1}~~ ::~~z~ft~::~~ 
:,~\LMJl~::uJ)o.(ld.Jd:ND:O'w .'IN:J• 

?II"" ·~(\. :'·~11'1 ,)iL:" 111.: 1 !c• .. 
:rr:-:'=tn.l:n :•·ovr':'.: •,.;..a ..:l&lK:·~ 

:i..,, .. Joes,l.,..,tl ?.l, 
~J..~7!litc 
'oiJU'U.":IoftldlJ>"OflliliLU\OQftoi 'L 
,nJ ~111\Jtll llniCI:On l \1\rGU,I\ 
l..JHI.ll\~ \lJ.tJI1:1~ JiJLUil\ud1fl 
JL::n\J,nr\ll.loou:nLI<ft ,'l\lfld•tUII rot 
lr.u'l\lft~ . 

C..on~ '!flW ~iNn~ ICSMLK\ yv•lU 
be u~., 10 :Akn :.o ~""io :1\Mr\K.Lic>N 
w!n!t ,:<~u :TI'ic'f'·• nl'!tn;•Uttriala.. 
W~olc Lh"' :NunNuon :. tn111:'nh in 

$'~ • . !"'Jll.t~ . ... ., --- .. 

~·~ ~~-
.aml.lll --OUc:ln!L.~<~~ _,. •• 
""-'Utll --:• 
~;ftt·...X.IId .J~~";';;.,=~ 
.. ;IRI'~ • •. 

~~·d.u:ll!lll 
·.oou. ""!:r.~ ~Ks~ir ,,u .. J "1\o~..d·t"" 
'-or:oL !c:u ·ILt~~ .rVo•:o-.. u:oninro 

'"r;Tm'IOC'O'. 
t.um FOfeicn Un(uatu. 
S~tcd Rudlo' 211d ~oro 

LOLftu•; ~Offill! : . ,., u.,H.Jr ' "T' 
Wn~ j.u,Jwt."-'llff, U 10Ci;..11p..."l't 

n:o.:.·~,'l'!'lt-oWem:'

Wr.~.;an!:O 'ftC!udll 
lOll 01 '>~iiiJ0Le lt~f"'"~ 

OiJt wicr.ouc wuiiL ~o•u 
t..oon~ms).A.ac.."~JO~"OU~n 

'rt "JNotciJ.t•=Wa~:'l:~ 
MW ~-oo·· ':'o;~~~:l:nt:•~ 
t }UK f•n~:l~,t (CIIIflrt -

f:c~>C::..C.f11Un. ~p1n11~. ~~ 
h1i1111 •• \ Su;rtt Vou11uur:: 

..::ou:1t.Jillo«',.•.:II-Ort.~~. 

t!!'ft'l~b~:7ll.~ w~ 
bdl,lillf'!:i'':.O,,I(l"':UGL>"I{ 

$.200 ln:rtartt 
R•ht• 

Plllt.aJd.!,larll. :o:!LC" 
WA('H~C '..:!)ruv t.!l• 

S11pcrl'':.o .ll~t. :"?"'' 
SfH"N J .. ~ .~"~ ~P"' 
\lc,...ctw, •:'1-' ~OI;'tr 

--~·~J~ J::o-,:s ..... ·"?tc. 

EXHIBIT D 
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ZYGON INTERNATIONAL, INC., ET AL. 

Complaint 

EXHIBITE 

Learning \lachine Goes 
Beyond Yirtual "Reality ... 

It's the most ad\'anced accelerated 
learning tool in the world! 

Absolm.:ly mind bfo, ... ;,:: 

\\ 'h_at i( ~-ou could nip a switch inside ':-·our mind to insrandy 
.acu,·:ue your imaginauon? Speak fo_reign lan~;u:ases. Expand 
your meni.J/ skills. Program your subconscious 10 m~ke vou .t 
sur:·rire success. And p:cur !n:o your mind rhe genius o( ~n 
Etnstein or 3 Soc:ate~ F 1r.~ \lUI how rhe Lc:arnini ~13chme 
boosts mental powers. and launches vinual iantasv 
adventures ... ~Ius how 10 get S-'50 of Learning COs FREE! 

,,,1;1,., ·""'"'M,. "'"'' u;x "EE ... n., '" " " •I F,E£ """""CD" • • G-tr a Photographic J,flnd /nstartt .\foti,·ation. Sptak Fordgn Longuog~s. end ,\fort.' 

EXHIBIT E 

209 
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Complaint 

EXHIBITF 

rt1'ind Power Breakthrough! 
Plug Your Brain Into This PowerfuJ·Mind Machine Tq !;ap S,tre~s1 ln).proye 
Mental Powers, And Free Yourself Of Self-Sabotaging Behavior. 'Plus Get 
S500 Worth Of Bonus .\IindWare'"! ·· · ·.. · ·· · · -

3y i:itttft ~DOttJ. ' 

~ ~~c~;~~:~jC:_' ;;:;k ~ ~~: 
~;;:::,~·:::O"u~: :;..tc,~~,~~;: 
l~t'l~ Thct1 sasion. ..U I l.ard'l i..t 
IUrf )l,jtm !';n :"fi'N11Ctd _;( SA.!:A ., 
t:t~II~Yaiilv;mc.·. :~n. 0!-.os.t,l!• 
:1on Jollar ·1iJeo Jl~H 1\.Jc ~.i· 
~10Uf~tu:ttt0ll'l~· 
nc:al computtr ·..-orld '/OU ~.""?"' 
.uc ""'Ill\ \"fll(t ~~1'1'11/WI .NI jd· ...... 

Cf.:ouiw,:hc:S:o;:~rr.U;I:il'oo .Jn·: 
'l'ftl.l.ll rt•lif! :o.~a..:rs.-nCH~ tletuc· 
~...tUC!m.. 

,\ V~e1Uon ln 20 Minutes 
Ai:cr eaniy • few MO>"''htnt~ n' 

:.1n~ illuutd into ~,.~ ::<tK.."un~ ~ 
.. u n..o.ed illfO ' ~ftP :nrn. iVelld 
c:;lors and ?• rtr:nu ·..,ue :;;urN lln 

;~~:~~.li~TIJ:"~'~:.~J ;~~ 
:~~~ :;~~~~~~ :".'t~7~~~r~~~: 
'ni'.J~cr.l!d InfO 'Jw ~·U:11:1.:.f~tl\. 
'-'~,u ::'1!' tht )liss:ut_ cnfll ~ :.~ 
tn:IS~<'flrflttl:tl;tll'.d .. r.it':h.-cc~; 

;~;;11;. ~:f~~:~()~~i~~-{-~~~: =~:~ 
"..u~C·-~s :11m ihrn·;w. :!:; :itr.c. 

:.:tu:s.?u!u:l of sequr r.ced ;ii;.r 
'.::-J:I~ :rom :ltr j f&Uft 1nd :om· 
)\lfff Jef'tr.IIN IOWIC ~umc:d. 

~f :w,r.\fif!,i016 l~C:.~-.::Ni:a ?Cur 
~UUlW IVt f&lltr.'ll, l:rvtn!.~OUI 

'tun :nro ~n lhrrr<l ·ture" .:cr.· 
ICOu.mt;UWNI.irll~. 
!utd~~scitt\n:k~nv:t! 

"'Net\ ~ta >flous ~i ~"ONCD~ 

II& ·.with JomllW\1 'Jn.inl¥1'ft JQv· 
:IV. :i'IIJ :n~C~tllf CQUCI your lH1UI 
.,-,";q J l"l .\ .oN/~nl p;~ttrm ib_n~A· 
WJ¥n:nli-.e+-ii:!P..z:nnt~l,wtuchtS 
lUIX:IIt'd•vrthJ~>1W!OiUiion1nd 
rn~niJi .mJt r: y. Zfn monit1 and 
IC1'1 :r111'1 !Ot ~tndd 10 ·•C.I\itvt ;Jus 
i:Jmr:,.,rioJi:riC\Uicanfn)l 
Ctvtkl~ ~Y r1le Mind bud\ 

l.JtiOftiiOty. now anyone nn uun
ft":IOW>d ;'IVI1tlf l tllft Jf lhe pwh ol 
' )ur:cn. AodbeoUJC if'I ('Jtl'fUt:n 
.:tH~uollf<iyoutm~tlrith 
:huuundt of Jillrrr nt fttqutncy 
:omOII\•Uon•- Or rou can dtOOfl 
~ !0 ·~ ?~" dtsiytld 
~o ?roducr 1pealic uuu o( con· 

!fc~~ ~=t::~t=~== 
al~-'-'l~ctMCI'olSI\ol&O\irtoR. 

!}.c MU2 I po&rt aJc-JUtor. 'IJ 
~;JO:II:Jt tt!IJU :twl\hmcC'!'>'JU1l• 

~tm~r: ::~i~~~~jc~~~-h~ 
t'C\UI¥lld\l Of J.houn llft'p Uld ~f' 
~l:ft'f~IO!oficJ&lck. 

Boost Brainpower 

t:l;'~,i:ll~~~r:-{~~ ~ ~:::w· 

lil f ~;t,n"rc~.rr• .:n J cn-,:-1•..,.1"', l~>""•lc .. >J ...:In• to ~ro~Lt~ 1~ 
~'"' t•fa fn •t4 '""'~\\JIU h~ c.11 h tiU'I ~~~~•J~~> l~c.u~~' ol c.rfrtr•l 
/oTcloi~C'I Clllo'!'t.~IIIC~' Cllolll~l t..11 M ~·Uti ~VL"''''• VI .. .,oloQ.•,t .)0 ,..,_.,tift~ 

:r..r.urll!lu6.i.lv~G'IOl1NJ'.I.I~ 
t.rlrs,K.winslicxeCIIJ~i~r.m:u:e 
l¥ut:n. riiNnctns :::ucn•ur. LC .. 
J~d ;uyc!'lic abtftt1u, • Ions wuh 
.~UIJ\!Ii'ffiin.p ~l?fYa.ole'1Klf 
... t(f~t· 
~r t .udt;t.d:; ben :o4o JQ 1'..11 

!OI'INI'!7DU~:ll:::0.1\lt\UI'tS ~~
:I'l ~OU\h. ~UI :(' Jn.ly p..ut ~ :N 
~lOry'- :5eeu.s.e :Ns :NC.'wi. Qn Wo 

br '.lW'd to &calrnll: lumins and 
:ncdily nrs:u in ,u.ddt.uin& 
!:len. not'. 

Automatfc Hypnosis 
Lt~'J ,ay you wucr~ !O quil 

!!Mkitt!(.. a'llutt<t taut Jeil·clltcm. 
:o1r wrts ht. ot ;.uc play ' better 

~tier'!~:~~~~~~~ 
snt:n :hru 1\t \'+' ull·tm•t• J nd 
;,cu,or.or ::Nntnu ~1o WOW' tubcon· 
sc:ous. Cr, ~y i'l:.:uins .n1o :he 
)uotrMIIM,.. ~CU ~11:1 01'111\la!l ;'\)?• 
nenc llU<t -:n J. :n.uttt ~~~ca. 
Then. wi'ult yolirsu ocOntcQUJ ;J 

~o;_c<J~~'rt~~~~!i"'~~: 
ioru :sundsmo111l'od 1t1ee :wow l\IC· 

CtU jlllltrni lJKOm~ tumiurtd 
01\IOYOlU!Jnll\. 

1'!1 <I'IC!udr s tptcl&l :tpan :h~t 
· tucl':~ ;o~o~ t.z~<dy ~ow io ~n•re 

'{WI ,_n ~viCini IJW'oiUC':1pd on 
~s irom.svtaDmndit~onu~,: 
~n~~:.msntnl'lG'Oiomtwv:in~KJ.· 
\UJ:)tf!QITIUIW;1!, Ort/Y'OUWUI\,\AM 
lv:Son j P!tiKOidfd libnry or 
~tn4Wur·• uptt. W!I1Chrvet 
method YOu ci'loo',t. 1'0u.lf XIUCSt 
'"utrcmely:lo:lbir 'n!d j)G1vedui 
fool :or :rttrtpnn~ ~our tuocon· 
ICCUS.lnd ~.....,_! ywrii.ft . 

Instant Speed I.AJatning 
!'!w..~~~1u~INC.'wlc!Of 

r:,~~u~~-~·";~scJ~f;~~~~~· ~~~: 
~.:..\1 ·:-..: ~::~<:11 :i ~.ttl ~1.:"t:l• 
.;d ;tl ( J t:':l/l< : .... .n, ·.'".tl(ll\,;tl~ 1 

EXHIBIT F 
.... . · · - .: : '.-.! _. - , · . J·=· 3-

&roup of ~ JN<!tn~ ~urr.tod t.J(X) 
word•ol8~ri•ninnO!'Iours 

wluk~~tljl1~=~ 
~poU u.d wtOt! :ht M\'f :.&n· 

""" AI Ill tddltiond bon~ll f':f !It 
~yo'Jl~:tpo~tOft:-cw 
:a Ht ·~p yoW" own lptfod :t&r:'IU'I'J 

!~~~:~~~~!:},o:~'fs:~l~~~~~,u~ ,,.... 
ftte Mood-Uftln( Lihtar)' 
Ar:d ;( YOU Ollif f VOIIt 

s~w.\fiu4 .... :-.0w !Jur:llf !ll!loP«-.lo 
:nlf'CIIIIC4rJt',rMJ. )'Qu:l~t¥fi 
tt:ir:f lpKUI \oi'IUI- f~£!, ' ;QIIf 
"ftr'IUtiiQII f ~itadWur:>t IQ~nd• 

nOO.OIJC.d.~pcs·"'.~..II'Lt 
JtutSIINr.\.filt•,.. u;~u:rnct. ·(.)U 
1Unpiy~ a ,!ati:J;~ta~u:u ·U 
SllptfM(/I . ... :ut\1 UJHl~ l:,_t ?II<:._ 
cant pnmded. 'NNk ~r irtou<t'.CY 
lll&lnadyour ;upuM.rlc4"'. lilctJ 
]OUt ~nd"'~tt. !lae Moodk'Jccs"" 
1ound1uclt !Uni~Or!J "fDYr";Qn· 
J(1Qt4Jnttt into 1 !tuuufui Jn<J 
'<lnictUr luul l• ndJupr . J(cluic 
•cur ~r.un 1110 ' tuned •:t' ':lv :ht 
~ .. ~.1/SOW\d :ft.qutt~C".tJ, ~ ~ 
Crtlltslll .tlttt\kll'nVJI ::tcr.lll 

=.;l:!~t 'Om010I Ihlll .1 :ro.ny 

\ nd :hl f') ~nl¥ :l'.t ~t~IIIOIO'J 
3«.:Jwru:ur:oi:Ns sctc""..u;tOtt".o-

~:-c~I;~~~~~~!S~r.=:~~~~ 
1~11t ~•-:'C'•,I.4:·nt""' :~t:~?l.:~l! .=~r , 

122 F.T.C. 
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ZYGON INTERNATIONAL, INC., ET AL. 

.l."Nttd ~.tt 'tit Swpttf.!~ :-::mcs ....... 
Super Motivation Ubtary 
hrn uuu inro s.octtU. al'ld 1 

!.okr:ninlf-wtMI:.Oll'ltw.JON " 
:.'lt:C'1.1Chol • bultOI\ ,.,>h iN!Hilt 
m'>'IOnl~pal.;bruy'lll. ,, 

:! ~~~~~J~:-r: 
~~U:.\!,c!}J.'~~~h~ 
11supatumoondft:'Olytmb~ 
t i.IO<On tcio ua btlioii j)lfftrn J. 
~P'V('Mt ~1-..boap( btN"* 
.ftld URpf.lniMWIU«ts1 p411CfiU 
I Uf'OIIW 'ICIIIy. Nom~Uy Ck.., Stlt b 
Sirl, !Ju1 for • llmircd tlmt I'm 
!l~c~C~~CW~!:tlb\rvywilll 
;routilrwr,\ ,....,.• awnpuwr. 

~:il..n:t:1\0ft.... 
Speak Fttnch. Spanish, 

Gcrmu, I Italian OvemiQit 

Complaint 

EXJIIaiTF 

c,,,, rht "''.uins 1ccdcrucd 
:U.~p t.mn1 M lm\ thew !9w 
:.Uunt ~"5"''1' Couna ut ll.to 
b1.111dltd I'I'Jih your S.ftr.\fir~JN 
::unputtr. Each cowrH works with 
toi:'wlft~dtlii.IO'!fN'S.f'"AIM:i"" 

~~=~~:: :, :;:~ti:~~:;\:~! I WIY by~ ~S}'. lr4i T'JUI 

~~~=~e::=n,: ~:r~~::r~o~f:! 
:!~~:5 ~~~::.~::;:7b,:r: ~;t~~:.=r;,." "' 
=~~~.~::,~u ~~=~:!~~ 
~~:~Q)W'Sft·..,.'cn'lt'0$1)"0\1 ~.,S:&Jut), Jptda lolfcrtltta~ IW~Or scnd 

.W :.m·s ~~tiM- ~· 30.0ay Fr .. Trf~ "fm.t'l;J! i~t3J';:.,:;d,:'h!:~ 
3 fantastl Mi d J moy' · mt&N dlinl to lhc .addrcu ~~tlow. tteuc T~s;rtr .,vJ ~~.so:."\ su.ooo Machine for $2,9 N~ :.S"k~J'. rl:'~ .uow 4-6 wtd.a lot ~ ... try. 

toUt )rttn and :..UU90f' fO'U ~ l':n IUpt t ?umptd wp ~r ihls •nln 1)1\ • In~ #tadliN iollmq' Fct hJ!ut S<tnlc• Ordu T~ Fr .. 

:;:·:~·?i.~ •.:r:~,: ;:~~ ~tllo;;:,~:!.:v:~~~·~ =:s. ~~~~~ ~ l.~aoo-92s.a2s3 
~J;Y:;:;~"~i.:~:!: ;::!·~hmr?.:~!:~~ ~!d!:tn:,~~'::ri ZVGON 
:ur~ when flit wofid: ,.u n_. .u~d dinal ;Mdtl fot •ny ruson you're: nee lllo";' n ,_'~.!:::'C!~~rmo 

$500Min4Ware P.onys PciJ<! 

. _,_ ...... _ '----------------·------·---

EXHIBIT F 
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS 

Complaint 

EXHIBITG 

..:.:. ~- : ! :. --=·. 

Min_d Power Breakthrough! 
·Plug Your Brain Into This Powerful ~lind Machine To Zap Stress, Boost Mental 
Powers, And Launch Your .\lind Into Virtual Realitv-Like Fantasies. Plus Get 
5600 Worth Of Free Mind Ware'''! ' 

Jr o.,., Spom 
AIN'f at'"'-N\Ifda" 'twou . l w 

MIII•IPK•IIft.Ndf'J,pii.I& " 'Uif 
":hu~u-· upr. atwf P"'SUI'II ~., 
~.,.,...<t4,,.~· .. ,ol!lpt11ff tor a ·~~>¥• 

Jt~I\'''OI.fta W'II~. AtlpllnC:\IIW 
.tan >.ill~ I m __ ...,., 'lo.4.) A • 

• 111\UJ tUion' A'\Mtllf'On.- Jloow Ooltfwl 
Joillarndf'OUrl'f'lllvl lnniOOI" •.,..t 
.~11\G Ut lmbr'..t/~t
.,, .... fld \O\I'ItftllpvialtWt4h•-Ottf 

•O"'''''''"UII'Idmn,rn 
Q CUW/'W, U'W )._,.M/.IW ~ dl\ I •It• 

~l'l'.t.tln' .... ll't""'""Wc~«m:~~WC 
z... 
A~ Ia 20 Mlnut .. 
Alft'r~- ~N'W ftiCfrwfiOOilarvl( 

P'"'l&f'd 1ftC1t tlut 1/UCI'III'f , I wu 
u:Nod.,.. ~ dtrp ~ w.,.,s f'D6ort 
11\d p111trnt Wfft'(fU /fd 011/ht 

ll-'a0fil'\¥ctu..ff"''W!hlt.utu""' 
l'flaud uwl t•Pf"""'td t fHo•o.IWi 
~•,......""'m.lr't•rl•• 
!WI ...... c:rw.porwd wo lht c.wn-. 
., CdM. WutN1tt...Masl\lllf'Olf..l• 
,.~ ....... "''lia_....._.. , 
'.-iiUtDr(.MNC~I\M\CI'fll!l 
.,., ,.,.,,on~t~.lft:I"*" .. ~CUito 
~J'lwQ.r.c-... 

l.'llfll;p\ll~ofWoq\1"'/CCdht;l'll 
--..s-ltwp.!Mftoll'd('all'lpu ..... 

f::~~~ ... ~:~:.:~~t:~~::~~~': 
:".W!I __ ...._,I'fp.anrn..oltMII! 
-.-MalWftd ... ol~ 

'&:t:::::~~~ ...tudt 

"•":JtnttJ•r- ;I ,,I!"~ :O'vlol"-nl•"lll'l 

.,l,...,,,., ,., :ouo 'l" " f 4o lllll\ rnu 
~:!If :to,., ;..., , n "''" :U•"' •M• ~n 
4ION•n....J :411f"' o:rJift w f\ n 11'1 I~ 
.j..'~l 'lfl(t'' '"Nel\.A4~t.lloN"'Id'l 
~ "'f'Oifl~ MMII -UI NN(CT'I' 
L"ff molr'IU W"4 I"'O(lt m~ fOr 4tUdf'S 

... ..._,,"'"'""""""' !Wft'lmulcon
"""~- f lf"h"''fl'(f 111 V(ONI)_ 

Q, ,., ,ooti!S h l•son ' .'tu111f 
~fto£1rtl\ Uootl torf. - ,~ U.tl 
f'l'ltl'l•f'lrtr;tfOMIO....ilftf'IIUitUiftll 
' "" :>uSIIIl'tfi'III1Uo\.AI'I:flio«I !Mif't 

.ll'!l't'VItr ~Qnlm<IN. lOW Ult fl ptn+ 
~ .,.tfl'l :JWvW-.b olt JifltfC'I'II It\'• 

Jutro<~ :om•'"'"~"' Or '"CII~~' un 
•"tNif' """' ·,1 ' ;"thtl l)IO(tllftl~ 
~"""' 1111 ,..,.,"""' ICI«'fl( IUtn 01 
oOI'UhOuUior'» • U~(ll'( ~ dru~n• 

, lit II,., Ul-' !llf<IIUIIORI\tt\HC'I'rlt 

~- ll .olt"'rf"A''o.HJNtb\. 

_..._.,_ 
Uslt"l\' W..:.on ""'t >IINC fri ii\UIIC 

""' ;loll\ to ~·ff Thru 41tftl"tn'I'OI' 

''"' '_ l,ltlt\>lftf41C:Il.t..•lu:sf'NJf• 
_, bi'N11e,. ln(lud"'C liVOHin( 1"

-~~~- ,..__ ~c nut~,..,, 
I 0 . lnd .,.,,.gnc Uhllflft. '"'"C "'""' 
"''"'u '"C tMn•(t o1 fH¥<11oloc ~ul 
~~-flo.r-o4tp.x~~ 
IVI.of'tto ponu~lti~IIW1ctllrWIM 

~""'--"""'Uid.-t~ 
h. ~ tof!:W.I«i: boo .,4o,.U /fill to 

tOioltOUII'"I :IJIII""'"" d'IIUllf'll 
<"'CN(ri.:,Ui ,(t01'11'¥puloiii'W:~ 

WIMII'IOI!UCI'IInru.1 .. -\ISC'd 
IOo!Ct'rirn"koMN"~C .&na!Nidlt-rrorpo 
b•twtl-d(..-, 111\to.N•• How! 

= 1 

wii .. INJt l!'ld~••patlm"GU\10 
'IOVI IUOCONClOVL Or.~ JfuUttll 
!l'to ltw S.,...,MIIIrof"nJUcOuidltld\IC't 
~ ~"""""'tnnrtVI~ 

Jl\•n. •l'l•h-r~tov1,. 
pml''td lor ;n~fholo'Ct<ll pro4um· 
~Y-Pl.li:-" ~W...•II)tff 
Ollll'llllmptt.Midctww-~,... 

ttml b«o'"' lnNitfft'd Of/to •o•or 
bntnnlh l'!llbvn41t"' a!!·hllf" 
SrN,.,o«Jt ~wbmpllnJ UlnJT .. ,. 
YOUr _s .. ...,Muw""- ttl.tt ""a Nm srraa 
;..10~. ¥'d a lowr!N'd""".,..eo' 

~~~~=~:..~" 

EXHIBIT G 

( 1tl&f tfiiO !CNf tntMO"· [d!l.d 10 

'f""dlt•"""CU\Co_,..,uWpnns. 
ttfttt~l,tl'l( lll fHhuuntr'I'Uf 
_,Mwd ~¥ ln/10 1'DW' ..__,

:'oio\.....tosiO~fi~ "' C''_,,,. 
ltu"• A UO v•"""· aU kNr tanru~ 
CVIII'Wf ....,. •• a.a ,. ... . P"'MY Ar.i 
"-''_....,. .. _ 
3 F-.&-Joono)'l 

Tnnlf'O'C :r- COI'\JCIOIUI'Itt .. -n 1 
~., odwr Me~~ ..,11'1 

tl'!.lft '"'"d ·blowln& uputcn<n 
- .J,bonpurl CftunMW• CI.Us YOU IQ a 
.. nnn~~•lwnlht-ld"u
~~~d ""•'C•C t~o~lt4 . ·cttnun Mt11d 
\..wo&';'\IO~~fiWiit l 
-~w u•ddofptuAIO tt!"'l'lf'Kf fA 
~ltocun.-orid.A./tdliNOvltw

ulu~t~•tt ll'ltl\d·uip. ·~cH lna tf!. 

ftP"flf"Ciet" ''"'"'"" ll'!.t J u ual 
IUJGolUIICIIII~,.~ As;'J 
~.!ddt<S:O~pta..l\'. f'iw. 

»Doy,._T.W 
AM FCil.l (.It!. G'f It f'IUIIfiY U 11\1 

rut ........ crw~lod•vs.TakYOUr 
tniftM I -.d~,.,..,·
ltW19d.ltlrr .und-&ltavi.J fl~ 
n.tliorn91~611tlfpo.Moot 
Mu\.V111~·bfto~
Mila .t WW'III'II-·IIfotU\'I"UOft 
...,"'I'V.Ifl'lclwft.rwniJ.,ltlf/ii'ICJ\rloiO
ir. WI'4.._~fNn:o":or 
• Nfl ntund. S...t no .untr \tr..at. ! 

~~~,!:~::~:; 
&wpi'IIUil'-vrmc• •Jtw:Jc. 

Toordn, Wtl'lpiY ('tlf ""!"toll !'"' 
"'""'-bttllldui:lorlht'SM~\(ol,yh 
cori\CJU ....... :a-~ltp&.l!lllln 

f405!. Or ""'4 'lOW cl'ltc:k Of "*'" 
"""'""s:M.ts~mttucrrm, " 
ll.&rcllln:.J » II'W II!Jrimt "'- ,_. 

r.rF..-cs.tric~Ofti.ToiFr. 

1-80().925-3263 
ZYGON =-._ ...... ..__ ..... .,. .__...._..,.fll"t ... f1!00 

,.a....t• f»ff-l.sl 
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195 Complaint 

EXHIBITH 

----· •... ---· 

"Smart Pill" Discovery! 
Can This Amazir.g New Brain Fcr11ula Aciuaily He!p Ycur Mir.d Wor:~ Better & Faster? Teslll 
Yourseli And Gel This Powerful 'l'lc:rr.in Prclec:icn Fer mula Eac.'J kd Every Monrh Free! 

~t::~tulv I :e~ived .1 :-.ew1 di;l:OU'=Z 
Abo\01 J ~Ond1 :nec:i•cl l ~oc:cx wnO ;.ait!!S 
.1 ~Jtiy Jose >:i .. im.m pai:s· :o uK:t ,ut 
i!"t~cr:t. :m?fOVt in~tiligtnct. .tnd ~~t:· 
!:!t :~.s i;r.t~a. 1':11!' .)rttc!e weol ·Jt'l ::J ~e:l 
~i !\is mc:~cdible d.um th.tr tht1t s:.::t~ 
tt!b nee ~i\ly :n..Je ~rn scnu:er. Xr 'h•s; 
{·yur...:id ion wu rumtd inl:) J 5e:ul.!l 
~«lWC !tis Wlfr tOOk lht r1lb wiule lnt 

Wolf(rfS:Mnf, 

9tlnS' a se!f·u~l?toveme:u w.tt::or ! 
w•J •nmgutd. by :he :onc:t?•· Jnd n•nt:: 
:.i..u:.1 :i':.en'l :r.ystlf.lnstantly 1·.-.u !ocm· 
a::§. l :,;, :iir:c CJ?tilin !<ide ~n :he ~ur 
T:u .. eru.xie where li.'Tic be<:H~t$ iU~t!" 

.t~e:er.utd.iP. :;ch~tr '"'O~~:S. :r.;t :ni:l \'~~.U 
:;H~i::tJ \f<¥l~i~f'fcl. 

Smart Pill Br eakthrough 
:-l :~ow :an J ·;,:1- ~r.r..mct ::s•~•~~? 

:<\~ ::u · ... J~·s 3! ;r.C'U~II:$ :l:cd ,;:c;ply 
Jr.C: J.~:~Jf!'l. :o d'~ 1:Jum. inR.auat~g buill 
.:t:: rr.ec.a:oJ:sr:'L lni'li~uti11 :1: ittt u.Jiof 
C.l:'.\J~e :o !:!cAm :tlls . . "-no:! sc:mu!•11~~ 
r~trJru;Nuer ~onncntS. 

~ly JO•I I~U !O fl!tSI~ft 41 powtriul 
bmn f<:ll:'nUI.I, :n.a(( e:-~mcly ~i :l.lrtml 
su:mr.ces. 

Waking Up Your Brain 
We ~trtd :he ~OittSt ( h..arm..acro.JI:UI 

tCfu C!\ l•b in tht ~:~uncry. Tnc rtsulc :s 

1~ 

rht 3r.ritt CJJ•IIIIOII F111u111fl. T\oltr.ty·siz 
m~:t:!ltL\a uch ttst~d br muin1um 
:a:r::y .t. :-~J po:ency • rt !o.adcd 1:\:o 1 
~~tmnpulc. 

L:c:~: rc?P'"! .a :tto~ ?•l!s won·: :Ttlkt 
.<~eu Jn El:utt:t'li, but :i your II!Xft:ltncts · 
.aot ~1kt :r.int'. you'll :lOf.ct u im?JQVt-
;ncnt 1n J(:trUIOII, i~.:s. conctnmtion. 
.a:\Ci menu! tntrgy. Bcuust subllt' or 
tYtlt l'lljjof 1MpCOYt:t\tfttJ in CO$nicive 
ia:~c:ionin~ Jilt:~ Jtl unnoac~d. h's 
!mponant :o hAve: jo)mt \~iiY oi tr.U!iur· 

IRJ~O;::J~:~~· your ~S!: \~~~ ~~ ' 
St«'.lli;e:canniltd i"iu .\iw1.1lbst:tw 
si~ows yoU ilow to mn.sure yoor :lltl\u l 
?rt:Jtt1S. You·~l ~t :nsrr.:ced :WI" to iook 
fer :h•n!t.s ::'1 .dt:!nd S. menr.l tnt~JY· 
,~•~cmrrl;:on. mt!':lcn:., licrt, ;:=r:c!:.:c:h••· 
fy. CrJ.t"llJf:CII And ?i•M:;:~. 'I~:').S! 
siui!s. orot:1em so'vlr.J 1i:1liry, :need. St.t· 
:ui.!~iue.md .)vt:ail i~Jilh. 

Super Vitamin Bonus 
'.Y'ht:\ you .:JII -'ltJ .:r!t: yo'.J: 3._,,., 

,:;J•I.t:ufo ht'llllllt, )'C\::1 Ju:o:r .. u:.:-Ji:? :t 
sc:n1 .l :'rHl\ :':lOtUtfs lU~oi•1 c:ve:v leur 
~"·e~!tJ. !"!L:s .u "' Sfr..a. 'Xn:.U :IC~ · :t J4tl 
::~'!1'1~ ;~,;:; ;·;!..1'•1:11 ?."';l(';::i111 l-:t'!t~!J 

~:;:~;. Yti ·!::\.1 !t: :·vJ :r.c:!<s ::.: ;:· t 

EXHIBIT H 

IOI~ price! ~ s,;,. COJifit:C/1 Fotlmd' 
•nd 1hc Vit•min ProttetioH Fortltllll. T.11S 

sucer bonw 'lifjmin progr.1m is AUIOI\'AI· 
ia)Jy st:'IC 10 you uch •nd every :non e~ 
.1!oc:s ,.uh ywr bt~in pilb. for u !ooJ u 
you '~ish 10 continue the prc~l'<'m. 

l O·Oay Free Trial 
(Empty·Th .. Bottlo Guarantee) 
And 'o C:e: sure this sruif rtlll't works, 

;ttu an ':ry i( Ol.IC cndrtly • I mi rule !or 
~ J.J.ys. Odu your ;inc monrh's su~t~ 
oi toth !ormul.as. And 1f .ar 1ny :ime C..:r· 
;llJ\Iht ~~-'!' T."i ;JCU 1vish :o :!isc:onr.1:· 
'.Jt i\t ;:rosr•M. llmpiy ;erum :l\t llll:.:.i~ 
?C)rt:On ~cv~n '!irs Jn c~prt tou!et •nd 
snll :-tetivt " !CO':'. rtfo.Jnd. ·r.--ct!l.\iltr :l:t 
!irs: ;o .i•ys. ;;ou :n.ly .:1ncd 1nr tuCse· 
~!.!t:':. r ~t.:p:.tt:>IS ~\'!:~ \ 1:::~~lt !~t?('~:-.~ 

~"J:l. 

S:r:~<r3r.1m .'irrt::~:1: !':~r•llll 
::~:·r ':.;_;~,',f.. .... ..... :: l.::;1 X. 
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS 

Complaint 

EXHIBIT I 

Fat Burner Pills·. 
Not only is F11t Bnml!r the fastest sell· 

ing product in its class, but it contains 
an incredi ble! 500 mg of pure L· 
Carnitine (a special amino acid used in 
metabolism) per serving. CO!llbined 
with a special blend of lipotropics and 
Chromium, you'll be on your way to a 
trimmer, firmer, leaner 
body. ..; • .-=-, 

Try this supplement ··~ .. . . 9' 
with any of-the oth~r • 
weight control products 
in this catalog for a 
super combined effect 
that will enhance your !fl.!fll'lnrnrt 
weight control program. 
(60 Ctlpsu/~'SJ 

A SI!Bclal lllend of U110troplc:s PILlS 500 mg of 1.
c:amitlml enlr.rntes lllellady's ah!JIIy to ~urn t.Jt. 

Fat Bumer Pills 
llcm # 84011 . .................. $14.95[3.00 I 

EXHIBIT I 
Zygon's Suoerlife catalog 

122 F.T.C. 
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EXHIBITJ 

·: .; 

' . . 

EXHIBIT J 
Zygon's Suoerlife catalog 



216 FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS 

Complaint 

EXHffiiTK 

"My mission is 'to : Jate and deliver 
tools that empower you to achieve your 
full potential in life. These are some 
of the best ideas in the world. Check 
them out!' 
01ne Spous, Prt$ldtnt 
Zygon lnfernJtionJI 

EXHIBIT K 
Zygon's St~oP.rL'r~ catalcs; 

122 F.T.C. 


